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be provided through an appropration
r ecity lion and hard work on this measure. I em ,te rutes were euspercied-and the Sento the board oftrustees.
pleased that ths bill enjoyas ich broad tbiat ame1msdment was ooncered in.
I had some conowns about certainp rovi- san eqop)ot. Itis truly a visiona pieoe of leg& motion to reconsider was )ail on
alone oithe bial
asiitroduo. end the entaion islation.
the'table.
approved by the Committe on National ReH.R. 3567, the John F. ienrtemdy
Center Act
Sourcesmade what I believe are sign cant Amendments O 1994. as amended, repimprovements. First, the board of useen will resents months 01 sustained effort, coordinaOENERAL LEAVE
be required to provide forthe center's man- lion and hard work byboth the Kennedy-COnMr. TRAFICANT. Mr. S1esher. I ask
agement i a manner consistent with other ter, primarily Mr. Jamee'Wolleneohn, chairnn -unenlmoress consent that
IUamrsbeis
National Presitdertial mrernias. By law. end of the board at the John F. Keiedy'Center mny Jave 5 legislative da s in whioh to
under this legislation, the centerwi remi in a for the Perforting Arts, and his staff, and he revise end extend their remarks on
memorialto the late Presidern.I believe we Department of Interior, specificaly Secretary H.R. M6 the billJst coiddered.
must have a learly emaciated policy tooen- Babbitt and the re sentatves tam the NaThe SPEAKER vro tampore. Is there
aie that bhe cnter meeft ft high star ndard tional Park Service. They a3 deserve our objection to the reqest -of
.the
genfiltinga National Memodel.
praise and thanks.
, lemsn from Ohio?
Second, the binrequires the grounds to be
The Kennedy Center, like the Smithsonisn
There was no objection.
managed consistent wh current National Park Institution end Ito other bureaus, is a. uniqpAe
Service regulattrs and agreements. Wiille I trust instrumentality of the Unted States. The
agree that separation of powers is nacenary oiginal Act establishes the Kennedy Center ANTMRUST
AND
tOMMUNICAand a positive step in eccompolisl'ing
tre- not only as a cultural arts center, but also
THINS REFORM AC'- o 1g94
quired
renovations, I remain coerned about charges It with the responsibility 01admnristeruThrBROOKS. Mr. Speaker, I move to
the Inpa on surrounding Nationat ParS Sar- mg a living merraria to President John F. suspend the rules and pass the bill
ice property. Because ofthe Kennedy Cariter's Kennedy. Finally, it has a mandated mission
H. a26) to t eeSe die 4dtftcaIocation amid heavily used and fragile Haljonat to serve both the local end national coau- ti
zf.Fl. JJudgmnt eid
Ax
st
Par* resources, I beiiev them should be con- nity.
"
24,
2, -I
In th
h a.n;tinr 4oat.
yetlned
tinulty
and consistency inthe managerne o f
Cunently, the manageof operatios
iattted States V. Weaterrs Slece-k, Ctlel
the grounds, The bilt, as amended.re Mires aid mailenanoe of the Kennedy Center is
lo e. 52-0192, U.S. District Court
the Kennedy Caetr to continue to me nage shared between the center' *boardof trustees -for the District of Columbiat to amend
the grounds
according to current National Perk and the Nation Pad Service 01 the Depaithe Communicatons Act of I= -to egService regulatlone and agreements; any mert of Interior. Over the past 23 years since
eats th manufactrngo@-f2Ie opesatchanges in such mnagement must be ep- the buildingwas constructed, there have been Lng companies, and for -otber iporposes.
proved by the secretary end enacted by Con- several building deects and mainteesane as amended.
gress. Thisensures the appropriate maminte-problems. The Kennedy Center Board ad the
The Clerk read as follows:
nance ofboth the building and the grounds Park Service have tried to share responsibility
H.R. 9M
while
protecting the National Part Se'vic
a in- for the nonrpertoring arts aspects of the KenBe it enacted byl theS.me.oadJiiuaeOf RCterest in the surrounding property and open naty Cenrter's OPrations, Unortunlately, this resentatives of the Ustedmat"Af A!ierlca in
space.
shared approach has not been as suocesful carerrmmsaemnbted, .
Finally, the Commilee on National Re- as both would have hoped.
arcsoni I. sisaw in iza, TAau olZ
Oteeo=N
sources had included a provision relonc ng a
This bil. as amended. addresses this fun(a) uo
.
-TTLE or TarS -d,-Tlte Act
mop delineating the boundariesof the Jota F. demeital issue by giving the Kennedy Center may be cited ra the "Antireartt nd,CommuKennedy Center for the Perlorrying Arts. which sole responsibility lom its bulding and site. AS n-taOitoRefIOrm Act of t584'"
upon enactment would be under the jur rsdic- such. the Center wil receive directly the gen(b) SOraTTITL OFTrla I Or Tee ACT.lion ofthe board oftrustees.
eral fund appropriations'necessary to fulfillts Title I of this Act may be cited sa thte AntlI understand that the Senate made som~e
~re
r
t Reform Act of 1994".
awe new
rsponsilities.
the
(o) TAMALF CO.iTErTS.changes in the legislation, but I have revie
ill we norpertonng ats Juntions Currenl.
of the Carer .e
ec. 1. Shrut ticres; -btae of1 ineate.
their version, and am satisfied that the b
funded by appropriations to the Pea Service.
1
I-uP
W, TE
we considering today retains those provi
iion
Wth the paseage of t historic bitt, Bra
MODIFICAT10N Oi IAtL JtDs a rr
advocated by the Comnrritteeon Natura I Re- Kennedy Center nuragerent Willfor the tirt Sec.
101. Autorstkon or Sen .operating
sources. I believe the version beforeu t e
time enjoy both fhe responsibility and accout.
comanr
toeeter competitive
ablesmuch needed Intovenriws to be
-ability
its and
builings,
theaters.
and But
its pertnmofbuina83 PerMutiftt.
.
to the Kennedy Cerder while protecting II
formingfor
arts
education
activities.
with Sec.
. A.tsorltton
erests of.the National Park Service. and I the responsibility also comes the opportunity Sec. 10. Lirmittions on esamfactart,-and
urgemy conleagues" support.
"
sre
i ei pm=
noiding
Pec
o.
set a vision for thefture. The current KenMr. MINETA. Mr. Speaker. I rise in snong to
nedy Center maragement welcomes its nne
ALtCsetiti
teg Ar~mci
support of H.R. 3567. the John F. Ken r
dy challenge and we are proud to have helped Sc.-05. Enrorcement
Center Act Amendenets of t994. a a mred- frame its mandate.
Sec. 106. Defittions.
ed..H.R.
3557 already passed the Hous I on.
-Mr. Speaker, this legislation affirmsonce Sec. 10. Relalonshtp to other la
May 10. 1994.The Senate made some ech- again the fundamental misso of the Nations Sec. 108.Required regulator7 actiona.
ni-al
cl-r:9"S
to the bill
which we are cc incur- Iving memorial to President Kennedy and ITITLE 11-EGULATiON OF .MAOIUFACTURING. ALARM SERVICES, AM ELECiriN in ei - time.
Mr. Spedrer. today is indeed a histor
ic
scstrongly urge Its adoption.
TI7N.C PUBLISHING BY BELL.mPERA'r
Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Speaker, I
= CMPANIES
cacvon as this till, by making signi
yield
back
the
balance
of
my
time.
Sec.
22l.
Regulation
of
uflactsrltg
by
changes to the John F. Kennedy Cente Act.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.eral
lMr.
Sell
e
gives the Kennedy Center. to the first
tIOe MON'rGOMERY). The question is on the Sec. 2112.Regulatlen of entr into sierrn
hll responsibility forits own activtes.
motion
offered
by the gentleman
from Sec. =. RePulation
monitoring
Fis at all,
Mr. Speaker. I wa1 1orn mend Ohio
[Mr.
TRAFICAN'r]
that the House
of servIces.
electronic publishtog.
the genteman from Ohio.the subcomr itmee supend the rules and concur In the Sec.
2LPrvacy ofcustomer tsormats.
chairman on Public Buildings and Grotunds S-na'e amendment to the bill. H.R. Sec. 205. TelemesssgIngaeevIse.
(Mr. TRAFICAN].
end thesubcommittee's rhei 3567.
Sec. 206. Enhanced msevrtoeeafegards.
Ingrepublican member [Mr. DurC
CN]. for their
The question was taken; and (twoTITLE t--H.-FDEAL COMMNICAT']10NS
fine leadership on this important meas ure
,I
'irds having voted In favor thereof)
COMtISSIONEFOUES
wiold also like to reogrize and than
Sec. 1 Asthoritatiss or aPPIMCnsraatee
Correnittee on Natixa Resources' Cha rman
ITLE 1-BtE8
OF TAR•
GEORGEMILER, rankingRepubican ON
MODIFICATION OF FINAL JUDGEN
YOuN.G,
Chairman BRUCEVENTo.end rM
nking
SEC.
tM.
AUTI8ORtZATICN
FORs
BE5LOPERAINGO
Republican member JAMESHANSENO their
COMPANY
70 ENTII OMPtETIIVE
Eub-ommittee on Na!ural Parks. Forest - and
LINES OF Et.LSIin.
Publc Lands and their stairs forti-eir coo 6!1r..,a) APPLICATION.-
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(1) IN OENERAL-After the applicable date
specified in paragraph (2). a Bellioperating
company may apply to the Attorney General
and the Federal Communications Commission for authorization, notwithstanding the
Modification of Final Judgment-(A) to provide alarm monitoring services.
or
(B) to provide interexchange telecommunications services.
The application shall describe with particularity the nature and sope of the activity.
and of each product market or service market, and each geographic market,.for which
authorization is sought
(2) APPuCABL8 DATS.-For purposes of
paragraph (1), the applicable date after
which a Bell operating company may apply
for authorization shall be(A) the date of the enactment of this Act,
with respect to providing Interexchange telecommunications services, and
(B) the date that occurs 68 months after
the date of the enactment of this Act. with
respect to providing alarm monitoring Berv.
(3)
AoENgicy NrOTiPICATiON.-Whsnever
the Attoeney General or the Federal Communications Commission receives an appliestion med under paragraph (1). the recipient
of the application shall notify the other of
Auch reo"ipt.
. .(4) PUBLICATION.-NOt later than 10 days
after receiving in application made under
paragraph (1). the Attorney General and the
Federal Communcations Commission jointly shall publish the application In the Fed.
erad Register.
(b) WABAT DwrHIR'INATIONS By THE ATTORNES GENERAL AND TH39 FEDERAL COMeUNICATINS COMIS IOs,(1) C0iENT PRIOD.-NOt later than 45
days aferW an application iS published under
subsection (&X4). Interested persons may
submit written commente to the Attorney
General, "to the Federal Communications
ommission. or to both regarding the application. Submitted comments shall be available tothe public.
(2) br'sURAOzNcY
CONSULTATION.-Before
making their respective determinations
under paragraph (3). the Attorney General
and the Federal Comnunications Commission Shall onsuhl with each other regarding
the application Involved.
(3) DSgraOCNArIOpe.-(A) After the time
for comment under paragraph (1) has expired, but not later than 1W0days after receiving an application made under subeection (a)(1). the Attorney General and the
Federal Communications Commission each
shall issue separately a written determination. onithe record after an opportunity for
a hearing, with respect to granting the authorisation for which the Bell operating
company has applied.
(B) Bush determination shall be based on a
preponderance of the evidence.
(C) Any person who would be threatened
with lose or damage as a result of the approval of the authorization requested shall
beperoxitted to participate as a party In the
proceeding on which the determination is

bass&
(DXi) The Attorney General shall approve
the pranting of the authorization requested
in the application only to the extent that
the Attorney General finds that there is no
substantial possibillty that such company or
Ite afnliate could use monopoly power to
impede ompetition In the market such company seles to enter. The Attorney General
shall dsny .the remainder of the requested
authorization.
(l1) The Federal Communications Commisn100 shall approve the granting of the .requested anthorization only to the extent
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that the Commission finds that granting the
di) neither of the~r approvals is vacated ,
requested authorization Is consistent with
reversed A a result of judicial review authe public interest. convenience, and neces- thorited by subsection I(). or
sity. The Commission shalldeny the remnin(Ii as s result of such judicil review of eider of the requested authorization.
ther or both determinations, both the A-ttor(ill) Notwithstanding clauses (i) and iiI.
ney General and the Federal Communicanot later than 180days after the date of the
tions Commission approve the granting of
enactment of this Act, the Attorney General
the requested authorization.
and the Federal Communications Commis(C) JLDICIALREvEW.sion shall each prescribe regulations to es(1) COMMENCEMENT
OF ACTIO".-Not later
tablish procedures and criteria for the expe- than 45 days after a determination by the Atdited determination and approval of applica- torney General or the Federal Communications
for
authorization
to
provide
tions Commission Is published under subinterexchange telecommunications services section (b)(4i. the Bell operating company
(other than services described in section that applied to the Attorney General and the
102(c)) that are incidental to the provision of Federal Communications Commission under
another service which the Bell operating subsection (a), or any person who would be
company may lawfully provide. Before pre- threatened with los or damage as a result of
scribing such regulations, the Attorney Gen- the determination regarding such company's
eral and the Commission shall consult with engaging in the activity described in such
respect to such regulations, including con- company's application. may commence an
sultatton for the purpose of avoiding unnec- action in the United States Court of Appeals
essary inconsistencies in such regulations.
for the District of Columbia Circuit against
(El In making li determination under sub- the Attorney General or the Federal Commuparagraph (D)li) regarding the public inter- nications Commission, as the cas may be.
est. convenience, and necessity, the Commis- for judicial review of the determination resion shalltake Into accountgarding the application.
(i)the probability that grantink the re(2) CERTIFICArION OF RECORD.-As part of
quested authorization will secure reduced
the answer to the complaint, the Attorney
rates for consumers of the services that are General or the Federal Communications
the subject of the application, especially res- Commission. s the case may be. shall file in
idential subscribers.
such court a certified copy of the record
(it) whether granting the requestedauthor- upon which the determination is based.
ization will result in increases in rates for
(3)CONSOLIDATIONOF ACrioh.-o-The court
consumers of exchange service.
shall consolidate for judicial review all ac. (ill)the extent to which granting the re- tions commenced under this subsection with
quested authorization will expedite the de- respect to the application.
livery of new services and products to con(4) JUDIdtE.sr.-(A) The court shall enter a
aumers.
judgment after reviewing the determination
(iv)the extent to which the Commission's
in accordance with section 706 of title 5 of
regulations, or other'laws or regulations. the United States Code.
will preclude the applicant from engaging in
(B) A judgmentpredatory pricing or other anticompetitive
(i) affirming any part of the determination
economic practices with respect to the serv- that approves granting all or part of the reIcesthat are the subject of the application. quested authorization, or
(v) the extent to which granting the re(i) reversing any part of the determination
quested authorization will permit collusive that denies all or part of the requested asacts or practices between or among Bell opthorization.
erating companies that are not affiliates of
shall describe with particularity the nature
each other.
(vii whether granting the requested au- and scope of the activity, and of each product market or service market, and each geothorization will result, directlyor indirectly.
in increasing concentration among providers graphic market. to which. the affirmance or
reversal applies.
of the service that te the subject of the appliSEC.s0. AUTHORIZATIONAS PERgEQUSTE.
caition to such an extent that consumers will
(a) P REQUISIrE.-Until a Boll operating
not be protected from rates that are unjust
or unreasonable or that are unjustly or un- company Is so authorized in accordance with
section 101, It shall be unlawful for such
reasonably discriminatory, and
(vii) is the case of an application to pro- company. directly or through an affiliated
vide Alarm monitoring services, whether the enterprise, to engage In as activity described
Commission has the capability to enforce ef- In section 101(al1).
fectively the regulations established pursu(hI GENERAL EXCEProNS.-Except with reant to section 230 of the Communications spect to providing alarm monitoring services. subsection Is) shall not prohibit a Bell
Act of 1934 as added by this Act.
(F) A determination that approves the operating company from engaging., at any
granting of any part of a requested author- time after the date of the enactment of this
ization shall describe with particularity the Act(l) in any activity ans authorized by an
nature and scope of the activity, and of each
product market or service market, and each order entered by the United States District
geographic market, to which approval ap- Court for the District of Columbia pursuant
to section VI1 or VIII(C) of the Modiication
plies.
(4) PUnLicATION.-Not later than 10 days of Final Judgment. if(A) such order was entered on or before the
after issuing a determination under paragraph (3),the" Attorney General or the Fed- date of the enactment of this Act. or
(IB) a request for such authorization was
eral Communications Commission, as the
case may be. shall publish in the Federal pending before such court on the date of the
Register a brief description of the deter- enactment of this Act.
(2) in providing intrastate interexchange
mination.
(5)FINALITY.-A determination made under telecommunications services ifparagraph (3) shall be final unless a civilac(A) after the date of the enactment of this
tion with respect to such determination is Act. the State involved approves or authortimely commenced under subsection (c)(l). izes such company to provide such services.
(6)AUrTHORIZATiON
ORANTED.-A requested after tking Into account the potential efauthorization is granted to the extent that,fecte of such approval or authorization on
(A)(i) both the Attorney General and the competition and the public interest.
Federal Communications Commission ap(B) not less than H0 days before such comprove under paragraph (3)the granting of the pany offera to provide such services, such
company gives notice to the public and the
authorization, and
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Attorney General that such approval or au- copyright owner of such programming, or by scribed in paragraph (2)and such additional
material and information described in such
thorination has been granted by such State. an assignee of such owner, to distribute.
(2) providing a telescommunications serv- paragraph as the Attorney General may reand appoints an agent for the purpose of reice. 'using the transmission facilities of a quest; and complies with the waiting period
ceiving service of process. '
cable system that is an affiliate of such com- specified in paragraph (),and
..
(Ci the Attorney General(B(i).thewaiting periodspecified In parai)i tails to commence a civil action In ac- pany. between exchange areasWithin a cable
cordance with Subsection (d). cot later than system franchise area in which such cm. graph (3)expires without the commencement
date
of
the
enactment
of
of a civil action by the Attorney General in
90 days after the Attorney General receives pany is not, on the
the notice described in subparagraph (B).to this Act. a providerof wireliue telephone ex- accordance with paragraph (4)to enjoin such
company from engaging in the activity deenjoin such company from providing such chance service.
(0) providing commercial mobile services scribed in such notification, or
,,rvIces. or
the Comin
accordance
with
section
320ci
of
(li)before the expiration 'of such waiting
hutaction
such
civil
ro commences
(i',
(2c))
and period, the Attorney General notifies such
III fnilsto obtain an injunction from the municatlons Act of 1934(47U.S.C.
with the regulations prescribed by the Com- company in writing that the Attorney Gendistrict court Involved enjoining much com.
mission pursuant to paragraph (7)of such eral does not intend to commence such a
puny from providing such services, or
civil action with respect to such activity..
(lIII such injunction issued by such couit is section. '
14)providing a service that permits a cue() NOTIFICATION.- 1e notification revacated on appeal. and
tomer that is located in one exchange area
(1)shal be in such form
(D) the Bell operating company Isrequired to retrieve stored Information from, or file quired by paragraph
and hailcontaln such documentary mateby regulations prescribed by the Federal
information forstorage in. information stor- rial and. information relevant, to the proCommission
and such age facilities of such company that are loCommunications
posed activity as is necessary and approStale. for the services subject to their re- cated In another exchange area,
priate forthe Attorney General to determine
spective jurisdictions. to pay a nondiscrim-.
15)providing signaling Information used in
ict:ory access charge to the local exchange connection with the provision of exchange whether there is no substantial possibility
,arler (Including itseifl that provides the services to a local exchange carrier that, to- that such company or its affiliates could use
lielloprating company with telephone ex- gether with any affiliated local exchange monopoly power to impede competition In
the market such company seeks: to enter for
rhange acces. and
carriers. has aggregate annual revenues of such activity.
tele31 In
providing
interexchange
lessthan $103,000.01). or
(3)WArTING PERIOD.-The waiting period recommunications servlces through resale of
(6)providing network control signaling intriccommunicatlons services purchased from formation to. and receiving such signaling ftrred to in paragraph (1)is the 1-year period
n person who is not an afflilated enterprise information from. linterexchange carriere at beginning on the date the. notification required by such paragraph is received by the
ofsuch company ifany location within the area in which such
Attorney General.
tclecommuniIAI such inerexchange
company provides exchange services or ex(4) CiVIL ACTION.-Not later than 1 year
crtions'services involve only elecommuni.
change access.
after
receiving a notification required by
a
State
In
which.
Cations that origlnate.in
(d) CIVIL ACTION-1) For the purpose of
on the date of the enactment of this Act. paragraph (2)or (3)of subsection (b).the At- .plragraph (1). the Attorney General may
u(h company provided wireilne telophone torney General shall commence a civilac- commence a civil action in an appropriate
district court of the United States to enjoin
-xhanoe services.
tion. not later than 9D days after receiving
iB)such State hn approved or authorized the notice required by paragraph (2)() or the Bell operating company from, engaging
i*:rons that are not affiliated enterprises of (3)(Ciof such subsection, respectively. to en- in the activity described in such notificeio, If the Attorney General determines
Fchccompany to provlde intraexchange toll join
such
company
from
providing
:eic'ommunications services in such a man- Interexchange telecommunications services that there is a substantial possibility that
er that customers In such State have the pursuant to such paragraph if the Attorney such company or its affiliates could use moability to route automatically, without the General determines that the standard speci- nopoly power to impede competiti6n in the
use of any access code. their intrexchange fled
in the first sentence of section market it seeks to enter with respect to such
telecommunications
to the
taletol
Is not satisfied with respectto activity.
I011b)I3)iD)4i)
(C)EXEPTION FOR PREVIOUSLY AUTHORIZED
communications services provider of the cus- providing such interexcharge telecommuniAcrivriEs.-Subsections (a) and (b)shall not
tomer's designation from among 2 or more cations services.
prohibit
a Bell operating company from entlecommunications services providers (in(2) With respect to a civilaction commenced for the purpose of paragraph (2)or (3) gaging, at any time after the date of the enuding such company).
IC) afterthe date of the enactment of this
of suhsectlon (b).venue shall lie in any dis- actment of this Act, in any activity as asAct and not less than 90 days before such
trict court of the United States in the State thorised by an order entered by the 'Uited
States District Court for the District of Cosuch that granted the approved or authorization
rompany
offers
to
provide
lombia pursuant to sectionVII or VfIh(C)of
,nterexchangetelecommunications services. referred to In such paragraph.
Fuch company gives notice to the public cnd
(3) Ifthe Attorney General does not com- the Modification of Final Judgment, if(l)such order was entered on or before the
(he Attorney General that such approval or
mence a civil action in accordance with
.authorization has been granted by snjch paRraph (I)before the expiration of the 90- date of the enactment of this Act, or
(2) a request for such authorization was
day period beginning on the date the AttorSt.te. and
ney General receives such notice. the Attor- pendip before such court on the date of the
(D) the Attorney General-.
(1)fails to commence a civil action in ac- ney General shall publish in the Federal Reg- enactment of this Act.
cordance with subsection (d).not later than ister a brief statement that the Attorney SEC. 554. ANTICOMPSITPIVZ TYINO ARRANG&O
c(1 days after the Attorney General receives General has determined not to commence
the notice described in subparagraph (C). tc osuch civil action.
A Bell Operating company with monopoly
eroin such company from providing ech SEC. 103.LIMITATIONS ON MANUFACTURINGAND power in any exchange service market shall
PROVIDING EQU PMENT.
services,
or
not tie (directly or indirectly) In any relisI AnSOLUTE LIMrfATION.-Until the expi- evant market the sale of any product or
11)so commences such civil action buIl fails to obtain an injunction from the rationof the i-year period beginning on the service to the provision of any telecommunidistrict court involved enjlining such com.- date of the enactment of this Act, it shall be cations service, if the effect of such tying
unlawful for a Bell operating company, di- gray be to substantially lessen competition.
pany from providing such services, or
i rectly or through an affiliated enterprise. to or to tend to create a monopoly, in any line
(il)such injunctionissued by such court i(
manufacture or provide telecommunications of commerce.
vacated on appeal.
(c)EXCEPrlONS FOR L-C:DENTALSERVICES.-- equipment, or to manufacture customer
premises equipment.
Wi1.01 ENFORCEMENT.
Subsection (a)shall not prohibit a Bell oper
(a) EqlrrCRLx powxas or Urre B-crnTs
(b)QUALIrIED LIMrrATiON.sting company, at any time after the date 0 r
gl)RcQUED CONDIr0Ns.-After the expira- ATroRNEg.-It shall be the duty of the sevthe enactment of this Act. from providinE
Interexchange telecommunications servicel I tion of the i-year period beginning on the eral United States attorneys, under the didate of the enactment of this Act. it shall be rection of the Attorney General, to institute
forthe purpose of(])(A)providing audio progrmaiming. videc
claw
Cl for a Bell operating company, directly proceedings in equity in their respective dieprogrammina. or other prorramming serv. or through an affiliated enterprise, to manu- tricte to prevent and restrain violations of
ffacture
or
provide
telecommunications this title.
Ice to subscribers to such serice, of such
c ,mpany.
(b) CRIINAL Liantiir.-Whoever knowequipment, or to manufacture customer
tB) providing the capability for InteractiorI premlsen equipment, to the extent described ingly engages or knowingly attempts to enhy such subscribers to select or respond t( in a notification to the Attorney General gage in an activity that is prohibited by secsuch audio programming. video program
that meets the requirements of paragraph (2) tion 102. 103, or 104 shall be guiltyof a felmv.
ming. or other programming services. or
and an conviction thereof, shallbe punis..
and only ifCAl Such company submits to the Attorney to the same extent as a person is punls,(C) providing to distribi.tors audio pro.
gramming or video progrur.rving that suctI General. at any time after the date of the en- upon convictibn of a violation of section I of
e actment of this Act. the notification de- the Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. 1).
company owns. controls. o: , licensed by thl
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(A) to receive signals from other d-!-s
UCh tiat
no vhxiru'i area includs I-!
within mom than I metropolitan statintiicl
located at or about such premises regarding
arc. consolideted metropolitan ststclical
a possible threat at such premises to ife.
area. or State. except as expressly permitted
vansafety, or property. from burglary, fire.
under the Modification of Final Judgment
dallas, bodily injury, or other emergency.
before the date of the enactment of this Act.
and
t12) EXCHANOE SERVIlCE.-The term "ex(B) to transmit a siglal regarding such
means a telecommunichange service"
facilities
of
threat by means of transmission
a Bell operating company or one of ito affili-cations service provided within an exchane
ates to a remote monitoring centerto alert area.
(111 INFOMAT:ON.-Except as provided in
a person at such center of the need to inform
(17o. the term "information"
the customer or another person or police. paragraph
fire.rescue, security,or public safety person- means knowledge or intelligence represented
by any form of writing, signs, signals, picnel of such threat.
tures, sounds, or other symbols.
but does not Include a service that u~s a
INT'TREXCHANOE TELECOMMUM114)
medical monitoring device attached to an in- cATlrONs,'The term "Interexchange teledividual for the automatic surveillance of an communications"
telecommunimeans
ongoing medical condition.
cations between a point located in an ex(3) ANITrEUST LAW.-ihe term "antitrust change area and a point located outside such
subsection
given
It
in
laws" has the meaning
exchange area.
cumtance..
(a)of the first section of the Clayton Act 15
(15) MANUFACTURE.-The term "macafac(d PRIVATE IlNJUNCTiVERUEF.r-Any per- U.S:C. 12(a)),
except that such term Includes ture" has the meaning given such term
son shall be entitled to sue for and have In- the Act of June 19, 1936 (49 Stat. 1526: 15 under the Modification of Final Judgenet.
in A. court of the United U.S.C. 13 et seq.), commonly known as the
Junctive relief,
(161 .iO:FICATION OF FINAL JUDOMENT.SState having jurisdiction over the parties. Robinson Patesa Act, and section 5 of the The terim "Modification of Final Judgment"
against threatened low or damage by a vio- Federal Trade Commission Act (15U.S.C. 45) means the order entered August 24. 1I82, In
when and under the gains to the extent that such section 5 applies to the antitrust action styled United States v.
lation of this title,
conditions and Principles as injunctive relief unfair methods of competition.
Western Electric. Civil Action No. 82-0192. In
is available under section 16 of the Clayton
(4) AUDIO PROGRAMM5O.-The term "audio the United States District Court for the DisAnt (15 U.SC. 96). In any action under this programming" means programming provided trict of Columbia. and includes any judgsubsection in which the plaintiff substan- by. or generally considered comparable to ment or order with respect to such action entially primails. the court shall award the progranming provided by, a radio broadcast
tered on or after August 24. 182.
cost Of suit, including a reasonable attor- station.
OERvicEs.-The
117) OTHER PROGRAMMINGo
ney'sfee. to such plaintiff.
(5) BELL OPERATING COMPANY.-The term term "other programming services" means
(e) JusuRDIC'riow.-i), Subject to Paragraph "Bell operating company" meansinformation (other than audio programming
(2). the oout of the United States bsall (A) Bell Telephone Company of Nevada. Il- or video programming) that the person who
have exciusive Jurisdiction to make deter- linois Bell Telephone Company, Indiana Bell
offers a video programming service makes
minations with respect to a duty, claim, or Telephone Company, Incorporated, Michigan avalilable to all subscribers generally. For
right arising under this titie, other than de- Bell Telephone Company, New England Tele- purposes of the preceding sentence, the
terminations authorized to be made by the phone and Telegraph Company. New Jersey terms "'information" and "makes available
Attorney General and the Federal Commu- Bell Telephone Company. New York Tele- to all subscribers gererally' have the same
sction phone Company. U S West Communications meaning such terms have under section
under
Commisslon
nications
111(b)(3).
.
".
Company. South Central Bell Telephone 602(13) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47
(2) The United States Court of Appeals for Company, Southern Bell Telephone and Tele- U.S.C. 5221)).
(18) PEsoNi.-The term "person' has the
the District of Columbia shall have exolusive graph Company, Southwestern Bell Telejurisd ction to review determinations made phone Company, The Bell Telephone Com- meaning given such term Is subsection is)Of
under section IM(bXS). •
pany of Pennsylvania. The Cheseapeake and - the first section of the Clayton Act (15 U.S.C.
(8) No action commenced to assert or en- Potomac Telephone Company, The Chess- 12(a1.
force a duty,. claim, or right arising under peaks and Potomac Telephone Company of
(11) STATE.-The term 'State" means any
this title shall be stayed pendin any such Maryland, The Chesapeake and Potomac of the several States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. the
deterinlation by the Attorney General or Telephone Company of Virginia.The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Isthe Federa Communications Commission.
lands, the Federated States of Micronesta.
(f) 505PoufAs.-In an action commenced West Virginia. The Diamond State Teleunder this title. a subpoena requiring the at- phone Company. The Ohio Bell Telephone the Republic of the Marshall islands, Palau.
tandaino of a witness at a hearing or a trial Company. The PacificTelephone and Tele- or any territory or possession of the United
may be served at any place within the Unit- graph Company, or Wisconsin Telephone States
term
TELECOMMUNICATIONS.-The
(201
ediStates.
Company,
means the transtelecommunications"
(B) any successor or assign of any such
LAws TO ENWgiAPPLw~slLF oP Omm
mission of information between points by
FORcOIm rT Or Twis TITL.company, or
(i)SECTIONI OF THE CLAYTONACT.-Section
(C)any affiliate of any person described in electromagnetic meant
(211 TELEOMMUNICATIONSEU1PMe%'.-ThO
5 of the Claton Act (15U.S.C.16)shall apply subparagraph (A) or (B).
equipment"
-telecommunications
with respect to actions under this section
(6)CABLE sYSTEM.-The term "cable sys- term
brought by or on behalf of the United States. tem" has the meaning given such term In means equipment, other than customer
(2) ANTITRUST CIVIL PROCES aCT.-Section section 602(7)of the Communications Act of- premises equipment, used by s carrier to pinvide a telecommunications service, and in2(a) of the Antitrust Civil Process Act (15 1934 (47U.S.C. 522(7)).
U.S.C. 1311(a)) is amended(7)CARRME.--The term "carrier" has the cludes software integral to such equipment.
122) TELECOMMUNICATIONSSERVICE.-The
(A) in par graph (I)by striking "and" at meaning given such term in section 3 of the
term 'telecommunications service" means
the end.
Communications Act of 1934(47U.S.C. 153).
the offering for hire of transunission facill(8) COMMERCIAL MOBILE SIVZCHi.-The
(B) in paragraph (2) by striking the period
*at the end and inserting "and", and
term "commercial mobile services" has the ties or of telecommunicatlons by means of
(C)by adding at the end the following,
meaning given such term in section 332d) el- such facilitles.
(23) TRANSMISSION FAC'rIES.-The term
"() title I of the Antitrust and Commot- the Communications Act of 1934(47 U.S.C
'transmission facilities" means equipment
nioationsReform Act of 1994.".
=(d)).
QUIPr-tFrr.-The (including wire. cable, microwave, aatellite.
(9) CUSTOMER PREISES
iOL
naIPUQONa.
5
term "customer premises equipment" meant eand fiber-optics) that transmits Information
For purposes of this title:
by electromagnetic means or that directly
(1)AFPILLATIL-The term "aflllat" means equipment employed on the premises of
supports such transmission, but does not inperson (other than a carrier) to originate
a peron thatidirectly or Indirectly) owns or
controls. is Owned or controlled by, or is route, or terminate telecommunications, and dlude customer premises equipment.
(24) VIDEO Pi OGRAMUINOG-The term "video
under common ownership or control with. includes software integral to such equip
programming" has the meaning given such
rson. For purposes of this pars- meat.
another
term in section 602(191 of the Communicsterm
"ex.
ACCESS.-The
(10)
EXCHANGE
an
equity
inrefers
to
owning
graph, to own
tinns Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 522119)).
tarest (Or the equivalent thereof) of more change access" means exchange services pro
vided for the purposeof originating or termi - SC 10. RELATIONSHIPTO OTHER LAWS.
than 80 parcent.
is) MODIFICATION OF PINAL JUDOMET.telecommunications.
interexchange
term
nating
(2)ALARM MONIUTORIOam 'Icg,-The
(11) E.XCHAN E AREA.--The term "exchangi a This title shall supersede the Modification of
"alarm monitoring service" means a service
that uses a device located at.a residence. area" means a contiguous geographic are a Final Judgment. except that this title shall
established by a Bell operating compani r not affectpias of business. or other fixed.premises-

(cWPRIVATE RIOHT Of ACTION.-Any person
who s.injured in its business or property by
reason of a violatin of this title(i)mAY bring a clvil action in any district
court of the United States in the district in
which the defendant resides or is found or
has an agent, without respect to the amount
In controversy. and
(2) shall recover threefold the damages sustained, and the cost of suit (including-a reasonable attorney's fee).
may award under this section,
The aort
pursuant to a motion by such person promptly maeds, slmple Interest on actual damages
for the period beginning on the date of service of such person's pleading setting forth a
claim under this titie and ending on the date
of Judgment. or for any Shorter period there
In. if the court findsthat the award of such
Interest for such period is Just In the cir-
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i1) section I of the Modification of Final
Judgnent. relating to AT&T reorganization.
(2) section HI(A) (including appendix B) and
IlS) of the Modification of Final Judgment,
relating to equal access and nondiscrimination.
(3) section IV(FI and IVi 1) of the Modifiestins of Final Judgment, with respect to the
requirements Included in the definitions Of
-exchange access" and "information acess".
14) section VIRliBi of the Modification of
Final Judgment. relating to printed advertsing directories.
(5) section VII(Eli of the Modification of
Final Judgment, relatinc to notice to cutomers of AT&T.

(6) section ViUF) or the modification of

-(Ai shall, until January 1. 1998. and may
thereafter (i) require that each provider of
two-way commercial mobile services afford
its subscribers nondiscriminatory access to a
provider of interexchange services of the
subscriber's choice, and (l) establish geographic service areas within which providers
of two-way commercial mobile services shall
be exempt from the access obligation under
clause (i):
-iB) may establish or revise technical
interconnection requirements on providers
of two-way commercial mobile services:
"(C) subject to section 104 of the Antitrust
and Communications Reform Act of.194 and
the provisions of paragraph (l) of this subsection and subparagraph (A) Of this par

graph and the regulations prescribed there.

BEST COPY AVAILABLUY193

"(2) BOOKs, RECORDs ACCOU.NTS.-A-rmsutfactoring affiliate required by subsection(hI
shall(A) maintain books. records, and accounto
that are epIPtth fros the booBae records.
and accoUnte of its affiliated Bell operating
company and that Identify all financial
transactions between the munufactrling,.1fllets and Its affillated Bell operating 00rpany,
and
l
is
B)
I( even if such manufanituring affIl ate
not a publicly held corporation, prepare financial statements whIch are In compliance
with financial reporting reqpiremenf under
the Federal. euritle laws for publicly held
corporations, file such statements with the
Comnlsson. and m
such statements

ayaiable for public Inspection.

Final*Judgment, relatjng to less than equal
exchange a
fcss.
of
Fi) section
VI.(Gl
or the Modification
Final
Judgment,
relating
to transfer of
AT&T assets. Including all exceptions granteactthe
or
date
ed thereunder before the
Ac=t. andmeot
and
ment of thisment
At,
ofthis

under. may permit (with or without condii(> IS-,.s SEIF..0
AF51 .TL-C.0tions) or rohibit the bundling of twoway esitent W*th tie provisions of this aectkon,
of
neither
a Bell operating affiliates.
compoinF enu.l
nor. ay
commercial
serces
with
n
xcn
e mobile
cead...
...
Its
nonmnactor'iog
.pr-.
advertising; Inetalatuion, producform ses,
.nterechate services; and
r a manratons
m " nan
any requi- "
D) shall not, In establishing
do
..
, exep
.. itW.that-."
.a.t t
afflite
(A). (B). .or (C) a fatrn
subparagraiph
under
requlrement
different
tablilh
ifeetrqurmns
(8) with respect to the parts of the MGM-tbls.
"(A)a Bell operating company.' ad. Its
commercial
two-way
of
providers
for
*iI)
in
described
Judgsment
of Final
ficathon olii
sell, adverparagraphsfct~
through
gmnll-.
nmb~ ahmobileservices
evcsta that alsoare,
lo
s orraeaf~-tse.
uecie
install, and afiliats
maintainmay
telescpmmusi-.
nonrmnufacturing
re aflietele omued
n
iLn and
q
of wireline telephone ex- .ti s
(A i section 11of the Modification of Final sted with. Providers
nations equipment and customer premises
and
service:
change
efand
applicability
to
Judgment. relating
such equipment
"acquiring
"(il) for providers of two-way commercial .f.qipment
type
feet.
institutional advertising . a f
fS)
not, and are not affI section IV of the Modification of Final mobile services that are
te
tisig.
adci
relattona
not)
telephone
wireline
of
providers
filiated with.
to coml~ince
definitions.
prtn
Blofn&type
relating to
aridotbh
Judgment, relating
mn
q
telecommuncations
peifib
to
notrelated
Judgment.
Service.
IC) section V of the Modification of Final exchange
Judgsnent relatng to compliance.
The regulations prescribed pursuant to tis
company or its affiliates, shall be permitted.
(D) section VI of the Modification of Final paragraph shall supersede any. inconsistent
"(4) DIOMKeTrcMANUFACTURINoREQUIREDJudgment. relatng to visltorial provisions,
requirements imposed by the Modification of
O l=-&t SUL.-Except as otherwise
G.E.()
(E) section VU of the Modification of Final Fin
Judgment (as such term is defined in provided in this Paragraph, a manufacturing
Judgment, relating to retention of Jurledic- section 106 of the Antitrust and Communicaaffiliate required by subsection (b) shall contion. and
Lions Reform Act of 1994). Nothing in this duet all of its manufacturing within the
(F) section V111(I) of the Modification of paragraph shall affect the Commission's soUnited States and all component parts of
Final Judgment. relating to the court's sua thority to establish the.terms amdconditions customer premises equipment manuflctared
sponte authority,
under which providers of telephone exchange by such affiliate, and all component parts of
(b) ANTifUST LAWs.-Except as provided services provide access to thelocal exchange telecommunications equilpmentinufac-.
in section l05g). nothing in this Act shall be networks for commercial mobile servies=0or tuttd by such Affillate,shall hays biesa manconstrued to modify, Impair. or supersede interexchange services'..
.
.
ufactured within the United States.
the applicability of any of the antitrust
(2) EFEC-lIV
DATE CONFOMINGOAdEND:,
"(B) Excurp-ON.--(1) Both affiliate may use
laws.
MENtr-Section 6552(c)(2)(B) of the Omnibus component parts manufatuired diftalde the
!" ,
- ." Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 is amended United State ifP(C) IEERAL. STATE, AD LOCAL LAw.-ill
Except as provided in paragraph (2). this by etriking "section 32(cX6)"aand inserting.- "(I) such affiliate firet'siakewsia
:S1Edth
title shall not be construed to modify, im- "paragraphs (6) and (7) of section S32c)".
effort to obtain equivalent component parts
pair. or supersede Federal. State. or local
manufactured Within the -United Staes at
law unless expressly so provided in this title. TITLE l-REGULATION OF RANUFlCTU].
reasonable prices. terms, and conditions: and.
(2) This title shall supersede State and
ING, ALARM SERVICM
AND ELEC"1115 for the aggregate of telecommunilocal law to the extent that such law would
TRONIC PUBLISHING BYBELL OPERAT
cations- equipment and customer premises
impair or prevent the operation of this title.
ING COMPANIES
equipment manufactured and sold "in the
(d) CUMCLATIVE PENALT'.-Any penalty SEX. sel. REGLATION or MANUFACrsiNG B
United States by such affiliate, the cost of
imposed. or relief granted. under this title
SELLOPENrATIiMOCOMIPANIE B
the components manufactured outside the
shall be in addition to. and not in lieu of,
Title 11 of the Communications Act of 15
United States oontained in all such equipany penaltylaw
or relief
authorized by any other (47 U.S.C. 201 at seq.) to aended by addJig . reven
mnt "
does not exceed 40 c]
percent of the sles
tbeipsdwtrepctocnuta
law to be imposed with respect to conduct at the end the following new section:
.
rv.
ole derived In. any calendar year from
described In this title.
enchmquipment. .
.
-. .
SEc. Iss. REQUIRED REGLATORY ACTIONS.
"'EC. M. REGULATIONOF MAIVACTURINO By
!'(ii) Subporarph
(A) shll apply exoept
BELL OPERATINOCOMPANIE "
to the extent that any of its provisins are
(a) REoLATONS TO PRosIRIT CP.0oS-SJ5aID[ES.-NoE later than 180 days after the
(a) GENERAL AtrsHoisrM.-BubJect to the determ.1ned to be inconsistent with oay meldate of enactment of this Act, the Federal requirements of this section and the regui-- tilateral or bilateral agreement to which the
:
Communications Commission shall review tions prescribed thereunder; but notwith- United States isa party
its regulations and revise such regulations to standing any restriction or. obligation im"C)- OEIrPICTION
gQmEED-Any such
the extent necessary to prevent a Bell oper- posed before the date, of enactment of this. affiliate that uses component Pa
manufac alng company from engaging in any imn- section pursuant to the ModificationofFinal tured outside-the United.Btates-tthe mrnUeproper cross-subeidJzation in connection Judgment on the lines of business in which a factore, -of telecommunications equipment.
with any of the services described in pars- Bell operating company may engage, a Bell and ustomer premises equipmentWithia the.
graphs (I) through (6} of section 102ic).
operating company, through an affiliate of United State shal(b) MOBILE SEVICE ACCESS.that company. may manufsktuite and Provide "
)'(i tfy to the ommiol that A good
(1) A
x NEN-r.--Section 33Ucl of the Cointelecommunications equipment and manufalth'effort was made to obtain eqailialeit
municatlons Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 332(c)) is facture customer premises equipment.
ports manbfactured within the United States
amended by adding at the end the following
-(b) SEPAAfTE MANUFACTING Assini-." at reasonable prices, terns, and conditions.
new parhgruph:
ATE.-Any manufacturing os- provision ao-. which certification shall be filed.on a quar- .
(7) MOBILE SERVICES ACCES.-Within 180 thorized under subsection (a) shall be con- terly basis with, the Commission and list.
days after the date of enactment of this ducted only through an affiliate that is sepa- component Parts .by type, manufactured
paragraph, the Commission shall review Its rate from any Bell operating company,
outside the United Btates; and
regulations with respect to the access to
(c) CoMIlesslOx REGULATIONOF MANUAc'(ill certify to the Comnaission on an anintorexchange services provided to subscribrtunh\O AFFILIATE.- . nua basis that such affillate complied with
nrc to commelal mobile services and revise
"11) REGULATIONSREQUmnn:-The Comnas- the requirements of subparagraph (BXi), as
such regulations to the extent necessary to vion shall prescribe regulations to ensure adjusted in accordance with subparoagph
protect the public lnterest. convenience. and that Bell operating companies and their af- (G). "
•
ie,e: sity. In rev'.ing such regulation. the fiiiatee comply with the requirements of this
"(D) REMEDI :S FOR FAILURES--i) If ti'e
C- -,,'l
i..O.don.
Commission determines, after reviewing the

~
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ufacturing affiliate or any common can-ier change service facilities required for such
certiflcation required in subparagraph (CX).
that such affiliate failed to make the good affiliate of such Belloperating company, any
competition that such company makes availfaith. effort required ih subpalragraph (BXI) telecommunlcations equipment that Is used able to its manufacturing affiliate.
or. after rewlawing the cerification required in the provisionof telephone exchange serv-(4) PLANWO INFORMATION,-EACh Bell opin ebparagraph (Cxiit). that suh affiliate ice and that is manufactured by such pur- ersting company shall provide, to contiguous
baa exeeded the prcentage Specified in eub- chasing carrier or by any entity or organiza- common carriers providing telephone exparagraph (DXii), the Commleso may im- tion. with which such purchasIng carrier is change servlce. timely Information on the
poe. penaitiee or furfeitures as provided for affiliated.
planned deployment of telecommunications
"i8) SALES PRACTICES OF MANIJFACTURINO equipment.
In tftle V of this Aet.
"(ii).Any supplier claiming to be damaged AFFILIATES,ADDITIONAL COMPETITION REQUIRE1(e
-(A) PROHrIION OF DISCONTINUATION OF SIE.yTS.-The Commission shall prescribe regbecause a manufacturing affiliate failed to
make "the good faith effort required in sub- EQUIPMENT FOR WHICH THERE 15 REAcONABLE ulations requiring that any Bell operating
parageaph (BXI) may make complaint to the DEMAND.-A manufacturing affiliate required company which has an affiliate that engages
for in section NO of by subsection (b)shall not discontinue or r- in any manufacturing authorized by subisido u evided
CO
this Ant, or may bring suit for the recovery strict sales to a common carrier of any tele- section (a) shalldamages for which such supplie communications equipment that in used in
of "Coal
1Ii) provide, to other manufacturers of
claimn snh affiliate may .beliable under the the provisionof telephone exchange service telecommunications equipment and cusprovisions of this Act in any district court of and that such affiliate manufactures for sale
tomer premises equipment that is functionthe
demand
for
themr
is
reasonable
as
long
as
the United State. of competent Jurisdiction.
ally equivalent to equipment manufactured
AIWNAL RzPaor.-The Commission, in equipment by such carrier: except that such by the Bell Operating company manufacturI')
consultation with the Secretary of Com- saes may be discontinued or restricted if ing affiliate. opportunities to sell such
merce. shall,on an annual basis, determine such manufacturing affiliate demonstrates equipment to such Bell operating company
the cost of component parts manufactured to the Commission that It is not making a which are comparable to the opportunities
outslde the United Statee contained In all profit, under a marginal cost standard imple- which such Company provides to Its affillteislommunications equipment and cus- mented by the Commission by regulation, on ates: and
tomer peidseeequIpment sold in the United the sale of such equipment.
-2) not subsidize Its manufacturing affiliONABLE DE- ate with revenues from telephone exchange
States as a percentage of the revenues from
"(1) DETERMINATIONS OF R
Salee-of euch equipment in the previous cl- MAND.-Within 60 days after receipt of an ap- service or telephone toll service.
plication under subparagraph (A). the ComendaU year.
"(f) COLLABORATION PERlgiTfTD.-Nothing
"(P) Usa OP INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN mission shall reach a determination an to in this section iother than subsection li)
the existence of reasonahie demand for putsubpaxrding
MANUFrAcuRoi.-potwithstn
shall be construed to limit or restrict the
graph (A). a manufacturing affiliate may use pose of such subparagraph. In making such
shall ability of a Bell operating company and its
Commission
the
intelleotual property created outeide the determination
aMfliates to engage In close collaboration
United Statee in the manufacture of tele- consider"(I) whether the continued manufacture of with any manufacturer of customer premises
communications equipment and customer
equipment or telecommunications equippremises equipment in the United States. A the equipment will be profitable.
whether the equipment isfunctionally ment during the design and development of
"(li)
component manufactured using such Intelhardware, software, or combinations thereof
lectual propert3 shall not be treated for pur- or technologically obsolete;
"(iti) whether the components necessaryto related to such equipment.
pose Of subparagraph (EXI) as a component
(g) ACCESSIBILrTYREQUIRPME.-1rs.manufactured outeide- the United Statee manufacture the equipment continue to be
Commission
MANUPACTLrNGo.-Te
i
solely oil the basis of the use of such intel. avillable;
shall, within 1 year after the date of enactequipto
the
alternatives
"'(iv)
whether
lectual property.
It regulaprescribeA
of
this
section,
ment
AUTHR- ment are available in the market: and
COMMlISSION
0ON
"(G) 4tzesuRICTIONS
tele-(v) such other factors as the Commission tions as are necessary to ensreiat
iTY.-Abe Commission may not waive or
and
customer
equipment
communlcations
and
proper.
deems
necessary
alter the requifnents of this Paragraph. exdeveloped, and
equipment
designed,
premises
"(9) JOINT PLANNINO OBLIGATONs.-Each
celptthat the Commission, on an annual
fabricated pursuant to the authority granted
Bell operating company shall. conslstont
basi. shall adlust the percentage specified in
In this section shall be accessible and usable
subparagraph (BxII)to the percentage deter- with the antitrust laws,(including title I of by individuals with disabilities. Including inmined by the Commission. in consultation the Antitrust and Communications Reform
with the Secretary of Commerce. pursuant Act of 1994), engage In joint network plan- dividuals with functional limitations of
ning and design with other contiguous com- hearing, vision, movement, manlpulation.
to subparagraph (E).
.(5) leU;A
NI[
OF RATE PAYERS FROM MAN- mon carriers providing telephone exchange speech. and interpretation of Information.
unles the costs of making the equipment acUrAcOINDIO AFlUIATE DEBT.-Any debt In- service. but agreement with such other carcurred by any such manufacturing affiliate riers shall not be required as a prerequisite cessible and usable would result In an undue
may not be Issed by its affiliated Bell oper- for the introduction or deployment of serv- burden or an adverse competitive Impact.
"(2) NurwoRE SERVICES.-The Commission
ating company and such manufacturing affil- ices pursuant to such jointnetwork planning
shall, within I year after the date of enactlate shall be prohibited from incurring debt and design.
ment of this section. prescribe such regula"(d)INFORMATION REQUIREMENi-r.in a man ner that would permit a creditor, on
"(1) FILING Of INFORMATIONON PROTOCOLS tions as are necessary to ensure that addefault, to have recourse to the asete of ie
AND TECHNICALRQmuixMcNT.-Each Bellop- vances in network services deployed by a
affliated Bell operating company.
be accessible
"(6) RZsATmoseTO OTHERAFZIATE.-A orating company shall, In accordance with Bell operating company shall whose
access
manufacturing affiliate required by sub- regulations prescribed by the Commission, and usable by individuals
section (b) sLail .hot be required to operate maintain and file with the Commission full might otherwise be impeded by a disability
the costs of
limitation,
unless
separately from the other affiliates of Its af- and complete information with respect to or functional
filiated Bell operating company. but if an af- the protocols and technical requirements for making the services accessible and usable
filit of a Bell operating company becomes connection with and use of Is telephone ex- would result in an undue burden or adverse
affillated with a manufacturing entity, such change service facilities. Each such company competitive Impact. Such regulations shall
affiliateshall be treated as a manufacturing shallreport promptly to the Commission any seek to permit the use of both standard and
affiliate of that Bell operating company (ex- material changes or planned changes to such special equipment and seek to minimize the
protocols and requirements, and the schedule need of individuals to acquire additional deof paragraph (5))and ahall
cept for Vros
vices beyond those used by the general pubComply- with the requirements of this sec- for implementation of such changes or
lic to obtain such access.
planned changes.
tion.
-(31 COMPATIBILrTY.-The regulations pre"(2) FILINGAS PREREQUISITE TO DISCLOSURE
"(7) AVaisAiLrrY OF EQUIPMENT To OTeE
scribed under paragraphs (i) and (21 shall recompany
Bell
operating
TO
AFFILIATE.-A
affiliate
reCARiIERL-A manufacturing
qutred by subsection (b) 99La1 Make avail- shall not disclose to any of its affiliates any quire that whenever an undue burden or adable.without discrimination or preference as Information required to be filed under para- verse competitive imp.ct would result from
the manufacturing or network Services reto plc. delivery, terms, or conditions, to graph (11 unless that information Is flIed
any common carrier any telecommuni- promptly, as required by regulation by the quirementa In such paragraphs, the manufscturing affiliate that designs. develop$, or
cations equipment that is used in the provl- Commission.
"(3) ACCESS BY COMPT-I-OrS TO INFORbIA- fabricates the equipment or the Bell operatsion of telephone exchange service and that
is manufattored by such affiliate only H fT1i,-The Commission may prescribe such ing company that deploys the network servadditional regulations under this subsection Ice shall ensure that the equipment or netsuch purcbasng, cai-rer"fA) does not manufacture telecommuni- as may be necessary to ensure that manufac- work service in question is compatible with
cations eguipmept and does not have an af- - urers In competition with a Belloperating g existing peripheral devices or specialized
fillited teleaqmiunications equipment man. - company's manufacturing affiliate have ac- customer premises equipment commonly
cess to the Information with respect to the used by persons with disabilities to achieve
ufacturing entity; or
in an
-B) gress to make available, to the Bell protocols and technical requirements fot r access. unless doing so would resultimparct.
undue burden or adverse competitive
operating company affiliated with such man.- connection with and use of itstelephone ex
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.')
DEtuirroNs.-As used in this sub- Its affiliates. The existence or establishment
section:
of Such a Program, that is Jointly proided by
,A) UNDUE BunD'RnE.-The term 'undue bur- manufacturing affiliates of Bell operating
ien' means significant difficulty or expense. companies shall Satisfy the requirement of
In determining whether an activity would rethissection as It pertains to ell such aifMl.
sult In an undue burden, the following fac- ares or a Belloperating company.
tore shall be coneidered:
",ll
(IULEMAKIN0 REQUIRED.-Te Conmsi"'il the nature and cost of the activity;
sion shall prescribe regulations to imple"(iI) the Impact on the operation of the fa- ment this sectionwithin 180 days after the
cility Involved In the manufacturing of the date ofenactment of this section,
equipment or deployment of the network
-(J)ADMINISTRATIONAND ENFOItCcE-r AUservice:
THORrTY."Ill the financial resources of the manu"iilCOMMISSIONREGULATORYAUTrHOsy'y.fact ring affiliate In the cuse of manufacturIng of equipment, for as long as applicable For the purposes of administering and enregulatory rules prohibit cross-subsldization forcing the provisions of this Section and the
of equipment manufacturing with recenues regulations Prescribed thereunder, the Comfrom regulated telecommunications service mission shall have the same authority.
power, and functions with respect to any
or when the manufacturing activities ae
Bell operating company or any affiliate
conducted in a separate subsidiary:
"(I) the financial resources of the Bell op- thereof an the Commission has In adminitersng and enforcing the provisions of this
crating company in the case of network seices, or in the case of manufacturing of titlewith respect to any common Carrier
equis ent If applicable regulatory rules per- subject to this Act.
"(2) PRIVATE ACTIONS.-Any common carmit croes-euhadisation of equipment manufacturing with revenues from regulated tele- rier that provides telephone exchange servcommunications services and the manufac- Ice and that is Injuredby as act or omission
turing activities aM not conducted in a seps- of a Bell operating company or Itsmanufaoturing amliate which violates the requirerate subsidiary; and
"lvi the type of operation or operations of ments of paragraph I7 or (8)of subsection
the manufacturing affiliate or Bell operating (cl.or the Commission's regulations implementing such paragraphs. may initiate an
company as applicable.
"iB) ADVutqt coMPtTIVe ImpAC'.-In de- action in a district court of the United
Lernning whether the activity would result States to recover the full amount of damages
In an adverse competitive impact, the fol- sustained in consequence of any such violationand obtain such orders from the court an
lowing factors ehail be considered:
'ill whether such activity would raise the are necessary to terminate existing violacost of the equlpment or network service in tions and to prevent future violations; or
question beyond the level at which there such regulated local telephone exchange carwould be sufficent consumer demand by the rier may seek relief from the Commission
general population to make the equipment Pursuant to sections 206through 209.
or network service profitable; and
ik) EXISTING MANUA'IVmRNO AUrHOR'00l whether such activity would, with re. rnY.-Nothing in this sectionshall prohibit
spect to the equipment or network service In any Bell Operating company from engaging,
question, put the manufacturing affiliate or directly or through any affiliate. In any
Bell operating company, as applicable, at a manufacturing activity in which any Bell opcompetitive disadvantage In comparison erating company or affiliate was authorized
with one or more povidere of one or more to engage on the datq of enactment of this
competing producte and services. This factor
section.
may only be considered so long as competing
"(1)ANTrrRuSr LAW.-Nothing in this seemanufacturers and network service prmviders tion shallbe construed to modify. Impair. or
are act held to the See obligation with re- supersede the applicability of Lay of the
spoct to access by persons with disabilities.
antitrust laws (including title I of the Anti"(C) ACTivrr.-For the purposes of this trust and Communications Reform Act of.
paragraph, the term 'activity" Includes1994).
"11) the research. design, development, de"(m) DE
TMONS.-AS used in this section:
ployment, and fabrication actlvitles nec"(1)The term 'affiliate' means any organieesary to comply with the requirements of nation or entity that. directiy or indlrectly.
this section: and
owns or controls, is owned or controlled by,
111i) the acquisition of the related mate- or 10 under common ownership with a Bell
rials and equipment components.
operating company. The terms 'owns',
-,1 EFFECTIVE DATE.-The regulations re- 'owned'. and 'ownership' mean an equity Inquired by thin subsection shall become effec- terest of more than 10 percent.
tive 18 months after the date of enactont of
"(2) The term 'Bell operating company'
this section.
means those companies listed in appendix A
-(h) PUBLIC NETWORK E hA.iCEt.s'r.--A of thO Modification of Final Judgment, and
Bell operating company manufacturing affil- includes any successor or assign of any such
late shall, as a part of Its overall research company, but does not Include ay affiliate
and development effort, establish a perma- of any such company.
nent program for manufacturing research
•131The term 'customer premises equipand development of products and applica- meat' means equipment employed on the
tions for the enhancement of the public premises of a person (other than a carrier) to
switched telephone network and to promote originate, route,or terminate telecommunipublic access to advanced telecommunications.
cations nervices. Such prograu shall focus
'14)The term 'manufacturing' has the
Its work substantially on developing techno- same meaning a such term har under the
logical advancements In public telephone Modification of Final Judgment. .
network applications, telecommunication
"(5) The term 'manufacturing affiliate'
equipment and products. and access solu- means an affiliate of a Bell operating cointions to new services and technology, includ- pany established in accordance with subing access by (1) public institutions, includ- section (b)of this section.
ing educational and health care institutions:
"(16)
The term 'Modification of Final Judgand (2) people with disabilities and funcment' means the decree entered August 24.
0ional
limitations. Notwithstanding the lim- 1982. In United States v. Western Electric
itatlons Is subsection lal. a Bell operating Civil Action No. 82-0192 (United States Discosmo.ly and its affiliates may engage in
trict Court. District of Columbia). and insuch a prog,m in conjunction with a Bell cludes any Judgment or order with respect to
operating company not So affiliated or any of
i;'h
n( tion entered on or afterAugust 24.
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M2, and before the date of enactent of this
section.
"(7)The teem *telecosmuncatsn' means
the ranamzision. between or mong points
Specified by the user. of Information of the
user's choosing. Without change in the form
or oontent of the information as sent and recived. by means of an elecpwinagnetic
transsnission medium. including all lustromentalitIes. lacllitis, apparats. and sairlces (including the collection storage, turwarding, switching. and delivery of such in-

formation essential to such tranmnission.
"(8)The trm 'telecommunications equipment' means equipment, other than cus.
tomer premisesequipment, used by a carrier
to provide telcormmunicastons services, and
includes software Integral to Such equipment
(including ugrdss.
"19) The term 'telecomnnunicatioss servie' means the offering for Mrs of taleor at telecommaunications "factilitis.
communications by menso f such filities.".
MONITORING B
5,
(a) AMMU0DKEMNT.-TItleI of the Cemmu.
nications Act in amended by adding at the
and the following new sectlou.

VIVC.maIG511A20N OF -rn

ff0 MAiU

MoONrTORINO
SERVI
"fal REoULATIONs RaQu15icD.-Th-e Com
mission shall prescribe regultions"(1) goestablish such requirensots. limitaionk or conditions a are (A) necsary and
appropriate in the public Interst with meSpent to the provision of alars monltoftng
services by Bell operating onMpaniSa and
their affiliates, and (B) eifective at such
time as a Belloperating company or any of
affillates is authnriued to provide alarm
lIts
monitoring services;
"i) to prohibit Bell operating co panies
and their affiliates, at that or any earlier
tme after the date of enactment of this seclion. from recording or using in amy ftshlon
the occurrence or the consents of calls reselved by providers of alarm mnltoring
era-vies for the purpoeesa o marketing such
services on behalf of the Bell opesetlg cmany. any of Itsaffiliateas or sny.oter enCity: and
"(3)to establish procedures for the swrelpt
and revilew of complaints concerning violations by such onpanies of such regulations,
or of any other provision of this Act or the
regulations thereunder, tha rseut In material financial harm to a provider of alarm
monitoring services.

"Mb EXPgDITEDCOsNs~nanaroe
or ComdPLAI'S.-ThO Procedures established under
subsection (aX)3) shall ensure that the Commission will make a final determination
with respect to any complaint describedin
such subsection within 12Mdays alter receipt
of the complaint. if the complaint contains
an appropriate showing that the alle ed violation occurred, as determined by the Comnasseso In Accordance with Such regulations,
the Cmmussion shall, within D days after
receipt of the complaint. issue a eme and
desist order to prevent the Bell operating
company and its affiliates from continuing
to engage in such violation pending such
final determination.
"(C)BmeKDo,-Te Commission may u
any remedy available ander title V of this
Act to tersincate and punish violations described in subsection raift). Such remedies
may include, if the Commission determines
that such violation was willful or repeated,
ordering the Bell operating company to
cesse offering alarm monitoring Services.
"(d) PiULEMAgi,, S=PUngULs-Toe CoamlSlon shall pre rie the regulations required
within 10 days after the
by subsection (a)(23
date of enactment of this section and shall
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prescribe the regulations requiredi by subsection (t)(1) and (a)(3) prior to the date on
which any Bell operating company may cornmence providing alarm monitoring services
pursuant to title I of the Antitrust and Com.
munication Reform Act of 1994.
"(s) D;FzwmoNe.-Ae used In thissection:
.11) BELL OPERATINOCOMPANY.-The
term
'Bell operating company' has the
meaning
provided in subparagraphs (A) or (B) of section 108(9) of the Antitrust and CommunicatiOn Reform Act of 1994.
"(21 ALARM MONrORINo SERVICES.-The
term. 'alarm monitoring services' has the
meaning provided in section 106(2) of euch
Act.
"'(3) AFFILIATL-The term 'affiliate' means
& Person that (directly or indirectly) owns or
COotrols. is owned or controlled by. or is
under~common ownership or control with.
another person. For purposes of this paragraph, to own refers to owning an equity interest (or the equivalent thereof) of more
than 10 percent.".
1r
0L ROULA7IOM OF gLECTRONIC PIM.
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electronic publishing Joint venture would require dealing directly with the Bell operatIng company: Or
"(Cl any person who wOO employed by the
Bell operating company during the year preceding their date of hire.
except that the requirements of this paragraph shall not apply to persons subject to a
collective bargaining agreement that gives
such persons rights to be employed by a sep.
arated affiliate or electronic publishing joint
venture Of the Bell operating company;
"(01 not provide any wireline telephone exchange service in any telephone exchange
area where a Bell operating company with
which it is under common ownership or control provides basic telephone exchange servIce except on a resale basis;
"(7) not use the name, trademarks. or servIce marks of an existing Bell operating company except for names, trademarks, or service marks that are or were used in common
with the entity that owns or controls the
Bell operating company;
"(8) have performed annually by March 31,
or any other date prescribed by the CommisTitle U of the Communications Act of 1O4 sion. a compliance review(47 U.S.C. 291 et seq.) is amended by adding
"(A) that Is conducted by an independent
at.the end thereof the following new section: entity that is subject to professional, legal,
"MC. 2L REGULATIONOF 1IZr1ONiC PUB- and ethical obligations for the purpose of determining compliance during the preceding
calendar year with any provision of this sec"(a) IN GENERAL."(I) PROHIBrrlON.-A Bell operating com. tion that Imposes a requirement on such scmDeny and any affiliate shall not engage in arated affiliate or electronic publishing joint
venture; and
the Provision of electronic publishing that i
"(B) the result. of which are maintined
disseminated bY means of such Bell operating Company's or any of its affiliates' basic by the separated iffiliate for a period of 5
years subject to review by any lawful autelephone service.
"(2) Pz ruirgo ACTIVITIES OF SEPARATED thority;
. (9) within 90 days of ieceiving a review deAFIILIA'E.-Nothing in this section Shall
Prohibit a.separated affiliate or electronic scribed in paragraph (a), file a report of any
Publishing joint venture from engaging In exceptions and corrective action with the
the Provision of electronic publishing or any Commission and allow any person to inspect
and copy such report subject to reasonable
Other lawful service in any area.
"(3) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.-Nothing In safeguards to protect any proprietary Inforthis sWotibn shall prohibit a Bell operating mation contained in such report from being
company or affiliate from engaging in. the used for purposes other than to enforce or
Provision of any lawful service other than pursue remedies under this section.
"(ci BELL OPERATINO COMPANY REquIltEel ctronlo publishing in any area or from engaging in the provision of electronic publish- MENTS-A. Bell operating company under
Ilg that Is not dlseminated by means of common ownership or control with a separated affiliate or electronic publishing joint
such Bell operating company's or any of it
venture shallaffiliates' basic telephone service.
-(1) not provide a separated affiliate any
"(b) SBPARATED AFFILIATE OR ELECTRo7NC
faclllties.'services, or basic telephone service
PUBISHINo JOINT VENTURE ReqU=MEsm-.A separated affiliate or electronic publishing inrormation unless it makes such facilities.
services, or information available to unaffiliJoInt ventre shall"(1) maintain books, records, and accounts ated entities upon request and on the same
that are separate from those of the Bell oper- terms and conditions;
"(2) Carry out transactions with a sepaating compan1y and from any affliate and
that record1In accordance with generally an- rated affiliate in a manner equivalent to the
cepted accounting principles all trans- manner that unrelated parties would carry
actions, whether direct or indirect, with the out Independent transactions and not based
upon the affiliation:
Beli operating company;
"(3) carry out transactions with . sepa"(2) not incur debt in a manner. that would
permit a credltoi upon default to have re- rated affiliate, which Involve the transfer of
course to the assets of the Bell operating personnel, assets, or anything of value, pursuant to written contracts or tariffs that are
company;
filed with the Commission and made publicly
"(3Y" prepare financial statements that are
not C nsolidated with those of the Bell oper- available;
"(4) carry out transactions with a sepaating cormpay or an affiliate, provided that
consolidated statements may also be pre- rated affiliate in a manner that is auditable
in accordance with generally accepted auditPared;
lg standards;
"(4) file with the Commission annual re" (5) value any asset. that are transferred
Porte in a form subtantially equivalent to
to a separated affiliate at the greater of net
the Form 10-K required by regulations of the.
book cost or fair market value;
Securitis and Exchange;
"(6) value any ats
that are transferred
"(5) after 1 year from the effective date of
to the Bell operating company by its sepathis section. not hirerated affiliate at the lesser of net book cost
"(A) a corporate officers, sales and mar.
Or fair market value;
keting management personnel whose respon"(7) except forsibilitise at the separated affiliate or ele"(A) instance where Commission or State
tronic publishing joint venture will include
regulations permit in-arrears payment for
the geographic are where the Bell operating
tariffed telecommunications services; or
company provides basic telephone service;
"(B) the investment by an affiliate of divi"(M) network operations personnel whos
dends or profits derived from a Bell operatresponsibilitise at the separated affiliate or Ing company,
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not provide debt or equity financing directly
or indirectly to a separated affiliate
m'18 comply fully with eli applicable Commssion and State cost allocation and other
accounting rules:
'(9) have performed annually by larch 31,
or any other date prescribed by the Commission. a compliance review"A) that Is conducted by an independent
entity that is subject to professional. legal,
and ethical obligations for the purpose of determining compliance during the preceding
calendar year with any provision of this section that imposes a requirement on such Bell
operating company and
"(B the results of which are maintained
by the Bell operating company for a period
of 5 years subject to review by any lawfulauthority:
"(10) within 90 days of receiving a review
described In paragraph (9). file a report of
any exceptions and corrective action with
the Commission and allow any person to inspect and copy such report subject to reasonable safeguards to protect any proprietary
Information contained in such report from
being used for purposes other than to enforce
or pursue remedies under this section;
"(ill) if it provides facilities or services for
telecommunication,
transmission.
billing
and collection, or physical collocation to
any electronic publisher. Including a separated affiliate. for use with or in connection
with the provision of electronic publishing
that is disseminated by means of such Bell
operating company's or any of Itsaffiliates'
basic telephone service, provide to all other
electronic publishers the same type of facilities and services on request, on the same
terms and conditions or as required by the
Commission or a State. and unbundled and
individually tariffed to the smallest extent
that is technically feasible and economically
reasonable to provide:
'si2 provide network access and interconnections for basic telephone service to
electronic publishers at any technically feasible and economically reasonable point
within the Bell operating company's network and at just and reasonable rates that
are tariffed (so long as ratesfor such services
are subject to regulation) and that are not
higher on a per-unit basis than those charged
for such services to any other electronic publisher or any separated affiliate engaged in
electronic publishing;
"'(13: if prices for network access and interconnection for basic telephone service are no
longer subject to regulation. provide electronic publishers Such services on 'he same
terms and conditions as a separated affiliate
receives such services
'(14) ifany basic telephone service used bty
electronic publishers ceases to require a tariff. provide electronic publishers with such
service on the same terms and conditions as
a separated affiliate receives such service;
"(h) provide reasonable advance notification at the same time and on the same terms
to all affected electronic publishers of information if such information Is within any one
or more of the following categories:
'(A) such information is necessary for the
transmission or routing Of information by an
interconnected electronic publisher:
-(B) such Information Is necessary to ensure the interoperability of an electronic
publisher's and the Bell operating company's
networks; or
"(C) such information concerns changes in
basic telephone service network design and
technical standards which may affect the
provision of electronic publlshing;
"(16) not directly or indirectly provide
anything of monetary value to a separated
affiliate unless in exchange for consideration
at least equal to the greater of itsnet book
costor fair market value, except the invest
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ment by an affiliate of dividends or profits
derived from a Bell operating company;
-i7) not discririlnae In the presentation
or provision of any gateway for electronic
publishing services or any electronic directory of information services, which is provided over such Bell operating company's
baFeC telephone service:
"(10)have no directors, offIcers. or employ"es in common with a separated affiliate:
-'01 not own any property in common
with a separated affiliate:
"120)not perfom hiring or training of
peronnel performed on behalf of a separated affiliate:
"1211 not perform the purchasing. installation. or maintenance of equipment on behalf
of a separated affiliate, except for telephone
service that It provides under tariff or contract subject to the provisions of this sec11o0 and
"'i221not perform research and development on behalf of a separated affiliate.
"(d)CUSTOMER PROPRIETARY NETWORK INiORMATION.-Consintent with section = of
this Act.a Bell operating company or any affiliate shall not provide to any electronic
publisher. Including a separated affiliate or
electronic publishing joint venture, custosser proprietary network Information for
use with or in Connection with the provision
of electronicpublishing that is disseminated
by means of such Bell operating company's
or any of Itsaffillates" basic telephone servIce that is not made available by the Bell operating company or affiliate to all electronic
ipubliherson the seme terms and conditions.
.is) COMPIANCE WrrH BtAFGLiARDS.-NO
Bell operating company or affiliate thereof
iincluding a separated affiliate) shall act In
concert with another Bell operating company or any Other entity in order to knowingly and willfully violate or evade the requirements of this section.
'10 TELBPHOE OPERATINO COMPANY DlViDNDS.-Nothing In this section shail prohibit an affiliate from investing dividends
derived from a Bell operating company In its
separated affiliate, and subsections i1) and ill
of this section shall not apply to any such
Investment.
l.I JOINT MARBETINO.-Except as provided
in subsection (hi"Ii a Bell operating company shall not
carry but any promotion, marketlng. sales.
or advertising for or in conjunction with a
separated affiliate and
"(2)a Bell operating company shall not
carry out any oomotion. marketing, tales.
or advertising for or in conjunction with an
affiliate that Is related to the provision of
electronic, publishing.
(h) PERMSSIBLE JOINT AcrIvF.s.-ill JOINT TELEMARKETING.-A Bell operatIng
cmpany
may
provide
inbound
telemarketing or referral services related to
the pr,.' ion of electronic publishing for a
separated affiliate, electronic publishing
joint venture, affiliate, or unafflllad electronic publisher, provided that if such services are provided to a separated affiliate.
electronic publishing Joint venture. or affiiate. such services shall be made available to
all electronic publishers on request. on nondiscriminatory
terms, at compensatory
prices. and subject to regulations of the
Commission to ensure that the Bell operating company's
method
of . providing
telemarketing or referral and Its price structure do not competitively disadvantage any
eipctronl
publishers regardless of sioe, Includingthose which do not use the Bell oper-.
ating company's telemarketing services.
-121 TEAsMINO ARRANGEMFnf-r'.-ABell oper0ln company may engage In nondiscrimlnasory teamir. or business arunemnt to
rnAge In electronic pubIlshl:r wth ny vepnr:1!,dft'.if l:1 ,:
-ia
y f:hv.r
Pb..tr,:-,
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publiaher provided that the Bell operating
company only provides facilities. services,
and basic telephone service information as
authorized by this section and provided that
the Bell operating company does not own
such teaming or buniness arrangement.
",3) ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING JOINT VENTUREA.-A Bell operating company or affiliate may Participate on a nonexclusive basis
in electronic publishing jointventures with
entities that are not any Bell operating company. affiliate, or separated affiliate to provide electronic publishing services. provided
that the Bell operating company or affiTliate
hs not more than a 50 percent direct or inditet equity interest (or the equivalent thereof) or the right to more than 50 percent of
the gross revenues under a revenue sharing
or royalty agreement in any electronic publishingjoint venture. Officers and employees
of a Bell operating company or affiliate participating in an electronic publishing joint
venture may not have more than 50 percent
of the voting control over the electronic publishing joint venture. In the case of jlot
ventures with small. local electronic publishers. the Commission for good cause
shown may authorize the Bell operating
company or affiliate to have a larger equity
interest, revenue share, or voting control but
not to exceed 80 percent. A Bell operating
company participating In an electronic publishing Joint venture may provide promotion,
marketing. sales.or advertising personnel
and vervices to such Jointventure.
"ii1 TRANSACTIONS RELATED TO THE PROVIRco, OF ELECTRONIC PUnLiSHINO BTgWEEN A
TcJ.EPHoNt OPERATING COMPANYAND ANY ArFILIATr.-"i)RECORDSOF TRANSACTIONS.-Any provision of facilities, services, or basic telephone service information, or any transfer of
assets. personnel. or anything of commercial
or competitive value, from a Bell Operating
company to any affiliate relatedto the provisionof electronic publishing
shall be-"iA) recorded in the books and records of
each entity;
"iB) auditable in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards; and
-(C) pursuant to written contracts or tariffs filed with the Commission or a State and
made publicly available.
"(2)VALUATIONOF TRANFERS.-Any transferof asnets directly related to the provleion
of electronic publishing from a Bell operating company to an affiliate shallbe valued
at the g-reater of net book cost or fair market value. Any transfer of assets related to
the provision of electronic publishing from
an affiliate to the Bell operating company
shall be valued at the lesser of net book cost
or fair market Value.
1(3)PROHIBITIONOF EVASIONS.-A Bell operating company shall not provide directly or
indirectly to a separated affiliate any facilities. services, or basic telephone Service Information related to the provision of electronic publishing that are not made available to unaffiliated companies on the same
terms and conditions,
'iii TRANSACTIONS RELATED TO THE PROVsMiONOF ELECTRONIC PUBLISHINO BETWEEN AN
AFFILIATE AND A SEPARATEDAFFILIATE.(lI)RECORDS OF TRANSACTIONS.-Any facilities. services. or basic telephone service
Information provided or any assets, personnel.or.anything of commercial or competitive value transferred. from a Bell operating
company to any affillate as described In subsection ii, and then provided or transferred
to a separated affiliate shallhe'*cA)recorded in the books and records of
each entity:
'lB
nauble
t
in accordance with cen,rly, -,Ped-ditin, si40n-lnrdv: and
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,(C) pursuant to written contracts or tsriffa filed with the Comnarslonars.taoe and
made publicly available.
"(2) VALUATION OF TRABS&E.-Any transfer of assets directly related to the provision
of electronic publishing from a Bell opelrating company to any afllads se described in
subsection il) and then transferred to a sep.rated affiliate shall be valued at the greater
of net book cost or falr market value. Any
transfer of assets related to the provison of
electronic publishing.from a separated &M1iate to any affiliate and than transferred to
the Bell operating company as described In
subaectlon () shall be valued at the leser of
net book cost or fair market value.
"(3l PROHImrlON OF vAsnoxse-An affiliate
shall not provide directly or Indirectly to a
separated affiliate any facilities. services. or
basic telephone service Inforsoation related
to the provision of eiectronic publishing that
are not made available to unafililated DonnParties on the same terms and o idtins.
"(k) OTHER ELECTRONICPUsBLoSM -EXcePL as provided In subsection (hX3)'(i) A Bell operating company shall not
have any Officers, employees. property, or facIlites in common with any entity whose
principal business is publishing of which a
part is electronic publishing,
"M) No Officer or employee of a Bell operatng company shall serve AS a director of
any entity whose principal business is publishing of which a part is electronic publishing.
"(3) For the purposes of paragraphs (1) and
(2). a Bell operating company or an affiliate
that owns an electronic publishing joint venture Shall not be deemed to be engaged in the
electronic publishing business solely because
of such ownership.
"(4) A Bell operating compay shall not
carry out"(A) any marketing or Sales for any entity
that engages in electronic publlshlng; or
"(B) any hiring of personnel, purchasing.
or production.
for any entity that engages in eecnaoulc
publishing.
"(5) The Bell operating comp ny shall sot
provide any facilities, services. or basic telephone service Information to any entity that
engages in electronic publishic, for use with
or in connection with the provision of elsetronic publishing that Is disseminated by
means of such Bell operating company's or
any of its affiliates' basic telephone service.
unles eQuivalent facilities. servics, or Information are made available on equivalent
terms and conditions to All.
-(I) TRANSITION.-Any electranlo publishing service being offered to the public by a
Bell operating company or affihiate on the
date of enactment of this section sha have
one year from such date of enactmnent to
comply with the requirements of this section.
-(m) SUNScr.-The provisions of this section shall not apply to conduct occurring
after June 30. 2000.
"'() PRIVATE RIGHT OFAcTION."(I) DAMAGES.-Any person claiming that
any act or practice of any Bell operating
company, affiliate, or separated affiliate
constitutes a violation of this section may
file a complaint with the Commission or
bring suit as provided in ection 207 of this
Act. and such Bell operating company, affiliate, or separated affiliate shall be liable as
provided in section 206 of this Act; except
that damages may not be awarded for a violation that is discovered by a compliance review as required by subsection (b)(8) or (cX)
of this section and corrected within 90 days.
"(21 CEASE AND DESIST ORDEn-In addition
to the previsions of paragraph ii1) aoy person
claiming that any act or practice of any Bell
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operating company, affiliate, or separated
affiliate constitutes a violation ot this section may make application to the CommisSion for an order to cease and desist such
violation or may make application in any
district court of the United States of cornptent jurisdiction for an order enjoining
such sts or practices or for an order compelling comnpliance with such requirement.
"(01 AISTiRUST LAWS Nothing in this saction shall be construed to modify, impair, or.
supersede the applioabllty of any pf tie
antitrust laws (including title I of the Antitrust and Commuinications Reform Act of
1994).
"() EQUAL.EMPLOYMENTOPPORTUNITIES.Any Belloperating company, and any affiliate or joint venture or other business partner of a Bell operating company, that Is engaged in the provision of electronic publishing ehall.be subject to the provisions of section 634of thjs Act, except that the Commis'S10n shall prescribe by regulation appropriate job clslflcations in lieu of the job
clasiflcations in subsection (d)($)(A)
of such
section.
"(q)DxFsirrzots.--As used in this section"(1)The trm 'affiliate' means any entity
that, directly or indirectly, owns or controls,
is owned or controlled by. or is under common Ownership or control with, a Belloperating company. Such term shall not include
a separated affiliate.
"(2) The term 'basic telephone service'
means any wirelSp telephone exchange service. qr wireline telephone exchange facility.
provided by a Bell operating. company in a
telephone exchange area, except"(A) a competitive wireline telephone exchange service provided in a telephone exchange area where another entity provides a
wireline telephone exchange service
that was
"
provided'on January 1. 1964, and
,
'(B)a commercial mobile service provided'
by an affiliate. that is required by the Commission to be a corporate entity separate
from the Beli operating company.
"(3)The term 'besic telephone service information' means network and customer Information of a Bell operating company and
other information acquired by a Bell operatIng company as a result. of its engaging in
the provision of basic telephone service
"(4)The term 'control' has the meaning
that it has in 17 C.F.R. 240.12b-2. the regulations promulgated by the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to the Securi.
.ties Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a et
seq.) or any successor provision to such section.
"(5)(A)The term 'electronic publishing'
means the dissemination, provision, publicatIon.or ee to an unaffiliated entity or person. using a Bell operating company's basic
telephone servis. of"() news.
"(ii) ehtertainment (other than Interactive
games).
.'lii) business, financial, legal, consumer,
or credit material;
-(iv) editorials:
"(v)columns:
(vi)sports reporting;
"101 features:
"'(viii) advertising;
"lix) photos or Images;
(x)archival or research material;
lxii legal notices or public records:
"(xl) scientific, educational. Instructional,
technical, professional, trade. or other literary materials: or
"(xii]other like or similar information.
'(Dl The term 'electronic publishing' shall
not include th0 following network services:
"(i)Information access, as that term is defined by the Modification of Final Judgment.
"(ii)The transmision of information as a
common carrier.
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"(lii) The transmission of information as
the provision of electronic publishing which
part of a gateway to an information service
is disseminated by means of such Bell operthat does not involve the generation or alating company's or any of Its affiliates' basic
teration of the content of information, intelephone service.
oluding data transmission. address trans"111 The term 'Bell operating company'
lation, protocol conversion, billing manage- means the corporations subject to the Modiment. introductory information content, and flcation of Final Judgment and listed in Apnavigational systems that enable users to
pendix A thereof, or any entity owned or
access electronic publishing services, which
controlled by such corporation, or any sucdo not affect the presentation of such eleccessor or assign of such corporation, but does
tronic publishing services to users.
not include an electronic publishing joint
"(iv)Voice storage and retrieval services.
venture owned by such corporation or enincluding voice messaging and electronic
tity.".
nail services.
..v) Level 2 gateway services as those serv- SEC. es4. PRFVACYOf CUchEIRx INFORATION.
()
PRIVACY OF CUSTOrMERPROPRIrARY
Ices are defined by the Commission's Second
Report and Order. Recommendation to Con- NcrwORK teFORMATION.gress and Second Further Notice of Proposed
ill AxE.NDMENT.-Titie H1 of the CommuRulemaking in CC Docket No. 87-266dated nications Act of 1924 Is amended by adding at
the end the following new section:
August 14,1992.
"(vi) Data processing services that do not
23EC.
PRIVACYOr CUerOSeIia PROPRIETARY
involve the generation or alteration of the
NETWORK
DIPOIRMATlON.
content of information.
"a) DUTY TO PROVIDg SUsBCRIBER LIST IN-vii) Transaction processing systems that
subsections
do not involve the generation or alteration FORM TION,.-Notwithstanding
(b). (C). and (d). a carrier thxt provides subof the content of information.
scriber list Information to any affiliated or
"(viii) Electronic billing or advertising of a
unaffliliated service provider or person shall
Bell operating company's regulated teleprovide subscriber list information on a
communications services.
timely and unbundled basis, under non"(i
Language translation.
discriminatory and reasonable rates, terms.
"ix) Conversion of data from one format to
and conditions, to any person upon request.
another.
-(b) PRIVACY REQLIRL-ME-NTSFOR COMiON
'(xi)The provision of information neccarrieressary for the management, control, or oper- CAnlcRs.-A
.'(l) shall not, except as required by law or
ation of a telephone company telecommuniwith the approval of the customer to which
cations system.
. "(xii) The provision of directory assistance the information relates-- '
(A) use customer proprietary network inthat provides names, addresses, and telephone numbers and does not include adver- formation in the provision of any service except to the extent necessary II) In the provi.
tising.
si0n of common carrier communications
"lgiii) Caller identification services
"(xiv)Repair and provisioning databases services. 1it) In the provision of a service necessary to or used in the provision of-common
for telephone company operations.
"(xv)Credit card and billing vslidation for carrier communications services, including
the publishing of directories, or (1i) to contelephone company operations.
"(evi)911-E and other emergency assist- tinue to provide a particular information
service that the carrier provided as of March
ance databases.
"(xvii) Any other network service of a type 15. 1094. to persons who were customers of
that is like or similar to these network serv- such service on that date;
-(B) use customer proprietary network inices and that does not involve the generation
formation in the Identification or solicitaor alteration of the content of information.
tion of potential customers for any service
"(xvii) Any upgrades to these network
services that do not involve the generation other than the service from which such information is derived;
or alteration of the content of information.
(C) use customer proprietary network in"(C)The term 'electronic publishing' also
formation in the provision of customer premshall not include"(ll full motion video entertainment on de- Ises equipment or
-iD) disclose, customer proprietary netmand; and
work information to any person except to
'(i) video programming as defined in section 602 of the Communications Act of 1934. the extent necessary to permit such person
"(6)The term -electronic publishing joint to provide services or products that are used
venture' means a joint venture owned by a in and necessary to the provision by sch
carrier of the services described in subparaBelloperating company or affiliate that engages in the provision of electronic publish- graph IA:
ing which is disseminated by means of such
"(2) shall disclose customer proprietary
network information, upon affirmative writBell operating company's or any of its affiliates* basic telephone service.
ten request by the customer. to any person
"(7) The term entity' means any organize- designated by the customer:
"(3) shall, whenever such carrier provides
tion. and includes corporations. partnerships, sole proprietorships, associations,
and any sggregate information, notify the Commission of the availability of such aggregate
joint ventures.
information and shall provide such aggregate
"(8) The term 'inbound telemarketing'
information on reasonable terms and condiimeans the marketing of property, goods, or
services by telephone to a customer or po- tions to any other ervice or equipment provider upon reasonable request therefor; and
tential customer who initiated the call.
"(41 except for disclosures permitted by
(9) The term 'own' with respect to an entity means to have a direct or indirect eq- paragraph Il1lD). shall not unreasonably disuity interest (or the equivalent thereof) of criminate between affiliated and unaffiliated
more than 10 percent of an entity. or the service or equipment providers in providing
right to more than 10 percent of the gross access to. or in the use and disclosure of. inrevenues of an entity under a revenue shar- dividual and aggregate information made
available consistent with this eubsection.
ing or royalty agreement.
-IC) RULE Or CoNSTRtcTioN.-This section
"(19) The term -separated affiliate' means a
corporation under common ownership or shallnot be construed to prohibit the use or
control with a Belloperating company that disclosure of customer proprietary netwok
does not own or control a Bell operating information as necessary"(i) to render, bill. and collect for the s-rvI.
company and is not Owned or controlled by a
Bell operating company and that engages in ices identified in subparagraph IA):
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seminaltion of consumer information and the
prIvacy rightsand remedies to protect coneumers
(Ci to propose changes in the Commissln's
regulations to ensure that the effect on
consumer privacy rights Is Considered Is the
('4)to protect usere of any of those serv.
ices and other carriers from fraudulent, abu- Introduction of new telecommunications
sive. or unlawful use of or subscription to
e:'ices and that the protection of such privacy rights is Incorporated as necessary In
such service: or
IS) to provide any inbound telemarketing, th dsign of such services or the rules regureferral, or administrative services to thr !ating such services:
Custornor for the duration of the call II! -ch
IDI to propose changes In the Commission's
call was initiated by the customer and the rarulatloes as necessary to correct any decustorier approves of the use of such Infor- fI ltIdortifled pursuant to subparagraph IA)
marion to provide such service.
in such rightsand remedies; and
"Idt ExEIPTION PEMIrrTED,-The Commis4E) to prepare recommendations to the
sion may. by rule. exempt from the require- Congress for any legislative changes required
1en, of suhsection (hi cartriers that have. tocorrect such defects.
Wrether with any affiliated carriers. in the
t2) StJECTS FOR EXAMINATION.-In con
agregate nationwide. fewer than 5M.000ac- ducting the examination required by parecess
sie Installed if the Commi sion deter- graph ill. the Commission shall determine
mines that such exemption is in the public whether consumers are able, and. if not, the
Interest or if compliance with the recvuire- methods by which consumers may be
ments would Impose an undue economic bur- enabledden on the carrier.
(A) to have knowledge that consumer in-(el RYoGULATION',.-The Commission shal
formtSion is being collected about them
rrecribe regulations to carry out this sec- through their utilization
of variouscommuTion wILhn I year after the date of its elacl- nicatlone technologies:
ment.
(B)
to
have
notice
that
such Information
". fi DEFiNITION OF AGOOREGATE
ihIcFLIRA- could be used. or i Intended to be osed.by
lION.- For purposes of this section, the term
the entity collecting the data for reasons On'aggregate Iniormation' means collectlive r-lated to the original communications, or
date that relates to a group or category of that such information could be sold (or IsInservices or customers, from which individual tended to be sold)to other companies or ecustomer idenltles and characteristlcs have title, and
been removed.".
,C) to stOp the reuse or saleof that onfor(2) CosFoMINO AMENDMNEN.C--SectIon 3 rf
n, .itOn.
Ihe Communcations Act of 1934 (47 U. ,C
t3l
IiEDc:Ir
FOR COMMISSION RESroNSES.(531 i) amrnded by adding at the end Ihr ,rI- I he Commission shall, within 1S months
af:erthe date of enactment of this Act'-(cr) Customer proprietary netwnrk infnr(A) complete any rulemakinit required to
mation" meansrovis Commission regulations to correct de"illInformation whilch relates to the iuaflct in such regulations Identified pursuant
Ity. technical conflguration. type. destinato paragraph (1; and
tios. and amount of use of telephone ex.
HI submit to the Congress a report conchange service or telephone toll service subning the recommendations required by
scribed to by any customer of a carrier, and
Paragraph lICI.
Is made available to the carrier by the cus.
lomer solely by virtue of the carrier-cue. SEC. mu,TELEM4ESSAGINGsERvIcE&.
Title II of the Communications Act of 1934
comer relationship;
"(2) Inforrmation contained in the bills per- (7 U.S.C.201 et seq.) is amended by adding
toInng to telephone exchane service or at the end thereof the following new section:
'SEC3.3. TELEMESSAGING SERVICES.
telephone toll service received by a cuor;omer
-(a)NONDISCRIMINATIONi-A common car-f a carrier and
engaged
in
the
provision
of
"(3) such other Information concerning the rier
.
castomer as is available to the local ex- telemessaging services shall"l provide nonaffiliated entities upon
change carrier by virtue of the customer's
Ise of the carrier's telephone exchange serv- reasonable request, with the network servcye or interexchange telephone services, and ices it provides to its own telemessaging operations, on nondiscriminatory terms and
specified as within the definition of such
term by such rules as the Commission shal] conditions; and
-(2)not subsidine Its telemessaging seriprescribe consistent with the public Interest:
rxcept that Stich term does cot Include sub- Ices with revenues from telephone exchange
service.
scriber lift Information.
'(b) ExPEDiTEO CONSIDERATION Of Com0hh)'Subscriber list informaion means
ILAINT.-TIO Commission shall establish
ny infform:c tidn"'it) identifying the isted names of sub- procedures for the receipt and review of comcrchers of a carrier and such subscribers" plains concerning violations of subsection
telephone numbers. addresses, or primary ad- (a) or the regulations thereunder that result
vertising clasiflcations. or any comblnation in material financial harm to a provider of
of such listed names, numbers. addresses. or
telemessaging service. Such procedures shall
ensure that the Commission will make a
classifications: and
.. 21 that the carrier or an affiliate has pub- final determination with respect to any such
lished or accepted for future publication.".
complaint within 120 days after receipt of
ib) LMPACT
OF CONVERoINOCOMMUNICATIONS the complaint. If the complaint contains an
TECHNOLOGiESON CONSMER PRIVACY.appropriate showing that the alleged viola(I) PROCEEOINOREQUIRED.-WIthln one year tion occurred. as determined by the Commieafter the date of enactment of this Act. the slon in accordance with such regulations. the
Commission shall, within 60 days after reCommivn~on shall commence a proedlrgIA) to examine the impact of the Integra- ceipt of the complaint, order the common
tion Into Interconnected communcatiors carrierand Its affiliates to cease engaging in
networkf of wireles telephone cable, sat- such violation pending such fnal determineellte, and other technologies on the privacy
rights and remedies of the consumers of
"tl DEFINITION.s,-As used in this section,
te term ,telemesaging services' means
those technologies;
that the voice mall and voice storage and retrieval
(OI to exasslue the im.ct
services provided over telephone lines for
Flobaliztion of such IntetRited communicacustomers and any liveoperations networks has on the linermadonal dls- telemessagling
..12) to render, bill. and collect for any
other service that the customer has re,luested:
"(3) to protect the rights or property of the
tarrier.
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tar services used to answer. record. ttan
scribe, and relay messages (other than tale

communications relay services) from Incoming telephone calls on behalf of the
telemessaRing customers (other than any
service incidental to directory astancel.
SERVICESUFIgGUARDE,
SEC. L SCHSANCED
Within 6Ddays after the date of the enact.
ment of this Act. the Commission shall initiate a proceeding to reconsider its decision in
the Report and Order In the Matter of Computer I0 Remand Proceedings, CC Docket
No. 90-6M, released December 20. 1903,relieving the Bell operating companies of the obligation to provide enhanced services through
fully separate affiliates. Within 10 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
the Commission shall, to the extent it determines necessary or appropriate in the public
interest, adopt regulations prescribing the
structural or nonstrctural safeguards, or
both, with which local exchange carriers
shall comply when providing enhanced services.
TITLE Inf-FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION RESOURCES
SEC SI. AUTIMORzATIONOF APPROPI5ATIONS.
(a)IN OENEnAL -In addition to any other
sums authorized by law, there are authorized
to be appropriated to the Federal Communitcations Commission such same as may be
necessary .to carry Out this Act and the
arnendloents made by this Act.
(b)EFFEcT ON FEe.-For purpoes of section 9(b)(2)of the Communications Act of
1934 (47U.S.C lIbh2)), additional amounts
appropriated pursuant to subsection (a) shall
be construed to be changes in the amounts
appropriated for the performance of activities described In section 9la)of such Act.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuant to the rule, the gentleman from
Texas (Mr. BROOKS) will be recognized
for 20 minutes, and the gentleman from
New York (Mr. FISH) will be recognized
•
for 20 minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Texas.
Mr. BROOKS, Mr. Speaker, I yield 10
minutes to the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. DINGELL], and, Mr. Speaker, I
ask unanimous consent. that the gentleman from Michigan may control
that time and yield blocks of that time
to other Members.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
Mr. FISH Mr. Speaker, I yield 10
minutes of my time to the gentleman
from California (Mr. MOORHEAD), and I
ask unanimous consent that the gentleman from California be permitted to
yield blocks of such time.
The SPEAKER pro tempors. Is there
objection to the request of the gentleman from New York?
There was no objection.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.
(Mr. BROOKS asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker. I am delighted to call up H.R. 36.
landmark
telecommunications legislation, standIng side-by-side with my good friend
Chairman JOHN DINGELL. It is beyoril
understatement to aay that brIngi..'
up a unified version of this type of It,-
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IslaUin under suspension of the rules Congress. the two principles I held as communications equipment. The Bell
was not an easy achievement. AS ev- irreducible were that, at the end of the operating companies are currently proeryone In ti
Chamber well knows, day. the Department of Justice must hibiLed from entering these lines of
bot3f of us baA originally approsaed have an independent role in reviewing business under the terms of the antithe .I
ta
frss
almost diametricalis Bell entry into now-prohibited sectors trust consent decree--the modification
OppOSed PhLacaisa points of view of the market; and that in reviewing of final Judgment or MFJ-which govaboet Q& &asuper role of antitrust an
such entry, the MFJ's antitrust entry erned the breakup of the then-unified
regs yoweraliht
test, the eo-called 8(c) standard, must AT&T Bell system. That consent deDet **o theist
yer and a haMif,be applied. Finally. I insisted on an un- cree was entered into by AT&T and the
we weie alei-wo ing togethes-o ambiguous antitrust savings clause so Department of Justice In 1982 and befabia
%ill that blended the strength that even after entry by the Bells into came effective on January 1.1984.
and fidblity of fundamental anti- long,distance, manufacturing of inforThus. H.R. 3626 would supersede the
trust Vrincipls with the need for Web- matlon services, the Department would MFJ and establish a new policy frameU1o =esat rewulatory overslght. The have the full authority to pursue anti- work under which the Federal Commuresult, I bollevA. In a allkateyet dura- treat actions just as it would against nications Commission and the Justice
ble a anos to ensure well into Ue nt
any other Industry where anticom- Department would administer local
centug a vibrnt te i umsunicatieos petitIveness abuses might occur. I am telephone company business activities.
inrtia uftch mnst resmain a state- grateful that these bedrock principles Under its terms, the Bell operating
gie sen
this
24aton's world eae- appear in the v~rslon of H.R. 3M26now companies could apply immediately
noetak Vleithm.
before the House. and I give great cred- upon enactment for permission to
T is e fat cry from last Congress it to my good friend, Chairman JOHN enter into manufacturing and would be
when there was a fragmented policy DIOELL for recogniing the value of Permitted to engage in manufacturing
orien.tson in te
comis, throughout antitrust in this historic effort even as within a year after the date of enactthe enforcement agencies and, yes, he succissfilly made his own case to ment. Similarly, the Bell companies
even in the Malls of Congress. As we rne that public interest determinations can apply immediately after enactStand lbase today, the nayesyers ai should also have an important and ment to both the FCC and the Justice
across this fine city are in pro found complementary role in the process.
Department to be allowed to provide
diaboe f Were once there was I
omm
There are many others who made long distance services. The Bellsmay
able jusialitlonal gridlock, we ire achievement possible today. I want to submit as man=y applicatians-broa or
now moving with the mmnetm of a especially commend the ranking mem- narrow in scope--a
hey choose.
bipastliea
consensa regaclfe
this ber of my committee, Congressman
The bill does not Include general provital ector of the ecommy, perhaps [tdlkLhT FmEL for his excellent work visions concerning Bell company infort
a
m
in 60years,
throughout the entire process. In addi- volvement in information services.
" siemir, bet us not Tget for a ssa- tion, the uflagged efforts of Congress- since those MFJ-based restrictions
meat were we wore even as recenty
ns MIE SiAR, Raci BOUCHER. and were lifted by the courts in 1991. U.S. v.
as the tim1nntug of the = Congress. JOHN BRYANT. to name just a few. Weters Electric Co., eL at.. 900 F.2d 283
At that time, piecemeal, fragmented- helped build support for a reasonable (D.C. Cir., 1990). cert. den. 111 S. Ct. 283
And ftnitly, cne- ided--eontions were and politically viable legislative prod- (1990); U.S. v. Weutern Electric
Co.. 767 F.
beifg fferedsp as legislation fr wLr- uict that could be supported in our re- -upp. (D.D.C.. 1991). However, this legloian tlarests in the telecommud- spective committees and on the floor.
islation doe include provisions governcatses toneetty. If -evr O
as a
Ohafisn DINGELL and I were both ing Bell entry Into alarm monitoring
Preseteu
ftr disaster for Ws begl" determined to have this legislation services, permitting Bell entry into
strategio U.S. industry. it was ti Icome before the fll House before the that business 5%yeas after the date of
low fte Ve.h of soch warrow-sid pre- July 4th recess so that the Other body enactment. Similarly, electronic pubposals. I came to the decision #&at, would have the time and the Inclina- lishlng-which is also a subset of Inforcomrsehensive aproach to mabstels- tion to act. We are hopeful that they mation services--is treated in title rI
inga emripetitw asn diverse industry will, and that the conference report of this legislation. Those provisions
was Ded
and that Conr&ess mst can be sent to the President's desk for would incorporate Into law the terms
take hesmiltiulity fordiong so.
signature before Congress adjourns in of agreements made between the reInolng so, [cautioned that my deci- October
gional Bell operating companies and
sion be sesi a eomprehensve p ece of
Mr. Speaker. I reserve the balance of the representatives of the newspaper
legislation was in no way to te orn- my time.
pubileher.
etrmnd*Aa eferendun on the tandling
Mr. FISH. Mr. Speaker, I yield myAs of the date of enactment, the
of the AlfJ consent decree cem by self such time as I may consume.
tells may apply to enter Into the long
Judge Harold Greene. it was my iew
(Mr. FISH asked and was given per- distance
business.
3 101(a)(1)(B):
that Judge Greene bad performed mission to revise and extend his re- 1I01(a)(2)(A).) Within 10 days after resplendty In this function. but that marks.)
ceipt, the applications must be pubevenbe--eth in the private Sector as
Mr. FISH. Mr.Spaaker. I rise in sup- lished Ln the FEDERAL -REISTER.
wel an
t the Congress--miht wel port of the Antitrust and Communica- (I 10I(aX4).) Not later than 45 days after
short circdit hs attempt to keep a tml- tions Reform Act -f 1994, H.R. 3626. publication. interested persons may
fled view ef competition ns theventral Thls legislation represents the most submit comments to either or both
determinant in deistonmaking.
sweeping communications reform legis- agencies. (101(b)(1l.)
Consultation beMosesver. as private business deci- lation to be considered in this House In tween the two agencies regarding an
alone coftnsue to push the waiver proc- 60 years. It will establish the ground application is required. 3 111b)(2).) The
eesto the point of an overflowingo't rules*far telecommunications policy in agencies must issue written determinadocket, there appeacred a real lpodibil- our Nation as we proceed into the 21st tions on the applications within 18
ity "tat delay in adjudicating thes re- century. If enacted, this measure will days after receipt. (IlDhbIO3)A).) In dequests ,ld
become exaeerbated to have nuch to say abouit the future ciding on the merits of the application.
the detabinet of all parties in theIr health of the American economy, the Justice Department will apply the
business pisaming. For all these Te- America's International competitive- same competitive standard that is consons. I decided that it was essential ness and expanded Job opportunities for tained in section VIUI(C) of the MFJ.
that we snows the forum from court- American workers.
that Is "no substantial possibility that
room Into, the enforcement and regnThis legislation establishes a statu- such company or Its affiliates could use
latory agencies, while not handonntg tory framework under which the seven monopoly power to Impede oompetItion
the ovrgenIzin
principles behind the regional Bell telephone companies and In the market such company seeks to
decree.
their afliliates would be permitted to enter." (QI01(b)(3)(DXt).) The FCC will
Thue -m I approached the legislation provide certain long distance services apply the "'public interest, convenience
both in the tast Congress and In t is land engage in the manufacture of tele- and necessity' test contained In the
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pro,.,l of applications -for proposed regarding new services to be offered or
Communications Act. (§10l(b)(3)(D)li).l
Their determinations are to be based long-distance services that are inciden- the abandonment of any service or faon the "preponderance of the evi- tal to the provisions of another. al- cility.
It should be emphasized that this legdence". (i 101(b)(3)(B).) Both agencies ready lawful service. These incidental
must approve an application for it to telecommunications services are in ad- islation directs the States to take
dition to those specified and authorized "into account the potential effects of
be finally approved. (§10l(b)(6).)
such approval or authorization on comNot later than 45 days after the final under section 102(c) of this bill.
Also exempt from the applicant re- petition and the public interest".
determination (that is final agency action) is published, "any person who quirement is any activity authorized (§102(bX2)(A).) Of course, as noted earwould be threatened with loss or dam- by an order entered by the U.S. Dis- lier, the Justice Department would
age as a result of the determination" trict Court for the District of Columbia give 90 days to review the State's decimay bring an action for judicial review under section VII or section VIII(C)of sion and seek an injunction if necin the U.S. Court of Appeals for the the Modification of Final Judgment essary. Again, if no injunction is
District of Columbia to challenge the prior to the date of enactment, or any sought, or if the request for an injuncThis waiver request pending on the date of tion is denied by the district court,
agencies' approval. (1101(c)(1).)
standing provision is patterned di- enactment and subsequently approved thenithe Bell company may.offer these
services.
rectly after section 16 of the Clayton by the District Court. §102(b)(1).
Also, the Bell companies would not
Further, the Bell companies are not
Act. Under the Federal antitrust laws.
actual injury or threatened loss or required to apply seeking prior Federal be required to seek Federal pre-aplong
proval
for long distance services that.
offer
intrastate
authorization
to
damage must be shown before persons
can successfully gain access to a Fed- distance services-services provided are Vrovided through so-called resale
eral court to challenge a particular ac- within the boundaries of a single state, services. (§102(b)(3).) That is, long-dis-.
tion as anticompetitive. Thus, this is (§102(b)(2)(A).) So, the Bell companies tance services which are purchased
intended to be an exacting standing would seek to receive State public utl- from another entity. This exception
provision and not all interested persons Ity-or public service-commission ap- would apply only to services purchased
for
providing
intrastatefron a nonaffillate of the Bell company
would have standing to challenge the provl
telecommunications and only In those States where "1+ diagencies' determination, under this interexchange
provision, court challenges are re- services. In doing so, they would be .aling" has been ordered. (1102(b)(3)(B).)
served for those that can show a genu- made subject to FCC and State regula- As with intrastate long-distance, the
Ine likelihood of injury-threatened tions which require it to charge itself Department of.Justice would have 90
loss or damage. This provision is not an access fee in the same manner It days toreview the competitive impact
intended to encourage what could be charges long-distance companies seek- of Bell company resale services and the
Ing access to the local exchanges, opportunity to seek an injunction
obstructionist or strategic litigation.
However, under the when it determines that such entry
Unlike the bill (H.R. 5096)sponsored (§102(b)(2)(D).)
by Congressman BROOKS in the 102d terms of subsection 102(b)(2)(B), the De- would, in fact, be anticompotitive.
Congress, there is no de novo trial on partment of Justice would be given 90 (§102(bX3XD).)
Another major exception to the over.he merits of an agency determination. days notice by a Bell company. of its in'netead, there will be an appellate re- tent to provide such intrastate long all general rule requiring the Bell cornview based..on the standard contained distance telecommunications services;- panles.to apply to.DOJ and FCC. for
in the Administrative Procedure Act. 5 The Justice Department would then permllsion, has to do with incidental
U.S.C. (§706.) It should be further em- have the option to request a prelimi- services. Section 102(c) of the bill alPliasized that determinations made by nary injunction in a U.S. district court lows the Bell operating, oozpanles at',
Justice and the FCC under section within those 90 days. with respect to any time after the date .of enactment
101(b)(3) are to be considered finally such services if it believes a Bell entry .to provide lnterexchange teloeommunlbe
anticompetitive. cations services which are deemed to
agency decisions in the administrative would
the Department be incidental to an otherwise lawful soIf
law meaning of that term. (The use of (§l0i(b)(2)(C).)
brings no such civil action, or fails to tivity. So, for example, the bill Identithe term "final" in section 101(b)(5)
chould not be taken to mean "'final obtain a preliminary injunction from fies a number of activities to be exagency action- for administrative law the district court, It is fully lawful for empt incidental services including,
purposes. Rather, it means that if no the Bell company to begin providing cable services and the distribution of
cable programming, telephone service
c:vil action is filed under subsection those State-authorized services.
From the enactment of the Commu- provided through cable companies out:c), these determinations are no longer
subject to appeal or review.) Bell entry nications Act in 1934--until the AT&T side of a Bell service area, interactive
Into the authorized service would be consent decree took effect on January services, cellular telephone services.
lawful while the determination is the 1, 1984-all long-distance services with- the transmission and retrieval of cersubject of an appeal under section in the States were regulated under the tain.computer information,. and the
101(c). A Bell operating company can jurisdiction of the various state public transmission of certain telephone netcontinue to provide this service until utilities commissions [PUC's]. So. sao- work signaling information. (9102(c)(l)such time as one or both of the approv- tion 102(b)(2) of.H.R. 3626 merely would. (6).) As mentioned earlier, the bill reale is vacated or reversed as a result of return to the States their authority,- quires the Justice Department and the
Of over all long-distance services deliv- FCC within 6 months of the date of en(§101(b)(6Xii).)
judicial review.
course, a party could seek a prelimi- ered within their States. It should be. actment to establish procedures for the
nary injunction under the normal Fed- understood that the States currently expedited consideration of applications
eral civil rules, seeking to enjoin the regulate , long-distance services pro- by the Bell companies to provide other'
provision of the authorized services vided by the Bell companies within.-incidental long distance services.
pending the outcome of the judicial re- each LATA (that is Local Access (§101(bX3)(D)(iii).)
The bill generally permits the reTransport Area). Every State has an
view action.
Generally speaking, before the Bell agency that regulates public telephone gional Bell companies and their operatoperating companies can enter into the companies. In my own State of New Ing affiliates to manufacture equip-.
long distance business, they must fol- York it is known as the New. York ment, beginning a.year after enactlow the application procedure set down State Public Service Commission. ment, unless the Justice Department
in section 101 of the bill. There are, They issue the "certificates of conven- acte to stop them. (1103.) This bill crehowever, some significant exceptions lenceand necessity" that authorize the ates a I-year waiting -period. during
to this gcneral requirement. For exam- local exchange companies and long-dis- which the Department would review
directs Jus- tance carriers to do business. They reg- the company's plans and determine
pie. section 101(b)l3)ID)Wil)
tlice and the FCC to jointly prescribe ulate the rates charged for local and whether there is "no substantial possi-.
regulations establishing procedures for interexchange telephone service. They bility" that the company or-its afflithe expedited determination and ap- make the decisions on the tariffs filed ates could use monopoly power to -ir-
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pede
speition in the market the tions-Including ordering a company to
company inteads to enter. ( =1(b)(S).) cease providing such services. (4202.)
If the Department takes no act&=
The measure establtse certain rules
wilt that Uum. the company w
under which the Bell companies may
be bee to engewti the activity at an Provide electronic publiabi
services.
end at a
I Fear. The Department Including the disemition. publicaWould he vernoed to shol-m this tion, or sale over telephone lines of
wating.pod by providing early no- news, business and financial reports.
ties ts the OW empany that it does editorials, columns, sports reporting.
0 takend to initlate any legal antlom. features. advertising, photos or inages.
(1
l4SW(XWt).l
research material, legal notices and
The bill includes numerous uipublic records, and other such informaguards to pmat
manufacturing eil-l
taia.(1203.) These rules would expire
ates ON
suady benefiting hm
June 30. 20O1.
their sfiltation with Bell companies
Section =3 would add a new section
and vim wera. Under the measweo Bell
31to the Communications Act of 1934.
operating companies must couct
It establishes a number of safeguards
their vnsaturtng activities thruh
-to mre equal access to interconnecsevente e-fibles having their own fl- tiona for all electronic publishers.
na
l bach, records, and acoot.
Under its terms, the Bell companies
a"d It genally prohibits the Bell own, would be permitted to provide elecPaulos from proldng any in-kind lown- tronic publishing services over their
efte such as advertising, sles. nr own telephone lines only If ch servml
aoe.
(201.
Bell oanpasie
Ices are provided through a separate afwould be p ec ically prohibited t
iliate or a joint venture with an elecsubaii
their manufacturing aKM- treaic Publisher. Furthermore. Joint
abes with -telephone revenues.
ien ventures between the Bell companies
measu
se requires manufsac2sIng and newspaper publishers would be enaiffllats to sell their Products to all couraged, and joint ventures between
telephams companiee at prim Sai the Bells and small, local electronic
terms evsta to the prices and ow
it publishers are encouraged in particuselflts
eqlpment to Its parent Bel lax. 'le separate affiliates or Joint
company.
veztures would be required to maintain
Seon
SK of the bill contains & "do- their own books, records, and accounts.
rnestic cmt
provision which mets and could not engage-in any joint sales.
down the general rule that a nsdoadvertising. or marketing activities
turior -iatoe must conduct all oi i
with affiliated Bell companies.
OperaMos within the United States
When the House Judiciary Commitand %batall cmponent parts must als
tee considered this matter in March, I
be of domestic mnanufactuee. mam in, offered an amendment dealing with the
however, an exception to this. Forein
definition of "electronic publishing."
inanLuftated oomponent parts py be My concern focused on the fact that
utilteed if a good faith effort falls to so- the definition in the bill as introduced
curS equisnit
parts mamufactared appeared to be almost exclusively
wilbhin Me Utted States, provid
newspaper oriented. The problem, of
their ost done not exceed 40 percent of course, is that a number of non-newsthe Sale evenue derived in any cal- paper entities are engaged in the elecendar year ftom the nanufactured tronic publishing business. For examproduct. Wicrthenore, and meat slple. the Economic and. Comemiial
ninically, the genera rule does not Law Subconnittee received testimony
apply to the ent
any of Its prowl- from the President of the West Pubaloe; am deteresuned to be inconasea
lishing Co.. who expressed the view
with any mdtlateral or bilateral that all content-based information
syoensent be wtdch the United States should be included within this definiis a Aty. uach as & Bilateral Invent- tion.
met Testy, the North American Free
So, I felt that the protections conTrade Aveenent. or GATT. This Is an tained in section 203 should extend to a
enlightened sad fair resolution of a dif- novel, textbook, or scientific journal,
flit
problemn-balancing competiag as well as a newspaper. Similarly, magaznes should be covered as well as
interesta.
I eBogtin S years after enactment. electric legal research tools such as
the eegonl Bellcompanies and their Westlaw and Lexis. Consequently, the
operating aCllats ae permitted to legislation that comes to the floor of
file applicatlos to the Federal Govern- the House contains an expanded deflniment to provide alarm monitoring tiom of the term "electronic publishservices. (§lfl(a)(1)(A).)
As with -Bel ing." For example, my amendment
applicatons to provide long-distance. added "legal. consumer or credit mateservices, the Justice Department and rial". "research material" and "public
FOC ouMldbae to make Separate do- records." In addition, it clarified that
terminations within 6 months whether electronic publishing Includes 'scithe provisions of slarm services by a entittc,
educational,
instructional.
Bell copany woud impede oemnett- technical, professional, trade or other
ties or earve the public inta-est. The literary materials." It is important to
measure requires the FCC to issue note that the term "electronic publishrules repalating Bell company previ- iog" does not Include any of the out-ofsion of alarm monitoring servles. and region activities of a Bell company.
it permits %heFCC to Penalize Bell nor does it Include wireless or cellular
companies %bit violate FCC regula- services, or cable television.
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Obviously. Mr. Speaker. this is very
important legislation. If tibs bill is enacted, seven strong competitors will
enter into new telecommunications
markets, providing a broad range of additional products and services to their
customers. This is justified because the
boundaries between local service and
long distance have blurred and, in some
places, the local telephone exchange is
no longer a monopoly. We need to provide the Bell companies with incentives to invest in their local networks.
This bill replaces judicial oversight of
national telecommunications
policy
with a sensible regulatory structure.
At the same time. the legislation protects basic antitrust principles.
Given the lateness of the session and
the importance of having this legislation enacted this year. the committees
decided to go forward under the expedited procedure of suspension of the
rules. It Is my hope that the other body
will give this important measure serios and prompt consideration. I strongly urge an "aye" vote o t.e part o'
my colleagues.

0 1250
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the ba'anct J.
my time.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker. I yield
myself such time as I may consume.
(Mr. DINGELL asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker. I want
to thank my good friend, JACK BROOKS
for yielding.
Mr. Speaker. I rise in strong support
of H.R. 3626. 1 urge my colleagues to
join me in voting for this important
piece of legislation. This legislatlor.
ends years of bitter and divisive wran
gling between industry, between committees in the Congress and between
individuals.
The compromise is not the one which
I would necessarily sponsor nor that

which my dear friend from Texas. Mr.
BROOKS, would have sponsored. I want
to commend him for the fine way in
which he worked with me. express my
gratitude and appreciation to him and
tell the House that this is an extraordinary example of the cooperation that
can exist between industries, communities, and between connittees and
Members of this body.
The bill we bring to the House today
memorializes the compromises, is a
fair and balanced bill and deserves the
support of the House. .
But I would also like to commend the
distinguished and able chairman of the
Subcommittee on Telecommunications
of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. Mr. KkRKY. for his extraodinary leadership in the joint handling
of this and the other legislation that
will be before this body today. He has
held 7 hearings, moved the bill out of

the committee expeditiously, and saw
to it that it passed our committee with
an overwhelming vote. I commend him
for his efforts.
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Equal gratitude goes to my dear
friends, the ranking minority member
of the committee, Mr. MOORliEAD. Mr.
FIELDS. and Mr. OXLEY. two of the
more valuable members of this committee for whom I have great respect.
At this time I would like to again express my thanks to my dear friend, Mr.
BROOKS.and engage in a brief colloquy
with him.
I want to clarify with my coauthor of
the legislation the intent behind those
provisions in section 102 concerning the
responsibility of the Department of
Justice if it seeks to enjoin a Bell company from entering into the business of
Intra-state
interexchange
telecommunications services after a State
has granted permission to such cornpany under that section.
Does my dear friend the gentleman
from Texas agree that the intent behind this provision is to require the Department to seek in its complaint when
commencing a civil action not only a
permanent Injunction but also a temporary or preliminary injunctive relief
if it desires to prevent a Bell company
from offering the services authorized
by the State?
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker. will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DINGELL. I yield to my friend.
the gentleman from Texas.
Mr. BROOKS. I thank the gentleman
for yielding.
Mr. Speaker. yea. the Intent behind
those provisions Is to require the Attorney General to seek all customary
and available forms of injunctive relief
as provided under the Antitrust laws
and under the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. Such relief would include
temporary restraining orders, preliminary injunctions, as well as permanent
injunctions.
Indeed. it is the usual and customary
practice of the Department of Justice
in antitrust cases seeking to enjoin
anticompetitive activity to request
preliminary as well as permanent Injunctions. In implementing this provision. the Department will proceed in
the same fashion under the applicable
provisions of section 102 as it customarily does in other areas, such as
merger enforcement, and will therefore
request preliminary as well as permanent injunctions.
Mr. DINGELL. I thank the gentleman.
Thus, Mr. Speaker, as Chairman
BROOKS and I have agreed. section 102
provides that a Bell operating company
may provide intrastate interexchange
telecommunications service that has
been authorized by a State If the Attorney General *falls to commence a
civil action to enjoin the company
from so doing or brings such a civil action but fails to obtain an injunction.
If the Attorney General fails to seek or
obtain temporary or preliminary injunctive relief, the Bell operating company can proceed to offer the service
pending a trial on the merits in which
the court would decide whether or not
to issue a permanent injunction.

HOUSE

Mr. Speaker, H.R. 3626 is one of the
most important pieces of telecommuni'
cations legislation that I can recall

coming to the House floor.
Together with its companion bill offered by our dear friends. Mr. MARKEY
and Mr. FIELDS and Mr. OXLEY, it will
provide a whole new and updated
framework for the development and
implementation of telecommunications
policy. I urge my colleagues to support
both of these important bills.
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
my time.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker. I
yield myself such time as I may
consume.
Mr. Speaker. I rise in support of H.R.
3626, the Antitrust and Communications Reform Act of 1994. This bill is
critical because it returns important
telecommunications policy authority
from the courts to Congress where It
belongs and it transfers the powers of
overseeing the activities of the Bell operating companies from the Federal
courts to the Federal Communications
Commission and the Department of
Justice.
Since 1984, when the Bell operating
companies were restricted from entering various lines of businesses as a resuit of the consent decree entered into
in an antitrust case, the industry has
undergone significant changes. As a result of these changes, the restrictions
imposed by the consent decree are no
longer necessary and now serve as barriers to real competition.
H.R. 3628 sets out the policy standards. limitations, and procedures for
the entry by Bell operating companies
into previously restricted businesses.
including manufacturing, alarm monitoring and long distance as well as the
guidelines for providing information
services.
These are complicated issues which
were carefully considered by the energy and Commerce Committee and the
committee reported the bill on a voice
vote.
Mr. Speaker. we have all heard and
spoken of the benefits the Information
superhighway will bring. H.R. S62, together with H.R. 3836. will lay the foundation for the construction of this
highway by removing unnecessary regulatory barriers and allowing for competition to flourish.
I am pleased to be a cosponsor of this
legislation and urge my colleagues to
support H.R. 3626.
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
my time.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker. I yield
myself such time as required in otder
to have a couple of colloquies with the
distinguished chairman of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. DINOELL].
Mr. Speaker, I would like to engage
the gentleman from Michigan in a brief
colloquy on the savings clause inserted
into the so-called domestic content
provisions of the manufacturing section of the bill as found in section 201.
As the gentleman knows, the savings

HSo

clause was inserted to mitigate any
concerns of the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative that these provisions
might undermine the international obligations of the United States with respect to bilateral and multilateral
agreements entered into with other
countries.
Specifically, who will make the determination called for by the savings
clause?
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker. will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BROOKS. I yield to the distinguished chairman.
Mr. DINGELL. I thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Speaker, in general, the President and the U.S. Trade Representative
have responsibility for carrying out the
trade laws and ensurlg that our actions, are consistent with oar International obligations. This language envisions that any determination is subject to review by Federal Oourt.
Mr. BROOKS. I thank the gentleman
for this clarification. Mr. Speaker. I
wodld like to engage the distinguished
chairman of the Committee on Energy
and Commerce in a colloquy regarding
the exceptions for Incidental services
set forth In H.R. 3828.
The bill permits a Bell operating
company or an affiliate thereof to prointerexchange
telecommunivide
cations that are incidental to Its offering of other services, such as cable television or cellular radio. The exceptions for incidental interexchantgs services are Intended to be narrowly construed and are not a back door for the
Bell operating companies or their afflliates i o provide Intereichange toleconwnunications services or their functional equivalents
without
going
through the approval procedures spei-"
fled in the bill.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from Texas is correct.
Mr. BROOKS. In this regard, the
storage-and-retrieval exception would
not cover any service tha$ established
a direct connection between end users.
any real time voice and data transmission, or any service that is the
functional equivalent of or substltute
for an interexchange telecommunications service.
Only storage-and-retrieval services
in which the customer itiates
the
storage or retrieval of information
would be included under this exception.
Thus, voice, data. vr facsimile distributlon services in which the Beil peratIng company or affiliate forwards nustomer-supplied
information
to
customer- or carrier-selected recipients
would not fall within the exceptilo
Likewise, the exception would not'Include any service in which the Bell operating company or affiliate sekrhes
for and connects with the Intended recipient of information. e.g. roving or
automatic forward-and-connect services, or any service in which: the" Bell
operating company or affiliate automatically forwards stored volcemal or
other information to the intended re-
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ciplent:" For a storage-and-retrieval
service'to qualify under this exception,
the recipient must act affirmatively to'
initiate the retrieval of the information from the storage facility.
.Mr. DINGELL. The gentleman is corfeet.
Storage-and-retrieval services
that include the kinds of end-to-end capabilities you have described are, or
could
become.
substitutable
for
interexohange
telecommunications
services. A Bell operating company or
affiliate wishing to offer such storageand-retrieval services could seek au-thori ation.to do so from the Departinent'of Juste, the -FCC. and the ap.
Piopriate State. as the case may be.:
-. ;. -. wI
* " * '
. I
:.
.
..
M&r, BROOKS." Mr. Speaker, that Is
-correot. and I want to thank the gen.tieman from. Michigan .[Mr. D.33ot,]
for thiscolloquy
.
Mr. Speaker I reserve the balance of
my time.

IMr. FISH. Mr. Speaker. I yield 4 lmin-

HOUSE

until, that is. they figure out what
their elected officials have done to
them. That is beginning to happen on
these bills. For example, the Internet
is busy with conjecture about the haste
with which this weighty subject is
being addressed by the House.
For example, on a telecom electronic
roundtable called the Federal Information
News
Syndicate,
Vlgdor
Schreibman, editor, reported the following yesterday:
A number of citizens have expressed outrage that such an Important legslative intiatIve that willchange the global civilistion would go to a vote without adequate
consideration of the language of the messI could have told Mr. Schreibman
that I personally have heard similar reactions--amounting to incredulityaround this building, too.
One of the Nation's top experts on
telecommunications policy. George
Gilder, told several of us the other

evening that he was appalled that so

utes to the gentleman from Wisconsin serious and sobering a set of measures
[Mr. Pz 1].
might be adopted with so little under- Mr. PETI. Mr; Speaker, it is hard to standing, and discussion by this body.
imagine a subject more consequential The results could be disastrous,
to the future of the American economy
Privately, many of the lobbyists on
"than that of regulation--or deregula- various sides of these measures also action of:telecommunications. The abil- knowledge that this is very seriously
Ity of cnimpanleaIn this field to com- flawed legislation with the potential to
Pete and collaborate freely, with a backfire upon its supporters, however
minimum of Government second-guess- well-intentioned. Remember the Cable
Alog addieotioT. is vital to American Act of 1992, which among other uninleadership-in high technology.
. . tended consequences Isgiving us higher
...tt, a50 bard to imagine, therefore, rather than lower rates in many areas
nY .sttbjeft: less fit for the duspension "and knocking C-SPAN off of the sets of
oalehdir'than "this one. The law we millions of Americans?
OLEO,here, if we donot fullyexplore its
Remember catastrophic health insurprovisions and,• consider its potential ance--a different sort of topic, except
eost-wi,'°;be :a- law operating. in . for the common feature of an inordi'subordinaae to that other and eternal nate rush to passage?
law 'of- this. place--the law of uninWhat shall we tell the mayors, countended 'consequences. Have the Mere- ty commissioners, and other local offibers
.exhOausted themselves with cialswho are protesting these bills?
study and'"debate' on the issues raised The National League of Cities, the U.S.
by H.l] .826 and H.R. 83 that they are Conference of Mayors, and the National
already: prepared *to put their,names Association of Counties have all urged
down-in ,support. of it? I do not think a "no" vote because they say thatsO.
The bill. as drafted, vsrtually
gives away
' I know thesponsors worked hard on local
authority over local infrastructure, and
these bills.I-know they mean well.and does so without real or monetary compensafeel theyltave done the-best they can., tionto local communities.
But these bills were produced in their .Maybe they are wrong, but how will
present written form only this past we be able to explain our position to
weekend: they, are complicated and them if we have not even debated this
leg
-lnot
200pages. - . ..
bill?.
.
.
- f '"Muth g 'ater- concern, their : Most importantly, what about the
'*eepli'economic provisions appear . -theme- of reregulation that runs
to, onstibut what Brude Chapman of through these bills; even while they
EiisoeVX-"Tq-titute,' in. a. Wstsngthn pretend to. deregulate? In a dynamic
'Posk-.rti6re:yesterday, called a Rube -.feld like high technology, which is
-Goldbesi'-industrial polioy-that isdoubling Its costs effectiveness every
-sure to make the public as well as-the year and is seeing the entry of scores of
•business community, unhappy. before new and often unexpected competitors,
long. "
why is this body about to endorse a reHow many Members could stand up turn to railroad era monopoly control
here end discuss these many provi- models? I would think that any friend
alonse,
letslone debate them? "of the market economy would be very
How many of us are prepared to be cautious about heading down such a
grilled, about these bills by our con- path.
stitoe tathis fall.if awkward questions
Why instead do we not follow the
are raised?
"
more contemporary models of computPeople Involved in technology often era and software? In these models, it is
are not people'involved in politics-- the relative absence of Government
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controls and regulation that has allowed the United States to soar ahead
of the whole world and has reinvigorated an otherwise somewhat anemic
economy. Renewed monopoly is the
wrong model for an economy where
wireless communication. satellite, all
optical fiber networks and other technologies are all coming on line to dompete with the cable and telephone com.
panics.
Do we really want to kid ourselves
and our constituencies into believing
that this body-with so little discussin before and no debate at all-is
ready to second-guess not only the
market but the technology itself and
to design a whole new. heavily regulated, and indirectly taxed telecommunications regime for America?
I do not pretend to any expertise of
the subject of high technology, but I do
know something about the House of
Representatives. And I think I know
something about what the voters ex-

pect from us. They expect us to delib-

erate upon the great and weighty and
historic issues of the time. At times
like this they do not expect us to surrender our judgment.
I
Let us have these bills properly discussed and properly debated. They are
too important to the future of our
country and its economy to be dispatched without such care and attention.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker. I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. MAJUC;Y]. the distinguished chairman of the subcommittee,
with thanks for having handled this
bill so well.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of H.R. 3626. the Antitrust and
Communications Reform Act of 1994.
This bill, which was approved unanimously by both the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance and
the full Committee on Energy and
Commerce. coupled with H.R. 3638,the
National Communications Competition
and Information Infrastructure Act of
1994. represents the most comprehensive
communications
legislation
brought to the House since the original
Communications Act of 1934. This bill
represents a carefully crafted compromise by the Energy and Commerce
and the Judiciary Committees to balance the important regulatory and
antitrust issues facing the telecommunications industry today. This
compromise encompasses a myriad of
different interests and perspectives
both public and private-both in and
out of Congress. Furthermore. this bill
embodies countless hours of work on
proper telecommunications reform by
Congress over the last several years.
The dawn of the Information Age has
come and this bill will ensure that It is
an age marked by fair competition and
consumer protection.
It was Samuel Morse in 1844 who
raised the curtain on the Information
Age with a telegraphic message sr.:
from Baltimore to Washington. Me .was an inventor, but he had 1he m-
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stinct of a talk show host. With a se- tance business for the purpose of pro- sell that Information; and third conties of electric blips he asked Washington this question, -what hath God
wrought?"
One hundred and fifty years later. we
meet on the House floor to ask a less
cosmic. but still compelling. question.
"Whither the Information Age?"
God hath wrought the most innovative. competitive, remarkable industry
in the world today, and we in Congress
have the responsibility for accelerating
this unrivaled capacity for reinvention
and growth. The jobs of the future, the
hopes of our children for expanding opportunities and a better life. ride on
the passage of these bills today.
If we pass this bill. Congress will
send its own message to the world, not
in Morse Code. but in plain English
over miles and miles of tiny strands of
glass and digitally-cbmpressed spectrum. We will send the message that
America is placing its hopes and
dreams in the ingenuity of its information entrepreneurs, and it is confident
of its future.
H.R. 3626 lifts many of the restrictions placed on the Bell companies in
the so-called modified final judgment
[MFJ]. a consent decree struck betwsen AT&Tl and the Justice Department in 1982.The bill frees the Bell operating companies to compete in businesses from which they were previously
barred under the consent decree, after
winning 8tate and Federal approval.
For the pat 12 years a single district
court has carried the burden of shaping
the development of communications
law and the communications industry.
simply by adjudicating the AT&T consent decree. This bill culminates a long
effort over that time to set forth a
comprehensive national policy on how
telephone companies should particlpate in the future of the communications world. Now, rather than place the
onus of deciding the evolution of the
communications industry in the hands
of the court, the Federal Communications Commission and the Department
of Justice will 'serve as the guiding
legal and regulatory arms in determinIng the Bell companies' role in the Information Age.
Specifically. the Antitrust and Communicatlons Reform Act of 1994allows
the Bell companies to enter the long
distance and manufacturing businesses
at certain junctures and sets new safeguards for their participation in the
provision of information services.
In the long distance market the act
would allow the seven regional Bell operating companies to enter various
long distance markets over time as
long as permission has been granted by
the Justice Department and the Federal Conmmunicatlons Commission. In
particular, the Bells would be permitted to enter four submarket
In the Intrastate long distance market the bill grants authority to the
State to regulate the prorision of long
diLance service. Thus. a State would
hr. e the authority to decide whether a
Bll company may enter the iong dis-

viding long distance service for calls sumers have the right-to say "NO" and
that originate and terminate in the curtail or prohibit such reuse or sale of
same State. The Department of Justice personal Information.
is granted 90 days to review any deciWhile the consent decree served a
sion made by the State to grant service necessary purpose over the last 10
in this market.
years. and the diligence of Judge
In the interstate long distance mar- Oreens deserves note, it no longer
ket. H.R. 2828 permits the Bell compa- serves the public interest at this dynies to petition the Department of JunamIc time in the evolution of the
tice and the Federal Communications communications industry. With expert
Commission to utilize their own net- agencies such as the Department of
works to provide interstate long dis- Justice and the Federal Communicatance service throughout their service tions Commission allowed to admlnregion. The Department of Justice and later a new Federal policy, a policy
the Federal Communications Conmnis- which will promote competition and
sion would have to find that there is no innovation while protecting consumsubstantial possibility that a Bell bom- er, America will ensure its prepany could hinder competition by of- eminence In this quickly evolving telefering the service in order to block communications
marketplace.
The
them from doing so.
Antitrust and Communications Reform
Thirdly, the bill allows the Bell com- Act of 1994 will open up markets to
panles to petition the Justice Depart,- help establish a competitive, fair, and
ment and the FCC to provide interstate ever-growing information infrastrucresale services 18 months after the date ture while providing neoessary safeof enactment. This provision permits , guards to protect competition and.
Bell company to purchase. In bulk. ant consumer interests. I urge all Members
resell to subscribers on a retail basis, to join me in supporting this critical
capacity on networks owned by other legislation.
carriers.
a
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker. I
Finally. H.R. 3626 allows the Bell yield 2 minutes tO the gentleman from
companies. 5 years after enactment of Texa [Mr. FiELDS], the distinguished
the bill. to petition the FCC and the ranking member of the subcommittee.
Department of Justice to build.and op(Mr. FIETLDS of Texas Asked and was
erate networks outside of their regions. given permission to revise ad extend
H.R. 3628 also sets important new his remarks.)
guidelines for the regional Bell operatMr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker. 1
ing companies' participation In the rise in strong support of H.R. 36, the
provision of Information services. Spe- Antitrust and Communications Reform
cifically, the act contains significant Act of 1994. This legislation removes
safeguards in the industries of elec- barriers to entry imposed on the Hell
tronic publishing, alarm monitoring, Telephone companies as part of the
and burglar alarm services.
1982 dourt decision to divest local teleIn providing electronic publishing phone service from AT&T. While those
services, a Bell company would only be prohibitions might have made sense 10
permitted to engage in electronic pub-. years ago, they increasingly have litte
lishing through a separate affiliate or relevance in the rapidly changing And
joint venture. Such separate affiliates evolving telecommunications landor joint ventures would maintain scepe we see today. ,
books, records, and accounts separate
H.R. 3626. which has been sponsored
from its affiliated Bell company. Bell by the chairman and ranking members
companies must provide to any sepa- of both committees that have juriedirate affiliate all facilities, services, or tion over it, as well as the Tale-:
information available to unaffiliated communications SuboornIttee chairentities on the same terms and condi- man and myself, sets out the ground
tions. All of these rules would expire In rules for Bell company entry into long
6 years.
distanm, information services, and
. Most significantly, the legislation felecommunications equipment manuputs in place much-needed privacy pro- facturing. The bill recognizes that the
tections for American consumers in- Ball companies enter these markets
this area by: First. prohibiting any from a historic. if somewhat c-rmcommon carrier from providing cus- blhng, position of monopoly in the local
tomer proprietary network informa- telephone market.
tion tCPNI] to any other person unless
For that reason safeguards, both
it is expressly permitted. And by sestructural and nonstructural, are isoond. developing a "privacy bill of essary to ensure that the threat of disrights" for all communications media crimination and crose-subsidies remain
to protect consumers whenever they just that--a threat not a reality.
use electronic networks. The three core
Mr. Speaker. I want to commend the
principles of the privacy bill of rights. primary sponsors, the gentleman from
which the FCC will regulate with the Michigan [Mr. DMIOELL]. the gentleman
flexibility to promulgate additional from Texas [Mr. BROOKs), the genprotections in a technology-specife tleman from New York (Mr. F1834. and
manner as warranted, are as follows: the gentleman from California [Mr.
First. consumers get knowledge that MOORREAD] for their perseverance and
information is being collected about hard work in ensuring that the delicate*
them: 'second consumers get notice and the careful balance needed in this
that the recipient intends to reuse or legislatioh has been struck and that
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after our conference with the Senate
that every segment of the Industry affected by this legislation will be in a
more .competitive, a more strengthened, position, and once again I want
'to commend the sponsor or this initiative for their hard work.
I urge all of my collesagues to support
the-pdassare of this legislation, and I
say; paorioularly to my Republican colleagues, this is a deregulatory, procompelitive piece of legislation, a piece of
legislation that should be supported by

price to a price of $.99 for AT&T, they claim
Betwee91iWasnd 1992. the price rlii by
a dramatic 63 percent savings. Since theBell about another 17 percent.
The average revenue per minute earned by
compares currently charge AT&T approximately 6.45 for local access costs, itshard to the three largest carriers fell 63 percent rel.
ative to the general price level from 085 to
understand how BellSouth could assume a 1992.
charge of only $.37for this call, less than their
Net of access ctha.ges paid to lOcal teleown charges.
phone compenies, the revenue par minute of
A general assumption In the analysis is that the three largest long-dietance carriers fell
long distence rates would be reduced by 50 by 66 percent between 1956 and 1992 after adpercent Inmediately upon RBOC entry. The Justesent for inflation.
Since 1989. AT&T's price for regular longreport ta to explain how this would be accalls has fallen by three percent per
complished. The long distance market is al- distance
year aet of access charges, after adjustrnent
ready competitive. with studies showing a 66 for Inflation.
both sidesof the aisle of this particular percent deine In real rates since 1984. FurThe transition to competition has also
House.
'ther, with local accesscosts amounting to seen a remarkable growth In the quality, vs.
$.
BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, I yield S.45 of every log distance dollar, it is hard to riety. and technical capabilities of lons-dis
suchtime as be may consume to the Imagine what miracles the RBOC's could per- tance services:
gentleman from California [Mr.- ED- form to reduce the remaining
Reductions of oose. cross-talk, echoes, and
$.55 to $.05.
WAF]A, the ranking member of the
calls have made the usefulness of
Only two possible explanations come to mind. dropped
one minute of telephone conversation rise at
Committge on the Judiciary. .
The RBOC'a could discriminate against long the same time that the price of that minute
S(MW. EDWARDS of California asked distance companies
by falling to include long hrs fallen.
and was given permission to revise and
distance access costs In their own rates, or
Finer optics now carry the bulk vf lon0*6654 his remaks.)
traffic, at lower cost and higher
Mr.EDWARDS-of Csforla. Mr. Speaker I the RBOC long distance could be priced ab- distance
than the earlier microwave techis.e today insupport of the compromise ver- surdly low with the lost revenue made up by quality
nology.
The transmiasion Speed of state-of.efnof H.R. 366. the Antitrust and Comsu- higher local telephone rates.
the-art fiber has doubled every three or four
The RBOC's also assume that average real years since
icstions Reform.Act I commend my chairfiber was Introduced.
service prices will fall
by
Long-distance carriers have led the way in
lIaN, JMK BROOS,and Chairman D aOa.
for taleonsmurdicaions
42
percent
over
the
10-year
period
Again,
no
digital switching and common channel Sig.
their wok In drafting a bill that wit foster confor this assuti
is established. itis naling.
tinued gqwth In the U.S. telecommunialains basis
aiso In sharp contrast to actual RBOC inThe long-distance industry has developed
creases
in
local
telephone
rates dunng the software methods for providing efficient pri.
I e pedi*'t
to express my support for
vate
network services for large businesses.
the' Oriaions of H.R. 3626 which maintain the past 10 years.
Finallythe RBOC's portray this question- using common physical facilities.
..
:t o
r authority to review all able
The Industry has created innovative new
repoN as a finding of WEFA [Wharton types of long-distance Service to Improve the
potentia entrites by the regional bel conros.. ksio the long disence and md
IRIng Economefric Foreca g AssociesJ. a lead- efficiency of conmunication for consumers
marketatSince we are allowing the regional ing international forecrsting firm.In fact, and businesses. large and Small.
Competition has worked In long distance
-phone oorplenlea, 'Which operate crrently as WEFA, under contract, simply provided the because
the.nature of the product and the
with access to its econometric com.
Virtual monopolies In their service ereas. Into RBOC's
technology for producing It are euited to
puter
model
of
the
U.S.
economy.
This
comndw frkeis we must have In place saecompetition and because regUlatien his fosu
against any abuse of such market pute model forecasts results based exclusively tered conditions conducive to competition:
powsr.-The ustice Departments Sntitrust x- on whatever setof assumptions is supplied. In The success of equal access has shown that
eni-iwill be p(i to good use in maldn car- this case,assumplons were suppied by the it is practical and effective to give very
user free choice among long-div.
tain
conaners willalways have the bon. RBOC's and their consultants. The results, of telephone
a,mofthai
hecc
course, are equally questionable. WEFA per- tance carriers.
No customer Is a captive of a long-distance
Again, I command my fellow members of formend no Independent analysis of the carrier.
If one carrier provides poor service
the Judicdary Corrisnltee as wen as the mer- RBOC's assumptions.
Mr. Speaker, a better analysis of the long or overprices its products, the customer can
teir Of "h Energy end Conierce Constee
easily switch to another carrier.
for #Ir work on h bill,and I urge my. col- distance Industry was prepared by Stanford
There are no artificial bartrers to entry in
Prof. RobertE..Halland his group, Applied long distance. Although it would be expen.
leaguesto vote forH.R.3626.
Mr.S
,
gentleman from Michigan Economi Partners of Meno Park in my Call- sive to reproduce an entire national network
,(Mr. BOWt; refered to a 1993 WEFA study fornia district A summary of that study. Long of the type operated by AT&T. MCI. and
that investment would pay off if
finded byth regional Baloperating compe- Distance: Public BenefitsFrom Increased Sprint,
there were much overpricing of service by
nis. -This study purports to show dramatic job Competition. follows:
those national carriers. Moreover. effective
growth and other economic bana ItI current
EXeCh-n1VE
SUMMARY
entry could Occur without construction of
Important structural changes have taken any noew networks, by leasing capacity from
ntmonlopoly JIes resteirdnig the RBOC's are
fited. Among the clalms are 3.6 million new place in the long-distance Industry In the owners of subnationa fiber networks and by
has moved reselling services from other carriers.
jobs nationally, an Increase in the GDP of last two decades. The Industry
a tightly regulated monopoly to active An Important part of the evidence that
6247 billion,a redixtion In the Federal bIuiget from
among a number ofrival
firms. competition has worked in the long-distance
Olefit of $150 billar a $33 bllllri Improve- competition
Key steps in the transition were:
market Is the lack of monopoly profits
merit in the U.S. balsnce of trade and a fun 1
The establishment of the legal right to among the carriers. The return on assets by
percent mducio in both the inftaion rate end compete with AT&T.
the three largest carriers recently hag been
long-trm Interest rates over 1o years. This
The structural
separation oflocal and long below the rate of retun allowed by regueconomic iracle Indudes an assumption of distance accomplished by divestiture of the lators for local telephone service.
System in1984,
and
Proposals have been made to lift the lineS4o helen sirvts forAmerican consumers •Bell
in g
c alone. Forecasts.like eme The requirement ofequal accen by local of-business restriction and thus permit the
subscribers to alternative long- Regional Bell Operating Companies [RBOCs]
are eapectalty incrdile given the fac tht the telephone
providers.
to control long distance carriers. That move
long dideo market which the RBOC's desire distance
Economic analysis predicts that enhanced would be harmful to long-distance customs-.to enter produced OnlyS59 billion in annual competition
will drive prices down to a new. because:
revenue in 1992, th most recent year for lower level. Lower prices are a primary way • The principle of eparate ownership vf
whih full data are available.
that the publicbenefits from pro-competl- local and long-distance service is souod as a
Mycorcem Is thad these urlbelevable foer- tivepolicies. After the transition
to lower matter of economics: it is the most effective
low way to ensure reliable, efficient long-discasts were dveloped by using unbelievable prices, competition delivers continuing
assumptons, which haewlittle or no basis in prices. These predictions aptly describe ac- tance service and to give customers a free
events In long distance:
choice among long-distance carriers.
fact. For exa le Balouth forecasts a po- tual
Between 1965and 198. according to governRBOC entry would not Increase the nutantll BellSouth price of $.37 for a 5 minute ment
price Indices. the price oflongdistance her of long d stance carriers in the long r
lon dlanea can from Kingsport, TN. to relative to the general price levelfellby 30
Experience has shown that regulators
Washington, DC.Cometng this hypothetical percent.
not prevent all the msthodo that a local
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riercan use toreduce the efficiency of its riMr. Speaker, I rise In support of the motion must not forget the policies and princelpe.!-.
axts and to divert business to Ice own corn- to suspend the rules ad adopt H.R. 3626. made us a world leader In this Industry. F-re
ititIve service, whim that service isdepend- This bill
is the result of an enormous effort by more than 80 years, the antitrust laws have
rnt on the local telephone network. This Chairmen JACKBROOKS
and JOHNDINGELLAs Interacted with telecommunlicalons regulatoy
daneer Is particularly Important for on d- leaders of two great committees of this House. policy to ensure product and service diversiy
tance.
thechair-and price
competition to the benefit of conRegulation also cannot guarantee that on which I am privileged to serve.
cost- for a competitive business.
such as long men have shown extraordinary. skill and wis- surers. The dual roles forantitrust law and
distance, are not reported as costsof a relat- dor in moving this measure to the House communications law must be preserved ard
ed regulated monopoly business, such as floor.I urge its adoption,
strengthened if we are to advance our Nalocal service.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 tion's telecommunications Industry Into the
Overall conclusions
fromthis reviewofthe minute to the distinguished gentleman next century.
structure and performanoce of the contem- from Oklahoma [Mr. SYNAR), chairman
I have maintained thai any reform egisla.
porary
long-distance industry are:
tion, if Itisto ruly servethe public Interest
The active competition made possible by of the subcommittee,
divestiture in 1984rapidly droveprices down(Mr.SYNAR asked and was given over time, must rest on three classic reguward.
permission to reviseand extend his re- [story concepts: an. across-the-board entry
Price declines have continued because of marks.)
test, adequate safeguards. and vigorous enrapid productivity growth and declning
Mr. SYNAR. Mr. Speaker, I rise forcement. Letme address each of these in
costs,
today in support of H.R. 3626,the Anti- the context of H.R. 3626. First, I am pleased
Prices have declined by much more than trust Communications Reform Act of thai this legislation acknowledges that the Dojust
the decrease in access charges.
1994.
partrnnt
ofJustice
has a critical
roletoplay
Competition has proven a highly effective
policy approach forthe long-distance Indus- Since the Industrial Revolution, our In ensuringthat the playing field is level and
try,
. country has benefited from the mar- that competitors compete faIrly. By applying
Permitting the RBOCsto control long-dis riage of technology and the free mar- the competitive entry test across-9*4toard to
tence carriers would clearly be harmful. The ket to achieve two key goals: First.
en- all lins of business, we have codified a tough
IIne-of-busineese restriction on long distance suring the economic prosperity. of our antitrust standard that must be met before
issound policy,
citizens: second, maximizing the qual- new marketscan be opened to players that
In addllton, Mr. Speaker, I would note that. ity of our citizens lives,
could use their monopoly power to their coinsection 102(c)(3)
provides for an exception to
I maintain that telecomnunications petthre advantage.
the general rule that the Bell operating compa- reform, ifit isto truly serve the public
However. I am concerned thatthe-sequencnies may not provide Interexchange tsle- interest. must rely on three clastc reg- ng of the review process In this legislation is
communications without DOJ and FCC ap- ulatory concepts: First. an across-the- less than desirable if we are to guarantee that
provals. This provision grants authority to pro- board competitive entry test:second, consumers benefit immediately competition in
vide incidental longdistance forthe purpose of adequate post-entry competitive safe- the local loop. Currently, the regional Bell opproviding commercial mobile services. Such guards: and third, vigorous, well-fl- erating companies' lock on the local exchange
an exception should not be viewed as a nanced enforcement of the competitive prohibits effective competition. We have seen
"blankcheck' to provide long distance tele- marketplace.
Instances when RBOCs delay competition by
communications services without proper reLet me state what we all know: com- denying access to the switch, overcharging for
view and overnight. Rather, the bill
is intended petition works. The bill we ultimately the use of their facilities, end cross-subidizing
to authorize a subset of o distance tele- adopt must give competition a proper local service
from monopoly revenues. This
communications services that are in incidental chance to work for the benefit of all bill, while
it applies the right standard to judge
to the provision cellular radio or other wireless consumers,
the potential impact of the regional Bell operservices. Nothing in this "incidental services"
One final important note. This bill ating companies' entry into a market, uses
exception should be understood to limit
the will further propel growth in the tele- lmt standard as a backstop instead' of a
authority under existing law of the Federal communications Industry and that threshold test to forestall competitive harm. I
Communications Commission, the Department means both jobs and consumer benefits look forward to workingon this aspect of the
ofJustice, or other appropriate body to regu- for our Nation. That is good news for bll as we move through conference toward
late
or condition Belt operating company provi- my constituents in Oklahoma and all final peassage
sionof these servicesto protect theipublic in- Americans.
Second. I recognize that the bill contains
forest or to prevent anticompetitive conduct. In
Mr. Speaker. I rise today in support of H.R. post-entry safeguards to protect certain segparticular.
section 108(a) of the bill should be 3626. the Antitrust Communications Reform ments of the telecommunications Industry from
understood explioitly to authorize the Federal Act of 1994.Since the Industrial Revolution, unfair and rapid encroachment by monopoly
Communications Commission to adopt such our country has benefited
from the marriage of firms
that could rapicly dominate the market
appropriate conditions and safeguards. In this technology and the free market to achieve two These safeguards, Including extended walting
regard, I note thatthe Depsrtmnentof Justice key goals:'ensuring the economic prosperity of periods for certain lines of business, both saphas recently proposed some safeguards that our citizens while maximizing the quality of anste subsidiary and separate affiliate
requireshould accompany Belloperating company their lives. Over the last decade, we have wit- mente, restrictions on the use of Consumer
provision of wireless long distance services in nessed the growing power of the tale- Proprietary Network Information. certain joint
connection with a pending MFJ waiver re- communications Industry In our economy, to activities, and teaming and business arrangequest.
the tune of nearly S300 billion
in revenue this menta, However, as I expressed during hearyear, and seen the innovative, and sometimes Ings on this subject with representatives of the
0 1310
mind-bending application of this technology In electronic publishing and alarm industry, safeMr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, I yield our schools, libraries, hospitals. and homes,
guards that are deemed right and fair for spesuch time as he may consume to the
This bill will further propel our Nation's tle- cfic segments of the Industry should be apgentleman from Texas [Mr. WA.SlIUG- communications progress, and t is good news plied to all. I believe Senator Ho.uNGS' bill,
TON].
for my State of Oldahoma. We estimate this currently under review In the Senate, address(Mnr.WASHINGTON asked and was legislation
wi create 3.6mllon new jobs for as this issue in an equitable manner.
given permission to revise and extend metal, factory, and construction workers. OlaThird, I am heartened that this legislation
his remarks.)
homs is well-positioned, both geographically actually Includes a mechanism through which
Mr. WASHINGTON. Mr. Speaker, I and with Its workforce, to lead the way as a we can guarantee that its enforcement will be
thank "the chairman of the committee high-technology, high-wageState in a dynamic cared out over time. This is no smalltask.
for yielding time to me..
global econnmy that now depends on Inform- The FCC currently has only approximately 18
I thank the gentleman and also the lion technology. I know that by the year 2000, auditors
to cover 266 audilares. An amendchairman of the Committee on Energy these jobs will anchor communities In north- met I successfully offered during committee
and Commerce, the gentleman from eastern Oklahoma, transforming the job base consideration of H.R. 3826, allows the Federal
Michigan (Mr. DINGELL]. for their hard and helping our young people to get a solid Communications Comrnission-to use Its anwork in putting this legislation to- start on their future.
thority under the 1993Omnibus Budget Rectrether. I am pleased to give the lCgisIaAs Congress wrestles with the challenge of oncilatior At to collect fees for the express
inn my strong support.
overhauling our telecommunications policy, we purpose of beefing up its auditing functions
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and coal allocation trackng effcots. We need chairmen of the Judiciary and Energy
to
MuCoesobsion ft right tools and and Commee-ca
Committees,
Mr.
resourcs to. gWttMe job cbmie.and this BROOKSand Mr. Dinaul, and also Mr.
amgnat i Mesfirst apt i Vt prses
FISH and Mr. MOo sIX
0
fox delicately
I wod aso lke to say a word ebiw the crafting the legislation before us
tani 'afilad aalesrisa a term used i Mue today.
MFJ to descie to fll aange of busla feNearly I ymer ago, I submitted, to the
Contratua rowaen- Rouse.
a atudy by the Wharton Econo•
O41 a-Mteo create veted tntereft aid metric Forecasting Associaes Group
Mierab give Age In sunpollatic, 1uqstaucns. predicting that 3.6 million new jobs
I am pleased that the bilt before is Wdo o- would be created over the next 10 years
los the bit eported by de Judtiary Goirut- if the manufacturing and long distance
tee by heconir tM cucia lt smtrouh- restrictions were lifted on the regional
Out Masleialonsar est Wasonia. AJ- Bell companies.
though. Ass bi does flat include a technical
Over that period, the study found
amenldent pased wutu*al by lin toil that $247 billion would be added to our
Committee an mould Iv
sated
I to. gross domestic product In addition.
• .t awt of go tam in the ajte
B- consumers would save. more than 630
as Mae
fat~ diciy Consign, eport t*d ex- billion from reduced local and long-displaift m
tance telephone rates.
Jus as t fMs imI expay defined in The study still makes sense today
the bill blor as today, N Is red eastlioly do- and H.R. 3M makes complete sense
oii n tMArimed.
-W
eMu
ao lift now. Through this leas ation, we can
teu is esplalnd Ih ueow e-qielcal. rebuild the framework to support
tia UWWle
SonM v.. Wesernc
Eics; Go, 0hi1 America% oornunulcations needs well
Actio No, 8-0122(fD.C Jam 21. 10J, into the 21AI century. stimulate the
rD4 Q Fad 225 f0j. Or. 1994.
economy, create nillions of high quaI am alao pleased Mhatthe AMrey Gen- ity jobs. reassert our international
oa", atha t to wuoln enty Into kdisata Competitiveness, and provide a strong
futuill for our children.
klteachago
sa
a
/he aservin
- fine resale o htierxange iocacmu
- • Mr. Speaker, K.R. 38 is an excellent
bill whose time has come. I urge my
Cgan ser
es toviled
r
in -11,
t93(Z(2. secion 102(b)(3) ani mdia colleagues to vote "ye." an its passage.
Wl9(44 ch ui sd iae tu udl rns of n- . Mr. MOOREAD. Mr. Speaker. I
am i athertv. In order for Wt S 36' yield I minute to the distinguished
army. M so popedyI Iu~fteomeumd- gentleman from Ohio (Mr. 02zv), who
has been very active on this legislaCagan oam
to Depseriso Ouse
J
'awa have awle Mdolil arnanonut o i-s
kmctha ,samalle ADeuwve "Mul
MueseIs no
(Mr. OXLEY asked and wa given
substailall possiiitir Muatiome who seek to permission to revise and extend his reBi
on cin elmdlance
telephonea busnes marks, and to include extraneous matter.)
ouid use their mronopooly
poer to
Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
strong support of the Antitrust and
Comunnications Reform Act of 194. 1
•-die
ar
mu
be I -,a Ie-mt
wish to commend Clsairnntu DnIGELL
OMpatntMR~ of #M bill. ft ear "W
*of the Congress, arndthe tradil
low amn- and our ranking Relublican Mr. MOORHEAD, for their indispensable leaderlomament lte of te Aiirney Gen aLa*y. I masid lie to aspxesa mWido- hip. and I want to thank our oolswoaea about h ium of M debate Incomes on the other mmittee of juwe too taM over Mu last S maorifan oftMirisdiction for their efforts as well.
leglstalpo
t W"
IM
amend ft dee
theimAs Members know. the Brooks-Dingeil-Fsh-Moor1ead bill sets the terms
OWdMu001ing ISMalasrS
do depth ol
quary of Mu harie
hae I m cMuabed by for the Bell companies' entry into longth hM o powboleaa by Meners &am both distance service, manufacturing, and
slin of to alsle I tie
e oleal bre don of information services. I have sponsored
Mu
ir.allon we have today. ong a can legislation to allow the Bells to enter
scodto IdutAytosate decisliona*41we manufacturing in years past, and I suphave Am opOen delrirative process
t In- port Allowing Bell provision of longbuss Mu WW debate over te lr
of te distance service today. What I want to
stress to my fellow Republicans is that
law.
lly. tl ne sife what me all know coi- this is esenstially deretalatory legislato. and as such can only serve to expa ition wake.
liebill we u nosbesl
swast give coolpelition a prqlpr Chance to pedite the development of the informswork for ft beuiato all comer. I look tion superhighway. The concept of a
forard to jaualag tidie i vastsses more competitive telecommunications
as an move ond inarl passage of On iegis- marketplace is one that all Republiar, can heartily endorse.
Mr. FISN. Mr. Speaker. I reserve the
What I want to stress to the House
and to the public at large is the biparbalasce ofiy timre.
*Mr. DDWJLL Mr, Speaker, I yield I isan nature of support for this measmilauie to tisa gentlanutc from Kichlm- ure, as evidenced by the decision to
gan 91r. Dcioml. our distinguished p aoe the bill on the suspenion calendar. While there mty be a few issues
al~oedty whip.
Mr. BONZIK Mr. Speaker. I riee In that I would have resolved differentlystoong suipport of H.R. 3., the Anti- chief among these being the domestic
trilat end. Coemounlcatlcis Reform Act manufacturing and content proviof 129C I would like to commend the sions--I am pleased to say that the ma-

-
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jority has been quite open to Republican ideas overall.
One example of this was the acceptance in full committee of an amendment I offered regarding the imputation of access charges. Today, long-distLnce carriers pay access charges to
local telephone Companies or their
competitors in order to reach customers. The Oxley-Barton arneidment
will require the regional Bell companies to pay a nondlscriminatory access
charge when providing long-distance
service.
Regarding domestic content, while I
feel that these provisions are protectIonist and I would have preferred that
they be removed from the bill altogether. I do believe that they have been
improved significantly following Input
from the U.S. Trade Repesentative,
and I a hopeful that they will be further improved in the Senate and in
conference.

Mr. Speaker. I include with my re-

marks a letter on this subject from the
.US.
Trade Representative, Amhassador Kantor, as follows:
U.S. TRADE REPRiEstwr-v.E,
Waefinits.. DC. June t. 14
Hon. JimD. D.INGELL
Chlm.asn, Ceisfflee on Enes aW Ceieser.v
Son. JACKElaSog.
Chaimia. Conmee oa the Jhiw.
House
of &-,erntatieJ.Washiagtme, DC.
DEAR ClALRMA.NDIfGELL AND CAUrMAl's
SnooKs: I am pleased that, with the cacable
help of your staff. we were able to address
the ocneerss that I expressed about TR. 3826
tl my letteir to Chairman lMei and Chairmsia Markey in Febesary. I believe that the
language agreed uos will rwoive the dlffiules Presented by the daestic mx uscLuring and content provit h nd in the bill and
enable us to carry en wi our trade agenda.
As I have repeatedily stated, that agendn
includes expandng fob opportunities for U,..
workers by bringing down barters to U.S.
exparte. In the
sector.
stecnmmsoll
United Stes
ldwlet salos biereased
by 24% in I,
to a record total of 89.1 billion. Them exports ae mainly hurb-end. sophisticated equipment In which United
States companies and workers are world
leaders. We are matng thisepgre beevase
of the eompetttieneas of U.S. companes and
workers, as well s though bilateral and mul.
Ulateral agrmnenta and by enforcing our
exising agreements.
in tb:s context. tteacknowladgment of otr
Interoational obligations now included in
.R. 3M26is Important Tor our continued
progress in opening foreign markets.
Please thank your staff for their hard work
In resolving this Issue.
Sincerely.
MIRAFLA
LJNiR
In any case. Mr. Speaker. I do not
feel that the domestic content conflict
should be a barrier to pamsage of this
landmark legislation, the most important rewrite of telecommunications
law in 60 years. I urge all Members t
support the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore
hir.
14O0rOhrERY). The Chair wishes to inform the Members that the gentleman
from Texas (Mr. BRooKs] baa 2% minutes remaining, the gentleman from
New York (Mr. FISa] has 2 minutes remaining, the gentleman from Michiran
I.Mr. DINGELL] has 3 minutes rem,::-.
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I.and the gentleman from Callifrnla
has 4 minutes remainM oorD
ing.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker. I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Texas (Mr. BARTON].
(Mr. BARTON of Texas asked and
was given permission to revise and extend his remarks, and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. BARTON of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
I rise in support of the substitutes to
both H.R. 3626 and H.R. 3636. The 1934
Communications Act has served us
well. but It is clearly time to make
some changes. Technology has advanced dramatically over the past 60
years. Our predecessors in the 73d Congress could not have imagined the
present state of telecommunications-pocket phones, wireless fax machines.
electronic mall. Both substitutes to
H.R. 3626 and H.R. 3626 address the future telecommunication needs of our
Nation. Passage of these bills will help
us build the Information highway of
the 21st century.
I commend the authors of this legislation for writing law which delicately
balances the various Interests and concerns of the telecommunications industry. Nevertheless. I must express concern with provisions in H.R. 3626 requiring regional Bell operating companies [RBOC's] to conduct all of their
manufacturing in the United States
and use at least 60 percent domestically produced components In their
manufacturing.
For legiilation which is generally
forward looking, such domestic manufacturing and content restrictions are
uncharacteristically
protectionist.
Concerns that the restrictions violates
the terms of the North American FreeTrade Agreement [NAFTA] and the
General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade [GATT] have been only slightly
allayed by a waiver in casts where it's
determined to be inconsistent with any
multilateral or bilateral agreement to
which the United States is a party. But
the bill does not specify who or what
government entity is responsible for
determining whether or not this situation exists.
If this provision becomes law. it is
likely to be challenged in court, a process which could dreg on for years. Our
international competitors would use
the opportunity to establish similar
standards, thus closing the door to U.S.
exports of telecommunications equipment. The real effect of this provision
is to isolate U.S. telecommunications
manufacturers, a dull-knife approach
to international competition. I would
hope that we can resolve this issue if
not in.the other body, then certainly in
conference.
The substitute to H.R. 3626 also takes
a necessary first step toward addressing serious concerns about RBOC
maketlng practices for enhanced services. such as telemessaging. In addition
to requiring the nondiscriminatory offering of telecommunications services
nnd facilities associated with a car-
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rier's telemessaging operations, these blocked. H.R. 3636 provides for sic
provisions would also prohibit cross- safeguards by requiring the FCC to
subsidization between telephone ex- Issue new. rules on this matter,. Fuchange service and telemessaging. It is thermore, the bill reinforces the 1984
my understanding that this cross-sub: Cable Act provision regarding blocking
sidisation restriction would serve to devices which parents can use to conprohibit the exchange of funds as well trol viewing of cable service by requiras valuable information between afflli-ing cable oompanies to regularly inated telephone and telemessaging oper- form subscribers of their right to rbations. While I believe these provisions quest and obtain this equipment.
Adult programming is in many cases
are a good start. stronger safeguards
are needed to ensure a level playing a profitable line of business for cable
operators. It is. howiVer, also ;rograrnfield in the telemessaging market.
Telemessaging bureaus provide tele- ming which is offensive to many cable
phone answering services to the Amer- subscribers. The amendment that I
ican public which ensure that impor- have drafted and which has been Intant and even critical information is eluded in this legislation allows cabl
relayed to medical personnel and other operators-to provide adult' programcustomers 24 hours a day. This indus- ming to those cable subscribers who-detry has been providing the public with. sire It. but protects those cable suband has helped to develop, the latest scribers who do not wish to receive
telecommunications
technology for adult progranming from receiving any
over 50 years. There are approximately type of audio or video signal.
3,000telemessaging service bureaus opI would like to thank Chairman MARerating nationwide serving some 1 mil- KRY and his staff and ranking Member
lion customers. The majority of these FIELDs and his staff for their. assistsmall businesses are female-owned and ance on the signal leakage language. In
particular. I would like to thank Cathy
employ less than 20 people.
Stronger provisions that provide spe- Reid, of the minority staff, for her incific safeguards on the RBOCs' ability valuable help in reaching a final soluto joint market telemessaging and tion to this issue.
In conclusion, though I have exother services, to use customer proprietary network information, and to pressed concerns regarding domestic
cross-subsidize among services will content and telemessagig servipms in
help ensure long-term competition in H.R. 3626, 1 urge its passage, I am
the telemessaging market. Such provi- pleased with the changes that -have
sions are essential to permit independ- been made in H.R. 3636 with respect to
ent providers of enhanced services to the issue of signal- leakage, particucontinue to pursue a livelihood and to larly of adult programming or-porogallow small businesses to play a viable raphy on cable television. I ule parole in the creation of the Nation's in- sga of H.R. 3626.
formation super highway. I appreciate
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker. I yield 2
the willingness of Chairman DnINOmEL minutes to my distinguished -friend.
to work with ranking Member MOOR- the gentleman from Louislana [Mr.
HEAD and me on this issue. But it is my TAUZIN]. who has been extremely helphope that as this legislation moves to- ful. in getting this legislation to the
ward enactment there will be an oppor- point where it is today.
(Mr. TAUZIN asked and was given
tunity forsuch stronger measures to be
permission to revise and extend his readded. ,
I wish to thank Mike Regan, of the marks.)
minority staff, and David Leach of the
Mr. TAUZIN. Mr. Speaker, I thank
Chairman's staff, for their help in the gentleman for yielding time -to me.
reaching a level of agreement on the
Mr. Speaker, let me remind our
telemessaging amendment to H.R. 3626. friends that the chairman of our subI support H.R. 3626 and urge my col- committee, the gentleman from Massaleagues to support it as well.
chusetts (Mr. MARxEY]. quoted Mr.
As an original cosponsor of H.R. 3636, Morse, who at the beginning of the
I strongly support its passage. I would telecommunications age in America,
simply add my thoughts regarding an asked: "What hath God wrought?"
For the last 10 years the question has
amendment which was adopted during
the full Energy and Commerce Com- been: What have the Federal courts and
mittee markup. My amendment, which Judge Green wrote? Because teleI offered at the request of the gen- communications policy has not been in
tleman from California (Mr. HUNTER] the hands of the people of the United
addressed the problem of signal leak- States through this legislative body; it
age associated with pay-per-view cable has been in the hands of the Federal
programming, specifically adult pay- courts.
I This enormous effort today, remarkper-view programming. Earlier this
year, we were made aware of cases -ably coming up under suspension, by
where cable subscribers who had not broad bipartisan agreement, with the
purchased adult pay-per-view program- remarkable work of many of our comMing were still receiving partially mittees, particularly the Committee
scrambled video signals and fullaudio on the Judiciary and the Committee on
signals over the designated channel Energy and Commerce. for which the
setting. Mr. HUNTER and I wish to en- two chairmen deserve enormous credit,
sure that both the audio and video sig- is remarkable by the fact that we have
nals for obscene br indecent program- come together and for the first time in
ming are effectively and entirely so many years decided to return tele-
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OO lerselucstona policy back to the
Houe wher the peope govern, and we
sok d"M it in a way that o9era NV
competition. not Jst acte* lines
drama
w
na
Ma artiftiallry by 13dgs
Fes So. We am0 feting it UP also in
the locl loop so that crM oompetitVos wilWhesefit be
else in America
11
mee
importantly th
title
consumer.
The cesuasenr is the W winner
ody.
The process by whica we
fli
he is h6 winner 4oday. 7e Anlia pepl
am the big winim tosdsr
Vbft
tis
pmwh is W
ireed to this body nd when for the
fir"Uni,
was o th grnute
bgjh
e
tion
bltim for the is

calling to the RB1Cs while they still
have their rmmlspoly. Also. in my view,
the ncidental services exception is
overly broad and could permit an
RDW
to
construct
nationwide
Imterexchage landline and radio-based
tlecormunications networks without
obtalIatni prior authorization. It is my
hoVe that 1Will hae the cooperation of
Chirman
DnGELm to oontinue to addsse these issuesas the legislation
moves through the process.

C
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker. I yield 1
the distnuiahed gentleman
totDoiw&gise-gnlea
from Texas fMr_ BRYAbt].
(Mr. BRYANT asked and was given
Way..
permission to revise and extend his reMr. Fla& Ar. Speaker. I yield I ndiVirsima. marks.)
tem 4 the genbarat
(Mr. 81
-.
Mr. BRYANT. M Speaker. I rise In
(Mr. BLULY ied.
and am il
5plpylt of a-d to discuss the particni
to rwilse and ezIWI Mi re- IlIV iflpitut
Deitainat of Justice
sri=).
roe In this compromise. hill we are
Mr. BLLLEY. Mr. Speake. I tbuft cofsidaring-II.R. Wl.
the 4ntlemsa for yielding time to me.
This legislation provides that a Bell
Today me are conaidertng I
operating company may offer Intralegislatio. Wor too ln
tbe estire do- state. interechanyte
services
and
bebe sunroieUdio the informatiot hftb- lnterexchange services through resale
way has gone on withot coressiol
if. among Other restrictions, the Attr
wioas. With
es
o.n the sidelines , ney General either "falls
to commence
we hens watbed the courts and the a civilatio * * - to enjoin" the Bell
regnukt7 bodIes -ish
atici
policy company
t.
ofering such services,
In lecmeal bhion. Due In gp t poat or if. having broget such an action,
to the dilige
of Chairme DMU LL the Attorney General (1) -falie to oband S and the efforts at Jesom
Wa an Inlujntion fron the district
FI:I..
UAsitiy. 6florEAD, ind Finn,
o"
or (II) obtains an injunction but
Congrs will so 1 nger be on the ahie- the injunction is -vacated on appeal-.
lines. And that Is the way it should
The obvious point of these parallel
be-this legislation is not just sease as- igow'alons is to ensure that if the Atainti exercs. the bill before us will torney General deterntines that a Bell
heil p
ireaeJobe..datnine the oam- conpany proposal to offerintrastate or
I
of our economy, and to resale Intarexchange services violates
sIne estba
i
tI
Zot
o or
ational a- the strict antitrust standard prescribed
car le. .by the IMIi the SeU company cannot
.. During full co•ibbe cansideratio
ce r sock servies until and unless the
. eftred an
irissnt
that a.dzessed Attorney General's ftkolicon aci~on is
a'
ao dol ciency in the 6l that dismissed after a full evaluation of all
would have allowed regional Bell c
- pertinent evidence at trial or after the
Pandui to use their monopoly statm in injunction is vacated on appeal.
the loal loop to disedvintaie their
In other words. the bill requires that
competitors.
Unfortumteiy.
this no Bell company can override the Atamendment ws deSeated but I am torney General's determination of illeplesed that the negotiators note my gaity until-the Attorney General has
nounees. The competiteo-B and tas had her day in court, On a motion for a
of the MFJ for Bell company entry Into permanent Injunction--alter a full and
all aspects of lon distance and mann- thorauh hearing in noordanoe with
factw1t
insorpoalted into ths bill Is standard antAtrt
procedure. not a
a glant aa in the right direction. Tlis -rush to judgmet
test reQuira thet an RBOC show no
Because courts may-and frequwntly
,atseti"
-possibility of ung raopdo--enter permanent injunctions in
ely power toimpee compeitice Prior cases where they have earlier denied
to entry. 7be certinty of this reupite- motions for a peliminary Injunction.
meet has led to the emerience of over it makes no sense to interpret the word
688 low distance providers sad then- -lnJunction'" in this bill as referring to
sands of small manufacturers In the a preliminary Injunction.
Uniged Staftes. ompanies which are
Moreover. it is difficult to conceive
highly cmpetitive and which. tcogh of circumstances under this particular
t•baraggressive attenrpts to sell prod- Lgilation in which the Attorney GenUcin and srTvios. have generahed toera, will find it useful or necessary to
•m
benefits for the Ameri
seek preliminary or temporary relief
rminr.
pending the outcome of A trial. A Bell
*,Wle these changes dramati lly company's attempt to offer Intrastate
improve the bill I do not thti
that or resale interexchange services will be
thin ll Is perfect. I think work needs lawful only If (among other thlngs) the
to be done to close what may be a loop- Attorney General has failed to fIlefor
hale tt
gives eastato
long distance an injunction.
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Once the Attorney Oeneral has filed
a lawsuit seeking such an Injunction,
this essential precondition will be absent, e"d so offering the prohibited
service will be unlawful, until and unless the suit fails--4fter trial or on appeal. The Attorney General will not
need to seek temporary pretrial relief
from the court, because the statute Itself makes such relief unnecesary.
Unlike a stay. the restrictIon imposed by this legislation is an absolute
bar that would render any contrary
conduct by the Bell company unlawful-until all of the mandatory condilions spelled out for.lawful entry Into
the specified service areas are met.
There is no authority under the bll for
a district court or court of appeals to
relax, pending a flnal deralon on the
merits, the prohibition aanot the Bell
company's offaring of the amiice or
services determined to be unlawfully
anticompetitive by the Attorney General.
Finally. there is nothing in these
provisions that could be a basis for.
and we have no intention of. divesting
courts hearing cases brought under
this measure of their traditional eqoitable powers. For example, if after
tarial, the Attorney Generars request
for a Permanent Injunction is denied.
district courts. appeals courts, and
even the Supreme Court retain full authority to stay the order denying the
injunction if they conclude that such a
stay Is warranted under the sIrcumstans.
Mr. Speaker, I risee discuss ihspheaulary important Depeetmel ofJustice role in
this extremely well-botred bit we are conaidernng-4..R. 326. 1 also as urnarrnous
onsnt to rese and aeletdmy repstaf.
Subsection 102(b)(2) and4M of Welslegilalion pFxsd. thai s Bel peraing oorgany
masy aftr Irastatk~esme
services
and interesKohage oere
rouh
t,
snor; other restrictions. tesAttorney General
elhe (Subsecion ( 0 §o102fo)(2)(C) end
afso of§ 102(3)(D1
'lelo commence S civil
action
I er••
o W the Bellcompany from
offering
such services, or fSuboectlon (I) of
the above two provision) II, having brought
such an action, the Attorney Generle (I) -fails
toobtain an Irunotion
Iroi Ih distric court"
or V9 obtains an Impimtilon bul t
Injunction
is -vacated on appear.
The obtvous poire of Otese parallel provisions i toensure that 0 the Attorney General
determines that a Bell oompny peposal to
offer intrastate or resale Itlerexchange services vio!ates
the stict arMtrust standard prescribed by the bill [Section 101(b)(3)(D)]. the
BellCo. cannot oter such services urril snd
unless the Attorney Generaes rjntlom action
Is dismissed after
s Iu! evaluation f all
perilnent evidenoe at bial or aftertet injurctoIs
vacated on appeal.
In other
words. the bit reatlle
that no Bell
company can override the Anorney Generat
deteninsilon of Illegally tl the Attorney
General has has he--or hi-day incourt. on
a motionfora rermrnet Injunctlo-eter a
tl and thorough hearing 1 accordance with
standard anttu procedure, no a rush to
[ridgenent.
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in the conleex o the to ensure that existing competition is pre- unrrrazted rofits by overildiing long-disOverall prowise e thelnunctios relerred to served and that no player is permitted to use taoe sorvines, Similarly, the 11500 could
ins,,beecon
(l)1) Is precisely the same per- market Power to tilt the playing field to the also discriminate against their utility
-usmanent
Wmxdm which isfteob)ectve ofthe detriment of Competition And ocnsurneco.iy tomers who are als their competitors by
suit
the Attorney General is authoized Ioun- protecting competItIon. the anitrust laws setting unfair prices and'terms for. and depromote efficiency, innovation. low pries,. sining technical Incompatihlity into, their
derlake
In subsection (i)--not
mere thbetter management, and greater
utility services, Others argue., on the other
porary or prelinaesry order or Injuntion the choice. Additionally. we urge you consumer
to reog- hand. the BtBOC entry Into the Inng-distaace
he or he,or another party or cours-4rdg
nize the strong role of the States in ensuring madket would facilitate more effective comfind
appropriate
n Inerm meanre.
that their citizens have univereal and afford- petition In Che long-distes market, heable acres to the telecommunloations net- cause that market is currently composed
Because courts
may-end frequently dowork. which is so impoirtant In this informa- predominantly of only three tacllties-based
enterpe.. seview Infurctions In cases wher
tion society. When antitrust principles and carriers.
they have earlier deied motlons fora prefifiBecause of these conflicting compeitive
nary Iasticim, Itmakes no sense to Interpret the state role are jointly recognized in lestlation. all of our citizens can look forward to
theword "incjtncin"
In sibsectlion (ii)(1)
as re- an advanced, efficient and innovative infor- concerns, we believe that the existing competitive safeguards contained in the MFJ
ferring toa prelimiey injunction.
mation network.
should be Incorporated in H.R. 59. Under
Moreover. ItIsdifficult to conceive 01 cirTelecommunications reform is a vital no- the MFJ, the RBOCe are permitted to enter
cumstnces troler Oti particular legislaton in tional and state interest. Last year. the Na- presently prohibited markets only after
which Re Attorney General will find
i1useful
or tional Association of Attorneys General showing that their monopoly control of local
necessary to seek prelimnar ortemploary
re- Antitrust Committee established a Tels- exchange services will not permit them an
liet
pending the outcome of tal.Under Sec- communicatios Working Group to analyze unfair competitive advantage in the market
tions 102(b)(2) end (3), a Bet companies' at- and develop policy positions, where appro- into which they seek to enter. As William F.
priato, on significant lsue involving om.
tempt to
dler
intrastate
or
resale petition in the telecommunications indus- Bater, Prosldent Reagan's Assistant AttornYs(eneral and Stanford Law Profeesor. re.
interexclhsge services will be lawful
bady it try.
tently stated:
(amorg other U*Vs) the Attorney Generalhas
The rapid evolution of telecommunications
"TI'emoopoly on local'ervlce -heldtoday
lailed tofile foran irtJuncion.
technology has given rise to complex Issues by the Reglonl BellOperating .,ompaniee.
Once the Attorney General has filed a law- relating to conpetition polIcy requiring so. or 200s. Is every bit as tight as the monopsuit
phisticated
analysis.
in
general.
however
a
seeking such an Injunction,
thisessential
oly held by AT&T before the Bell breakup.
pecondli on wilbe absent. and so ofeing the competitive telecommnunications market at Legislating away the antitrust protections
levels-e.g.. long-distance service. locel
of the Modified Pinal Judgment (which I neprohiilted
service wilt be unlawful,
unlit
and all
exchange
service,
equipment
manufacturunless the sulle
falls
after inl or on appeal. jog-would beet serve the Interests of our gotlated on behalf of the Reagan administra
monopoly
The Attorney GenerM will not need tosack citizens. It is important to clarify that this tion) while the RPOCe hold tis
be a setback to competition In long
temporary
pre ilal relief
from lhe cort, be- consumer interest is promoted only by 'ef- would
distance and. indeed, in a large number of
cause the statute
ielfmakes such relief
ui- fective" oornpotition, I.e.. that there be A other "infrmatim services- dependent upon
sufficient amount of competition to ensure atee to the local switoh. Restoration of the
necessary.
Urlka
stay, the resiciion imposed by that price are driven to Gompetitive levels. two-level monopoly would jeopardie the insections
102(b) end (3) 15 an absolte bar that Although we hope that this type of oompti- troduction of advano infornation services
would render amp0colifry conduct by ft Sil1 tIon will emerge eventually In every part of just when they are needed most.,
information superhighway, the reality
"As I See It, Congress has but one nouree
company unlowltk--unil
all o1 the mandatory the
today is that local exchange markets are not
willavoid such abuse (eg.. roa-eubcondieions speesd out by sect o
.101and yet competitive nor are they likely to be in that
idiation, discrimination] and expedite the
102 forlawftl entry Ino the specified service the near term.
benefits of advanced information technology.
areas are met. There isno atdtriy under the The emerging competition in
tele- It should pan legislation that Incorporates
bill fora distlc court or courtofappeals to communications mrkqts must be evaluated the competitive safeguards of the Modified
relax.
penrg a final decision on the merits,against the backdrop of the Modification of Final Judgment ... We should not fall into
;heprohtclb'onesigrst the Sell companies" of- Final Judgment I"MFJ")l the court-ap- the trap of thinking that just became local
erirsg o1 the service or services deterrined to proved agreement that ended the United competition is imaginable, it's already here.
Department of Justice's antitrust
It's not."
be unlawfldy ar
tiicompetive
,bythe AttorneyStates
cas against American Telephone & TeleIn addition, the states' role in developing
General.
graph Company ["AT&Trl. The MFJ. which and implementing telecomnnuncations polFinally, I note one additional point. There is went into effect in 1982. allowed AT&T to icy should be continued. Among the strongnothing
In these provisions that could be a compete in new market while mandqlng net of state telecommunications "Hollscis
beasi tor, end we haef no intention of.diVes- that it divest its local telephone service that of soerag
univerel service. The
ingcourts hearing cases brought under ec- business. The MFJ created the seven re- States must retain the ability to ensure that
Bell operating companies {"RBOCs"'
all Of ite citizens, urwan and rural, rich and
tion 102 of ir traditionl eqluitable
powers. gional
placed certain limits en their activities poor, continue to have access to reasonably
For example, i .after tal the Attorney Gen- and
in the telecommunications arena. Among
priced telephohe services.
eral' request fr a permanenrt injunction isde- other things, the RBOCs are prohibited
from
In considering H. . 3628 and H.t.,1 we
nied.
district coer. the court of appeals, end providing long-distance and equipment man- urge
you to addrese a number of key Issues
forthatmatter the Supreme Court, retain
lull ofactoring services. At the same time, how- to ensure that consumers benefit in the long
authority to stay the order denying the ric- ever, the MFJ provides a process for 1BO05 term from the creation of this Information
thon INthey conclude
superhighway.
that such a stayiswar- to obtain waivers to the lines-of-businees estrictions contained In the decree. Under the
Because competition In the local exsourge
ranted under thedircusrmnnces.
I wouid cal to your ettenion the attachedMFJ. waivers can be granted by the decree- will not be introduced In every portion of the
letter
to Energy and Commence Chakisn Drre supervising federal district court when such -country simultaneously, the legislation
factors as new technology and emerging
empower both state and federal vtuOELLfrom the National Association of Attor-market forces demonstrate "no sobstantial should
to deregulate their telephone utilites
neys General urging us to pass this legislation Possibility" of anticompetitive conduct by lators
where Justifled by the amount of compeizIncorporatng "basic antitrust
principles to en- the applying RBOC In the market it seeks to tion in a particular local market. We note
sureaxisg conrpetlon Is preserved end that entr.
that the current Communications Act of 1934
While the Information servioes "linesof- provides forshared regulatory authority. Beno player Is permitted to use marketpower to
1itthe playing field to the detriment ofcom. busines' restriction has been lifted under cause of the central role of the states in
this waiver process during the last seven local service regulation, therefore, any prepetton and consumers."
Itis perlectty cla

ycars. considerable debate and attention
continues to focus on whether the other
ineo-of-business restrictions should be lifted. Some argue that the remaining lines-ofbusiness restrictions should not be removed
because they fear that the RCOs will se
their regulated, monopoly power in the local
RE: Telecommunications Legislation.
telephone service markets to obtain an unDEAR CHAulMAr DIIOELL: The undersigned fair advantage in the more competitive longAttorneys General are writing to urge you to distance market. One of the major concerns
adopt a telecommunications reform package in this regard Is that the RBOC local monopthat Incorporates ba ic antitrustprniples fip.
may "cross-subridlze," that Is. extract
NATIONAL ARSOCIA1[IN OF AoRNEYS GENERAL,

Woshingtor,
DC. Junie
6.1994.
Hon. Jolse DmOELL
Chsismsn.llea"g,Od Cosserce C- itter.
U.S.Houseof Resresetiuises Whhgseoft DC.

emption of state authority should be approached very cautiously.
Any legislation must preserve and promote
universal telephone service at fair. reasonable and affordale rates and also provide.a
clear, broad definition of univeresal service.
ConsIstent with the MFJ. any legislation
must not permit RBOC entry into other markets (eg., long distance) unlear the RBOO
can demonstrate that the itBOCs dominant
position in relevant local markets would not
permit It to monopolize those markets or to
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leverage its market power to the detriment
Susan Loving, Attorney General of Okla- tee-competition among all entrants in
of competition In the markets to be opened.
homa;
State regulators should be empowered to InTheodore R. Kulongoskl. Attorney Gen- the marketplace-fair and open competition without the burdensome reguvangete allegations of RBOC cross-subsidy
eral of Oregon;
by RBOC competitors.
Ernest D. Preate,
Jr.. Attorney General latory restraints now in existence.
SCreGis
ownership of telephone companies
When there is real competition, the
of Pennsylvania;
and-cable companies operating within the
Jeffrey B. Pine, Attorney General of people win.
lame servle. area should be generally proMr. Speaker, H.R. 3626 repres~nts reRhode Island;
hibited, and exceptions, if allowed, shouldbe
Dan Morales, Attorney General of Texas; sponsible
and
progressive
teledrafted narrowly to prevent the telephone
Jan Graham, Attorney General of Utah;
cornmunications policy. I rise in strong
companies from.extending their monopoly.
Rosalie Simmonds Ballentine. Attorney support of H.R. 3626 and urge my col.'General of the Virgin Islands;
NO new antitrust exemptions should be
leagues to pass It overwhelmingly.
James S. Gilmore IW, Attorney General
Created in the telecommunlcations industry.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker. I
Of Virginia;
There should be.adequate consumer repJames K. Doyle, Attorney General of yield I minute to the gentleman from
reentoatlon on the proposedFederal-State
South
Carolina [Mr. RAVENF.L].
and,
Wisconsin;
Joint Board or any similar board. In addlMr. RAVENEL. Mr. Speaker. AmerChristine 0. Gregoire, Attorney General
Von. a ohsumer: advocate office should be
ofWashington.
ican consumers today want more comcerkedi in the:, Federal Communications
Coniasiln..
Also, Mr. Chairman,I would like to comment petition and more choice In cable TV
Number portability, shouldbe mandated'as- on the separate subsidiary provisions forelec- and video services, and they want that
on as technically feasible.
p pulishing
choice in competition now. Legislation
.
4 Conclusion, while supporting your efThe separate subsidiary requirement for was passed in 1992, and the Federal
$kta tQ taIk a Competitive Informaqtion n- esetronic pbflishing Is 9enrel signihcant I Communications
Commission.
the
'
"
"
l
shide
to
we urge you
ralt,
p
u
-go a longway to ensuring that theregional FCC, has tried to regulate the cable
by the ba-, competitive concavte which
.derlie our antitrust laws and which h
Sell operating companies do riot exploit their business since then. But many think
the rates are still too high and the
disadvantage comOpetibeen Instrumental in this country's eco- monopolies to unfairly
nomo success. These competitive principles. tore in theelectronic publishing field. That re- choices too skimpy
Under these bills, cable companies
5a"embodied in the breakup of AT&T ten quirement Sunsets In Jun of2000. The comyears ago.have been instrumental In foster- mtee believed that that date-June 2000- can come in and rent video transig innovation and efficiency, and reducing would be a reasonable estimate of when corr- mission facilities from the phone comprices In the United States telecommuni- petition In the local loop would be sufficient so panies, but phone companies do not
Cations field. Further, the state's role in that a separate subsidiary requirement have reciprocal rights, namely to rent
telecommunications regulation and policy
I f any reson localchannels from the cable companies. It
be necessary.
should be:maintained in order to ensure that wouldn't
at that Is unclear so far whether competing
al oisens retain effective and affordable competition does not sufticently exist
aoss to telecommunlcations products and stage, and a threat to competition from the video services can be started up right
now. or whether there should be some
Adrloes. Any telecommunications lsgiela- "oloopoly power ofthe local exchange conti,
tionshould incorporate these antitrust and uesto exist. the FCC la'tree to-e-d should-- lengthy delay while all the various
sta taveulatin principles.
.
promulgate regulations to continue the sepa- safeguards are put into place. It seems
Thank you for Considering ourviews.
rate subsidiary requirement as%pproptlate.
to me like these two bills address these
Very ruly yours....
.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker. I problems, and I am certainly happy
Jllmmy Evans. Attorney General of Ala- yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from today to take a minute to endorse both
the bill we axe on and the subsequent
Giant Woods.Attorney General of Ar- Illinois [Mr. HASTERT].
',
A r(Mr.
HASTERT asked and was given one that will be up In just a minute.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr; Speaker. I yield
General of Ar- permission to revise and extend his re-instogirysn, Attorney
such time as he may consume to the
: ko ; ."marks.)
•)MISM
,Oberly,t, Attorney General . r. HASTERT. Mr. Speaker, this leg- gentleman from Kansas [Mr. SLATolslawsrw,
:islation represents a truly historic mo- TERY).
Vanesa Ruiz,D.C. Corporation Counsel; ment for the 103dCongress. H.R. 3628.
(Mr. SLATTERY asked and was given
Robert A;.Butterworth, Attorney Gen- the Antitrust and Communications Re- permission to revise and extend his reoRalof Frlda;
"
o
form Act of 1994,is a sweeping rewrite marks.)
Rbeat
A..Mark. Attorney Generalo of
60 years of telecommunlcations pol- Mr. SLATTERY. Mr. Speaker, I rise
Ras~sl;
in the United States that will re- in strong support of this historically
Attorney General of n. icy
Ronald
W, Burrs.
spnsibly lead the telecommunications important legislation.
.
•lles..m
Industry Into the 21st century.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, I yield I
Robert T. Stephan, AttorneyGeneral of
Of particular significance, this legis- minute to the distinguished gentleman
S ans;as.'.
lation has been crafted in such a wayfrom Washington [Mr. KAMLER).
1hrtsGomman,Attorney General of Ken- with the acquiescence and support of
(Mr. KREIDLER asked and was given
•.tocky. :-.. •
. . all major industries-both friends and
Richard PI'youb, Attorney* General of .-foes--to be placed on the suspension permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
-Louiseana:
-"
cand
Mr. KRErDLER. Mr. Speaker. we
Michael E.Carpenter, Attorney General calendar. Indeed, who would have beleved, even as recently as 3 months have before us the most comprehensive
"egMaine;
J, Josph Curran, Jr., Attorney General- ago when everyone -seemed to be poles communications legislation considered
-OLdryland;." • .
. 1: .
apart, that AT&T, MCI, Sprint, and the by this body since the Communications
pootteHawrhbarger, Attorney General of seven Bell companies would stand unit- Act of 1934. Obviously. much has
.hMassachueftte;,
- - : ': .
ed In support of the provisions regard- changed In the world of communicaSl ItI.
" •,-Kelley; Attorney General. Of Ing Bell entry into long distance that tions since then.
H
Hchliran:r.
."'
are provided for today in H.R. 3626?
Thanks to Chairman DINOELL, ChairHubert . Humphrey. I, Attney e
And, who would have believed that
"eral of Minnesota;"
man MARKEY, Chairman BROOKS.and
Jeremiah W; Nixon, Attorney Geseral of the Bell companies and the newspaper ranking minority member Mr. FIELDS.
. Missouri;
publishers, as well as the burglar alarm the Congress Is now finally able to
Joseph P. Maxurek, Attorney General of industry, would come together as they catch up with those changes.
Montana;
have under this bill to enact good pubThe framework we are developing
Tom Udall. Attorney General of New licpolicy?
today will bring enormous benefits toMexico:
Indeed, this is truly historic. But, be- morrow and in the future, including:
Frankie Sue Del Papa, Attorney General yond that today we have achieved In
otevtd
'
.of
Olive
Atrethe
House the vision that I have new high-skilled jobs for U.S. workers,
G. Oliver Koppell, Attorney General of strived for throughout my tenure in exciting new services for the American
'New York;
public; globally competitive
teletechnologies;
Michael P. Easley, Attorney General of elected office-first in the Illinois Gen- communications
srn
North Carolina;
eral Assembly and now as a member of much needed competition in the Le;,.
Lee Fisher.,Attornsey General of Ohio;
the Telecommunlcatlons Subcommit- communications marketplace. _
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I am particularly pleased by the compromise achieved in H.R. 3626 regarding
entry by the RBOC's into the long distance market. The revised bill does a
hetter Job of putting appropriate lines
of authority and standards in place to
enhance regulatory oversliht and protOct consumers.
I would also like to thank Chairman
IARKEY for accepting my amendment
in committee to make sure that higher
"1ducation institutions will have a voice
when the FCC sets rules for public access to the information highway.
In closing. Mr. Speaker. let me just
say that America's future as a leader
in telecommunications technologies
aod services depends on these bills. I
urge my colleagues to support H.R. 326
and H.R. 3636.
Mr. DINOELL. Mr. Speaker. I yield I
minute to my distinguished friend, the
'entleman
from Washington
[Mr.
Swirr].
(Mr. SWIFT asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. SWIFT. Mr. Speaker. there was a
silly column in the Washington Post
yesterday which criticized tisle bill for
ieing rushed through the Congress. Mr.
.4!Peaker. my hair has turned gray
while we have been rushing this bill
through the Congress.
'rhe 1934 Communications Act was
really an extraordinary piece of legislation that has served this country
well for a very long time. But technology and new realities of competition have stretched it farther than it
can go. And this legislation today I
think will be seen in years ahead as
historic as the 1934 act. as it aids to
that act and gives it the flexibility and
the elasticity it needs to serve this
ountry in the new realities.
I cannot think of two committees
who could have done a better job.because tied up In this legislation are leiritimate concerns about antitrust, and
about anticompetitive behavior, and
about predatory behavior, and so forth.
The Committee on the Judiciary has
-lood tall on those. The Committee-on
Energy and Commerce has looked at
the telecommunications pelicy that is
.- Important to the economic future of
our country, and together they have
turned out a remarkable piece of Iegisladcton.
0 1330
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, to conclude the debate. I yield the balance of
my time to the gentleman from Virclitia [Mr. BOUCHER]. a leader in formulting this resolution.
iMr. BOUCHER asked and was given
pe-rmission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. BOUCHER. 51r. Speaker. the
Antitrust Reform Act will bring muchneeded competition to the markets for
long distance and for telecommuniations equipment. As we remove the
! irriers to competition of the local
',';ephone exchange, it is only fair that
- also free the c.en R01l oisr tine

companies to compete in the market
for long distance and the manufacture
of equipment. But more than fairness
to these companies underlies this reform. The public deserves the benefits
that new competition willbring to the
long distance and equipment markets.
As we fprecast lower prices and new
services arising from new competition,
we also have confidence that anticompetitive conduct will not occur, as
Bell companies offer their own longdistance service while continuing to
connect other long-distance providers
to their local exchange customers.
That confidence arises from the carefully constructed provisions of the legislation that require that before Bell
companies offer long distance, they
satisfy the U.S. Department of Justice
that there isno substantial possibility
of anticompetitive harm from their
entry into the market.
For service within a given State.
they must gain the approval of the
State's public service commission before offering long distance statewide.
And the U.S. Department of Justice ie
accorded an opportunity to review the
State decision to ensure that other
long-distance providers receive fair accessto the Bell companies' customers.
These protections. Mr. Speaker.
strike exactly the right balance. They
offer to the public the benefits of Increased competition in both the longdistance market and the manufacture
of equipment, a lucrative market in
long distance which today Is dominated
by thrbe large carriers.
At the same time they contain stringent safeguards to ensure that Bell
companies not use their local networks
in such a manner as to restrict access
to their subscribers for other long-distance companies.
Some would argue that the U.S. De-partment of Justice is not up to the job
of protecting consumers in this circumstance. They would prevent the
public from getting the benefit of
added competition in long distance
until the local exchange is fully competitive, a circumstance which will not
arise in many parts of the Nation until
well Into the next century. The Justice
Department is up to the job. We can
have the early benefits of added longdistance competition while assuring
that anticompetitive harm will not
occur.
Mr. Speaker, I commend the gentleman from Texas [Mr. BROOKS] and
the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. DiNGEtLL for their thoughtful work and for
the balance their measure contains. I
am pleased to support their reform and
urge its passage.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker. I yield
such time as she may consume to the
gentlewoman from Arkansas (Me.LAid•ERT).
(Ms. LAMBERT asked and was given
permission to revise and extend her remarks.i
Ms. LAMBERT. Mr. Speaker. I rise in
,upport of H.R. 3626. Mr. Speaker, I am
tetenely pleased to join the support-
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er of this legislation and Its oonmpan-

ion bill (H.R. 3636) to advance the Infor-.
mation superhighway. I congratulate
Mr. DINOELL. Mr. BROOKS, Mr. MApEY,
and Mr. FIELDS for their vision In realizing the vast technological opportunities that lie ahead.
These bills are especially important
for rural areas like the First District of
Arkansas. Rural consumers will benefit
from highly progressive technology
while being protected from unreasonably high rates. Together, we have.ensured that folks In Possum Grape. AR.
will have access to the same talecommunications advances that are
made in New York City.
I would like to thank Chairman MARKEY for working with me to draft
amendments to ensure that small- and
medium-sized phone companies will receive equal footing when competing
against the big guys. These smaller
companies could have been valnerable
to "cherry picking" by large telepihone
carriers that have the resoupoes and
revenues which dwarf those of independent phone companies. *"Cherry
picking" would have threatened the viability of independent phone companies by taking away their largest customers like universities and major corporations, leaving high cost small busineas and residential customers that
rely upon subsidies provided by larger
customers to ensure universal access.
In addition, I would like to thank Mr.
MARKEY for working with, me to ensure
that phone rates charged in rural areas
match rates charged In urban areas. We
have helped maintain our current system under which long-distance providers average the costs associated-with
providing service to both rral -and
urban areas and charge all residents
that same rate. For example, the rate
charged from Washington, DC, to rural
Arkansas is about the Same as the rate
from Washington, DC, to Minneapolis
or West Palm Beach. Together, we have
made sure that as new competitors
enter the long-distance markets they
will not be able to de-average their
rates. We have protected customers
who live In less populated areas.
One additional component of these
bills that will help rural areas is a Na.tional Newspaper Assoclation-sponsored ARC provision. This section of
HR. 3826will assure that community
newspapers, Including the 88 weeklies
and 11 dailies in the First Congressional District, have a place an the information highway. It assures them
fair access, fair rates, and fair competition.
Mr. Speaker, in hometowns like
mine. people still look forward to sending their dogs out to pick up the weekly paper with pictures of Little League
teams and church socials. Whatever
form that news may take in the future--whether It is digital bits or
bytes-It is essential that we make
sure our community newspapers will
have a place in the 21st century.
With sificere respect for the bipartisan effort and years of negotiation that
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BU:LDING
'ME
INFO..M'TION* SUPEelrGHWtAY:
and ultimately consumers. I took forward to
RGHT-SMNMARn
working with the committee to thoroughly re- GE,'.IG THE COMPFTITION
t
today.
By Ray Marshall)
solve these critical issues.
Mr. KING. Mr. Speaker, I rise today in supMr. Speaker, this bill reverses years of GovINTROnUCTION
port of H.R. 3626, legislation that would help ernment regulation of an industry that should
The Natiunal Information Infrstructur'.
pave the road to the information superhighway now be freedto compete. We may wrangle
for elf Americans, Including people with dis- over the details but Itiscritical that we pass tNIT) or the "information highway." IS at
the heart of America's future:it will provide
alities.
"Mr. Speaker, people with disabilities have a this legislation resoundingly. I urge my col- the path to improved education. healthcare.
productivity, economic growth. and peICIofH.R. 3626.
leagues to vote in favor
particularly strong Interest In seeing the rapid
Mr. DELAY. Mr. Speaker. I rise today to ad- pation In community and publicaffirs. Inend healthy development ofan information sudress the social and economic benefits of H.R. deed, it is bard to imagine an undertaking
perhighway, since many ofthe benefits will di- 3626, the Antitrust and Communications Re- with greater significance for tbe quality of
Clinton administration
our lives. The
their lives.
racily Improve
H.R. 3626 wil allow all players to fully
com- form Act. This legislation wiTlift restrictions on stresses the need for public-private cooperabe
ofservices
that
can
telecommunications
conrructing
the NU. legislative protion
In
marketplace,
pete in the telecommunications
omalsbeforeConkgress are driven by the goal
which will make services available to all Amer- feredacross artificial boundaries and expedite
competition in communicaof
establishing
intrain
our
telecommunications
investment
This legislation conicans to enrich their lvds.
The tions markets. Private investors governed by
talns provisions of particular importance to structure while encouraging lower rates.
competitive market forceswill be primarily
people with disabilities because it will enhance result is that Americans will pay less for more. responsible for completing the construction
Increased competition through deregulation of this infrastructure. but the government
their participation in professional, social and
job accomplishes several Important things. it
spurs would provide the framework for universal
entertalrment activities, and Increase their
the creation of new technology, makingthe access. remove antiquated regulatory barMr. Speaker, people with disabillites have United States more competitive intemationally. riers to competitive markets; establish polibeen undereerved In the areas of ltel- It also allows the marketplace to work treely, cies to achieve and maintain competitive
comnications equipment and services. This resulting in lower prices. Therefore. perhaps market conditions,and provide Incentive!
legislation wit ensure that they are no longer the best news about H.R. 3626 is that not only forprivate investment and innovation.
While there is good reason to rely heavily
left out in the cold. The bill requires the Fed- will It result in more choices
for consumers,
competitive markets, the proposals to
eral Com tlicatons Commission to prescribe but it will do so at affordable prices. Competi- on
allow the Regional Bell Operating Compa.
regulations that will ensure telecommuni-ton will keep phone rateslow and quality nies(RBOCS) to enter competitive Industries
cations equipment manufactured by a -Bellhigh, which will provide consumers a greater before local telecommunications markets
company and network services provided by opportunity to realize the benefits ofthe infor- are fullycompetitive would harm competiBell companies are accessible and usable by
tion,reduce the growth of output, employpeople with disabilities..This will be a vast hin mation age.
ment. and technological inovation; potenH.R. 3826's promotion of greater competi- tially cripple the Nil: and raiss pricesto conprovement for this segment ofthe population.
H.R. 3626 supports people with disabilities bon ad technological advances will aid in the sumers. The sequence of authorizingcomso I urge my colleagues to support this bill. development of the Information superhighway. petitive entry Into local market. suhjecning
Examples of such advances include an en- that entry to a market test to detrrnine
Vote "yes" on H.R. 3626.
can develop.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Speaker, today, I hancement of medical services and proce- whether effectivecomp'ltion
then allowingRBOC.- into long distnce
rise.to support H.R. 3626. even though I have dures through telecommunications applica- and
when effective local cot'vltttion has in fact
lingering concerns aboutthe consequences ions, as well as greater access to education developed, is the key to consumer
"enefi.
that this legislation will have on corpetition in and training materials, regardless ofthe loca- economic growth. and technological ineathe telecommunications industry and on the tion of the user. Telecommuting could reduce tion.
rates that consumers pay for phone service. air pollution and traffic
This paper explores these propositions In
congestion.
a fundamental shift in the
H.R. 3626 signais
With H.R. 3626, these benefits will become greater depth. discusses the conditions need.
way that the bulk of the telecommunications .more accessible to anyone with a telephone, ed to ensure the proper evolutionto competiindustry Isregulated. H.R. 3626 freesthe re- bringing them fully Into the Information age Live markets, and suggests some of the tests
to determine whether or not competicompanies to offer services prtb- marketplace. Without this bill,only a privileged needed
glonal Bell
tion has been achieved.
ted under the terms of the1982 modified final few will enjoy the benefits
of the rapidly
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE v"]
judgment consent decree. I am hopeful that a changing telecommunications arena.
flexible and comrpetitive telecorrmunilcations
Is little doubt about the Importance
I urge my colleagues to pass H.R.3826 so or There
the NIl. Infurmatlon technology has be.
potioywill result from our work on H.R. 3626.
at least as Important
I was. pleased the committee Incorporated that all consumers, not a select few,will be come an Infrastructure
language to hold electronic publishers, that able to afford the new services available to nationaland personal welfare In the -Information Age" as highways and railroads
enter Into a joint venture with a Bellcompany, through enhanced technology.
to the same EEO standards as other tale- ' Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Speaker. I understand that were in the past.It would, moreover, be hard
think of an activity with greater ecocommunications entities. This Is a case of in- there were suggestions earlier that the tong- to
nomic importonce. As Peter Drucker obdustry parity and it Is essential that we her- distanc carriers supported entry by the Bell served recently. "few things stimulate ecounder
the
condiinto
long-distance
companies
Monlze our policies, so that there is no nstaknomic growth as the rapid development of
ing congressional intent Inensuring equal op- tions specified in H.R. 3626. That is not my Inforrnation, whether telecommunication.
understanding. They did support moving the computer data. computer networks or enter.
portunty for all Americans.
On domestic content. I am pleased that the bilt through the House. The long-distance tanment media." The development of leadcommittee has moved to resolve an issue companies have been quite clear end consist- log-edge technology is the key to econom~c
which conoemed me, the admnistration, and ent, however, in saying that they support a success and national Ielt-being In more competitive knowledge-Intensive national ani
I believe that we are on 'no substantial possibility" of anticompetitive
our trading partners.
global economies. Technological progTess. ii
the right track on domestic content.and I look effects test across the board in long-distance, turn.involves using Information to Improve
forward to sewing the finl verslon of this when one that specifically Incorporates an effective quality' pioductivity and nexibility-the e-it emerges from conference.
competition test
inthe local telephone market. sential determinants of economic success
I am pleased that'the comnilee has begun
There remain loopholes In the bill that weak- under competitive conditions.Information.
the problems regarding en the entry test in the area of intrastate and Is addition, improves individual, business
to seriously eddress
consumers and competition. I am concerned resale, and potentially overboard authority to and public decision making. as well as the
that consumers will end up paying the priceof offer incidental long-distance services. As I delivery of public and private services. Tete.
is a technology driver. aderegulation. I believe that the bill before us said earlie, it is my hope that we can have communications
well as the heart of the national nformati to
today goes a long way toward protecting con- Chairman DINGELL'S
cooperation in addressing Infrastructure, and probably has larger mul
surners and ensuring a healthy competitive at- these problems as the bill moves through the tiplier effects for the whole economy th,
mosphere. However, I remain concerned over
other Industry. Information netw,:!-.
is a study any
the power that e regional Bell consies process. Attached for the RECORD
eccme major dt,consequestly have
now wield in local markets end the effect de- by formerSecretary of Labor Ray Marshall minants of economiL performance, as we.
ofpersonal and natlo,:ul welfare.
regulation will have on other market entrants that outlines the potential problems.

have gone into these two bills, I an
proud to stand in support of them
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ment. output. innovation, and economic efficiency. We should note. moreover. that both
the negative and positive changes would
have economy-wide multiplier effects..
This policy prescription has been canfirmed by econometric evidence which shows
power to stine thetransition to competition. that the proper sequence-ensuring completion in local networks before removing the
OF THE
OBSTACLESTO THE DEVELOPMENT
tionstrainte-would cause output to grow by
INFORMATION HIGHWAY
Despite the attention created by futuristic S37 billion and employment by 48,000 over
and ten years. By contrast, prematurely lifting
descriptions of the "superhighway"
interactive iluformation technologies, the fu- the MFJ restraints on the RBOCa would reture is not as clear or certain as some of dune productivity by making it possible for
these descriptions imply. The natural his- less efficient RBOC monopolies to use their .
monopoly power to displace more efficient
tory of technology suggests a tendency to
exaggerate short-term effects and to under- competitive firms, thereby Increasing prices
estimate the long-term impacts. Since the for consumers and restricting Output by £24.4
outcomes of the use of technology are deter- billion and. employment by =.DD0 over ten
mined by public and private policies and ac- years.
Studies that purport to show that removtions, they are not predetermined, and
progress is more likely to be measured in ing the MFJ restraints immediately would
decades than years. There are many bottle- raise output and employment are based on
necks in these systems which must be.over- the unrealistic assumption that monopolists
come. In addition, there are many important would increase efficiency by entering long
technical obstacles to the construction of distance markets that these analysts assume
this infrastructure, which will require the are not already highly competitive. This is
development of interconnected, easily acces- contrary to all credible evidence and logic.
sible networks to move unprecedented Other than their monopoly control over acamounts of Information. We should note. cess to end users. it is hard to see what adhowever, that the challenges in constructing
vantage the RBOCs would have in competithe information infrastructure are probably
tive markets. It is. therefore, much more remore political, financial and organizational alistic, as well as more compatible with ecothan technical.
nomic principles, to assume that premature
lsIleOnTANCEOFPROPER aEQUENCES IN THE
elimination of the MFJ restraints would
TRANSIIoN TO COMPETITION
produce inefficiencies in local, regional, and
There ielittle doubt that the consequences long distance markets. Ignoring the necesof the NIFJ confirmed the validity of com- sity for proper sequencing has short and long
petitlve theory. There is overwhelming ana- term negative economic implications.
In advocating premature relief for the
lytical and factual evidence that competiBGBOCs.
some analysts argue that the long
tion in long distance markets has been a remarkable success. In many states, obsolete distance market Is not competitive because
regulations have vanished, competition has AT&r still accounts for S) percent of the
market and only has two major competitors.
exploded as hundreds of new firms have entered the market, inflation-adjusted long MCI and Sprint. which account for an addidistance rates have dropped by more than tional 27 percent. However. this argument
half. technological and product innovations confuses market share with market power. It
is possible that firms with large and declinhave accelerated, productivity has Improved.
employment has expanded, and American ing market shares might have very little
companies have strengthened their competi- market power. The keys are whether there
are barriers to entry and whether customers
tive position in global markets.
There also is general agreement that con- have and exercise a choice to change carstructing the NiU requires the trans- riers. By these standards there Is little doubt
formation of local and regional tale- that long distance markets are competitive
today. Sixteen million subscribers, an avercommunications markets, where competition could do for-these markets what it did age of 44.000 people a day. switched carriers
for long distance. Today, while all customers during 1902.
Unfortunately, tome of the proposals behave at least three choices for long distance
fore the Congress. while recognining most of
sermice land most have many morel, nobody
has more than one choice for basic local tele- what is required to achieve competitive conphone service. Clearly, moreover, while tech- ditions, would unwisely permit immediate
nolngical and market changes have created
entry by the RBOCs into state and regional
the potential forcompetition. in these local long distance markets without any accommarkets, this potential is largely prospec- panying provision for first allowing competitive and these markets remain over 99 per- tion to develop in bottleneck local markets
that today are virtually closed. As noted.
cent closed to outside competition.
The MFJ experience demonstrates, how- opening competitive markets to the RBOCs
ever. that the transition to competition now would not bring competition to local
and regional telecommunications markets.
must be carefully managed in order to deny
the ItBOCs the incentive and ability to use Ife wrong sequencing of events would allow
their monopoly power to impair competition monopolies to restrict competition instead
in long distance, manufacturing, or other of enhancing it.thus diminishiog productivmarkets. Removing the MFJ restralnts on ity. Jobe, and national output. Among exsd.rthe RBOCg in the proper sequence is abso- log proposals, only the Hoilings bill pays
enough attention to the proper sequence for
lutely essential to this transformation. It
can he demonstrated that lifting these re- lifting the MFJ restrictions. And one of the
strctions prematurely would create the leading proposals-the Brooks-Dingell billsame problems that led to the MFJ in the while making constructive contributions to
first place. On the other hand. the sequence the extension and preservation of comnpetiwhich Insists first on authorizing competi- tion. has some perverse sequences because
tive entry along with proper standards and the RBOCs would be allowed to enter long
monitoring, followed by a market test to en- distance markets before establishing and
sure that the ensuing competition Is effec- testing cnmpetiton'and. would be allowed
tive before allowing the RBOCs into long dis- into markets where they have the greatest
Tstimony of Philip L. Vere-r, before the S"b- Lance. could bring the benefits of competi- market power, without adequate safeguards.
cnrnrittee an Economic and Comm,-rsisl Law. Corw. tion to local and regional telecommuni- It ishoped that proper sequencing will be ins1t1
r
s he Judiciary. U.S. H-se of Representa- cations markets. We would, with this se- cluded before the various bills to establish
quence. realize results in higher employ- telecommunications policy become law.
iv sJaury 25.1994. . ,

REOLATORY BACOROtND
A. noted. however. the health of the televc rmunications Inddskry depends heavily o0
-toblishing effective competition. Because
they had Increalng returns to scale and
therefore declining costs. telecommunICations companies were assumed to be "saturil monopolies" throughout most of this
century. This changed In the early 19o.
when long distance. manufacturing. and information services were seperaied from the
Ivial telephone monopolies a part of the
NIchiflcation of Final Judgment MFJi. That
knsent decree broke up the Bell System.
iased on the realietlon that structurel sePiartion was the onjy effective way to prevent abuse of powe?'by the telephone monopolies. •
Before the MFJ. economists and policy
-akers attempted, without much success, to
prevent the abuse of monopolf power and approximate competitive outcomes for contumers through regulations. Regulating
"natural" monopolies was always problemntic at best. but became Increaslngly more
ifficult in dynamic telecommunications
markets where technological change intensified the complexity and competitiveness of
markets, Improved the Information and
choices available to people, widened the geonruptle scope of markets, and accelerated
the Pace of change.
A pirticularly serious problem Ior reguintors was that these changes created a
ereater potential for competitlion In some
nmarketa than Others. After the %IFJ. for example. the RHOCs retained "naotural" monopoly power for most local exchange seryice because it still was inefficient for sevccvi companies to duplicate ubiqultous telephone lines and facilities in the same local
area. Regulators therefore sublected the
liHOCs to rete-of-return regulation. This
meant, however, that these companies had
tboth the Incentive *sod the ability to increase their profits by using their monopoly
control of local facilities to gain economic
advantages In more competitive markets
ie.g., long distance. information services.
and equipment manufacturingi For exampie. the RBOCs could cross-subidlze. or
charge prices lower than actual costs in comliv ilve markets and make up for these
lsses by inflating the costs they passed on
to rate payers in regulated markets. These
practices place more efficient competitors at
a disadvantage, raise competitors' costs, or
even make it impossible for them to survive.
As one regulatory expert put it. what haprened in connection with the processes that
id to the MFJ "was the result of a poisonci:r synergy created by... rerglation and
mnncpoly power combined with the provision of competitive services. The outcome
was discrimination and cros-subsidlzation
extremely damaging to the competitive
process and ultimately to consumers. And,
I-ecause these same conditions exist today.
notwithstanding divestiture, similar anticompetitive activities will happen again if
we let them.'"
Because of the strong incentives for monopolies to abuse their power, and the subtie, invisible nature of business decisions.
rceulators and courts concluded that the
nl, solution to this problem was the struciiua separation of monopolies. which would
no:.'nue
to be regulated. Irom businesses
th.., hbdd greater potential for competition.
This was precisely the reasoning behind the
NlF.J.
The problem for the courts and regulators.
of course, was not only to physically sepa-

rote the RBOCS, whose control of local telephone facilities gave them monopoly power,
from long distance, information services,
and manufacturing, but also to monitor the
transition in order to prevent these companie
from using their residual monopoly
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